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ISAAC OF NINEVEH: BIOGRAPHY AND TEXTS

Since scholars have already published detailed accounts of Isaac’s biographical history, I will provide only a brief summary.\(^1\) Information about Isaac’s life comes from two historical references. One is the Book of Chastity by Isho’dnah, from the early ninth century, and the other is from an anonymous document preserved by the West Syrians and found in a fifteenth-century manuscript published by Ignatius Rahmani in the early twentieth century.\(^2\) From these documents and internal evidence from Isaac’s own writings, we learn that Isaac was born in the region of Beth Qatraye, on the Persian Gulf, sometime around 613 CE. He was consecrated as bishop of Nineveh around 676 CE, but his career as a bishop was short since he quickly retired from office in order to live the life of a hermit in the mountains of southeast Iraq. According to Isho’dnah, in the Book of Chastity, Isaac abandoned his position as bishop for a “reason which God knows,” but the document published by Rahmani suggests that the Patriarch, George the Katholikos, may have asked Isaac to step down because the citizens of Nineveh were displeased to have a foreigner as their bishop.\(^3\) After retiring from the office of bishop, Isaac first lived as a hermit in the mountains of Beth Huzaye, to the south of Nineveh, and ultimately retired to the monastery of Rabban Shabur, where he remained until his death.

Internal evidence suggests that Isaac composed his Ascetical Homilies late in his life, around 688 CE.\(^4\) Although the biographical document published by Rahmani states that Isaac became blind and that the monks of the monastery of Rabban Shabur wrote down his teachings, Isaac writes that he wrote the Ascetical Homilies himself, probably while he was dwelling in solitude and still

---
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endowed with sight. While neither biographical document says much about the genesis of the discourses, some of them seem to be letters and some of them are answers to questions.

The ancient sources disagree on the number of books that Isaac wrote: Ishodnah speaks generally of books by Isaac on the “way of life of the solitary,” the text published by Rahmani specifies that Isaac composed five books, and finally, Abdisho of Nisibus attributes seven books to Isaac in his Catalogue of Ecclesiastical Writings. Meanwhile, Garshuni sources divide Isaac’s writings into four collections. Other excerpts, preserved in both Syriac and Garshuni, have recently been discovered in various libraries and monasteries in Egypt and Iraq. In addition, a number of spurious works have been attributed to Isaac.

Although there is a long, continuous manuscript history for the first collection of Isaac’s writings, many of his other homilies were lost until recently. At the present time, we have critical editions to the first three collections of homilies written by Isaac and an edition for two discourses from a fifth collection. Isaac’s long set of Gnostic Chapters (four series of roughly 100 short sayings) exists as an unedited manuscript in the Bodleian Library in Oxford. Neither internal nor external evidence suggest any evolution of thought between the first three collections, although, according to Sabino Chialà, the second and third collections seem to have more eschatology, express more original thought, and have more systemization than the first collection.

ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S SPIRITUAL LEGACY

The relatively small amount of modern scholarship dedicated to Isaac’s thought is not commensurate with his ancient importance. Isaac was very influential in the ancient world, as his writings influenced later Syriac authors, such as

6 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla mericordia infinita, 78–9.
7 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla mericordia infinita, 66.
10 For a discussion of these texts, see Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla mericordia infinita, 73–7 and Sebastian Brock, “Isaac the Syrian,” 342–3.
11 See Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla mericordia infinita, 78. Hilarion Alfeyev has composed a list of linguistic, thematic, grammatical, and stylistic similarities between the first three parts, which establishes continuity in authorship. See Hilarion Alfeyev, “In Search of a Spiritual Pearl: St Isaac the Syrian and His Works,” in St Isaac the Syrian and his Spiritual Legacy, ed. Hilarion Alfeyev (Yonkers: St Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2015), 23–7.
12 There are only four recent monographs on Isaac of Nineveh: Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian, published in 2000; Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla mericordia infinita, published in 2002; Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh, published in 2010;
Joseph Hazzaya (eighth century) and John Dalyatha (eighth century), and Greek authors, such as Gregory of Sinai (1255–1346) and Gregory Palamas (1296–1359), through Greek translation. Isaac’s influence on the Latin tradition dates to the thirteenth century when Franciscan authors began to cite portions of his works through Latin translation and, by the fifteenth century, these Latin translations were widely circulated. In addition, ancient manuscripts of Isaac exist in Garshuni, Arabic, Georgian, Old Church Slavonic, Ethiopic, and several Romance languages. The existence of these manuscripts reveals that Isaac’s writings were widely disseminated in antiquity. Isaac’s ancient importance has continued into the present, as his writings have now been translated into numerous modern languages, including English, German, French, Italian, Catalan, Greek, Romanian, Finnish, Russian, and Japanese.

Most of the contemporary secondary literature on Isaac is on his contribution to the spiritual life. The most thorough presentations of Isaac’s contribution to the spiritual life are Hilarion Alfeyev’s book entitled, *The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian*, and his edited volume entitled, *St Isaac the Syrian and his Spiritual Legacy*. General articles on Isaac’s spirituality are many in
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number. Other articles focus on particular aspects of Isaac’s contribution to the spiritual life: Gregory Mansour has written about the role of humility in Isaac’s spirituality; a number of scholars have commented on the role of tears in Isaac’s spirituality; Justin Popovitch and Jacques Touraille have both written about the role of knowledge in Isaac’s spirituality; Sabino Chialà has written about the importance of solitude in Isaac’s spirituality; André Louf has written about the role of God’s love in Isaac’s spirituality; Sebastian Brock has noted the role that psalmody and prayer play within Isaac’s conception of the monastic life; and John Behr has described Isaac’s reflection on the mystery of the cross. Several articles have been published on the contemporary relevance of Isaac’s writings on the spiritual life. And finally, a number of scholars have commented on the important role that Isaac’s writings play in


ecumenical relations. While Isaac’s contribution to the spiritual life is one of his greatest legacies, more work needs to be done that goes beyond his contribution to spirituality.

INTERPRETING ISAAC OF NINEVEH THROUGH THE LENS OF HIS SYRIAC CULTURAL MILIEU

In his book *La lumière sans forme* (1987), Robert Beulay points out the need for a presentation of Isaac’s thought with special attention to his sources. An overview of secondary literature that has discussed Isaac’s dependence on sources confirms the urgency of this *desideratum*. Older scholarship on Isaac interpreted him through the hermeneutical lenses of Greek sources rather than the Syriac sources that would have determined his cultural milieu. In his English translation of Isaac’s first set of homilies, for example, Arent Jan Wensinck supplied several footnotes with cross references to the *Enneades* of Plotinus, the *Sentences* of Porphyry, and the *Diatribe* of Epictetus. This notion that Isaac appropriated specific aspects of his ascetical theory from Neoplatonic thinkers no longer holds currency; rather, contemporary scholars claim that Isaac acquired a general understanding of the Platonic model of the soul through his dependence on Evagrius. Nevertheless, this strong desire to interpret and evaluate Isaac according to the categories of Greek philosophical and theological ideas has continued into the present day. Since Evagrius is the primary connection between Isaac and the Greek world, many scholars emphasize Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius and even claim that Evagrius’s doctrine is the primary key to interpreting several of the unclear passages in Isaac’s texts. Antoine Guillaumont, for example, expresses this approach when he states, “On a pu éprouver assez rapidement qu’une des clefs, et sans doute la principale, pour l’interprétation de l’œuvre d’Isaac est la doctrine d’Évagre,...

---


29 Arent Jan Wensinck, *Mystic Treatises by Isaac of Nineveh* (Amsterdam: Koninklijke Akademie Van Wetenschappen, 1923), 5 n. 1, 9 n. 4, 11 n. 3, 14 n. 1, 15 n. 1, 22 n. 2, 130 n. 1, and 204 n. 1.

30 See, for example, André Louf, “Pourquoi Dieu se manifesta, selon Isaac le Syrien,” 51: “Dans cette tradition spirituelle, qui attache une si grande importance à ce que les auteurs syriens appellent la ‘fréquentation de l’homme intérieur du cœur’—autre expression pour désigner le recueillement et l’intériorité—aucune trace de néo-platonisme ne vient en général reléguer au second plan le rôle joué par le corps dans le parcours spirituel.”
The problem with this tendency to prioritize Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius is that it leads to a method of interpreting Isaac through the Greek concepts that shaped Evagrius’s thought. This study seeks to revise the current hermeneutical methodology through which modern scholars read Isaac. While older scholarship interpreted Isaac through the lenses of Evagrius and other Greek texts, I argue that Isaac’s teaching is an original synthesis based on ideas garnered from a wide range of Syriac texts that have previously been understudied or have gone unrecognized by past scholarship, often due to a lack of modern language translations. Even when Isaac depends on texts that were originally written in Greek, his Syriac translations of these texts do not correspond to the Greek originals in a literal fashion but instead are freely adapted paraphrases that employ traditional Syriac language and teaching to reinterpret Greek concepts. These Syriac translations of Greek texts must be evaluated as Syriac sources with significant differences from their Greek counterparts.

During the course of this study, I investigate and pursue six source trajectories relevant to the study of Isaac’s Syriac source material and cultural heritage. These trajectories are: 1) the corpus of Ephrem, 2) the corpus of John the Solitary, 3) texts arising from the School of Nisibis, including the corpus of Narsai and fragments from Theodore of Mopsuestia’s writings, 4) the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* and other writings by Evagrius, 5) the Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s *Mystical Theology*, and 6) the Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Macarian corpus.

Isaac’s dependence on Ephrem (c. 306–73) has been the subject of a number of studies. While some scholars have noted similarities between the two authors regarding specific themes, such as pearl imagery or the notion of wonder, others have noted only the general importance of Ephrem as an authority for Isaac. I investigate Isaac’s dependence on two themes from Ephrem’s writings: in chapter two, I examine Ephrem’s discussion of the two trees in the Genesis creation account and in chapter four I consider Ephrem’s close association between astonishment and wonder and the impact this association had on Isaac. Although Isaac’s dependence on Ephrem is more general than his dependence on other authors, Ephrem’s pervasive influence on later Syriac literature cannot be ignored.
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Recent scholars have found more specific areas of influence on Isaac’s thought from other Syriac authors, especially from the writings of John the Solitary (also known as John of Apamea), who flourished during the early fifth century. The first study to cite the importance of Syriac sources over and against Evagrian sources for Isaac’s thought was the influential article by Élie Khalifé-Hachem, entitled “La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive.”33 This article identified the importance of John the Solitary in discerning Isaac’s influences, especially Isaac’s teachings on prayer. Khalifé-Hachem concluded that although Evagrian texts influenced superficial aspects of Isaac’s thinking on prayer, John the Solitary’s writings influenced the foundation of Isaac’s teachings. He says, “A cela nous ajoutons qu’Isaac ne paraît pas avoir bien assimilé la doctrine d’Évagre; c’est pourquoi il reste fondamentalement dépendant de Jean le Solitaire, tandis que son évagrianisme, quoique très apparent, reste superficiel.”34 Since Khalifé-Hachem, other scholars, such as Antoine Guillaumont, Hannah Hunt, and Sabino Chialà have found strong connections between Isaac and John the Solitary.35 Nevertheless, research on the connection between John and Isaac has been limited due to the paucity of modern translations of John’s numerous texts. During the course of this study, I demonstrate that Isaac appropriates a number of John’s distinctive linguistic phrases and metaphors and conclude that Isaac weaves these phrases and metaphors into his psychological account of how the mind is transformed by wonder. In particular, I discuss Isaac’s dependence on John’s eschatology in chapter three, his dependence on John’s linguistic association between wonder and the heavenly mysteries in chapter four, and finally, his dependence on John’s moral psychology in chapter six.

Another important area of influence comes through Isaac’s contact with writings associated with the School of Nisibis. In particular, I demonstrate that Isaac’s language and description of Adam as an infantile human being resembles a trajectory of thought that can be traced back to Theodore, but whose earliest extant witness is Narsai, who became headmaster of the School of Nisibis in 489. While other scholars have yet to trace Isaac’s dependence on Narsai in any detail, work has already begun on the relationship between Isaac and Theodore of Mopsuestia (350–428), whose writings influenced Narsai and many of the theological concepts that arose from the School of Nisibis. Several scholars have already suggested that Isaac’s thesis that human beings were created mortal and
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Isaac's definition of wonder ultimately stem from Theodore of Mopsuestia. Study of the relationship between Isaac and Theodore, however, lacks precision because some of the most relevant texts by Theodore (i.e., the commentaries on Matthew and Nahum) are no longer extant in Syriac. For this reason, I pursue Isaac's connection to ideas that may have arisen from Theodore, but as they have been preserved and filtered by Narsai. In chapter two, I detail Isaac's dependence on the infantile Adam tradition as it was developed in extant writings by Narsai.

Isaac's cultural milieu is not limited to authors who wrote in Syriac. During the course of this study, I conclude that Isaac was influenced by three thinkers who originally wrote in Greek: Evagrius (346–399), Pseudo-Dionysius (c. 500), and Pseudo-Macarius (c. fourth century). When evaluating Isaac's dependence on these three thinkers, however, we must be careful to remember that Isaac appropriated their thought through the Syriac translations of their texts. These translations contain significant differences from the Greek originals and therefore must be evaluated as separate sources from the Greek originals. For this reason, a hermeneutic that compares Isaac's writings to the Greek versions of Evagrius, Pseudo-Dionysius, or Pseudo-Macarius is flawed.

The Syriac translation of Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* is significantly altered in order to correct Evagrius's offensive theological positions and to reflect Syriac theological language and ideas. Scholars have already generated a host of studies on the linguistic and thematic similarities between Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* and Isaac's *Ascetical Homilies*. Especially notable are the conclusions

---


of Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, who has compared Evagrius and Isaac on pure prayer. She says that “although Isaac does not create a new theory of contemplative prayer, he provides an entirely fresh and original view on the matter, as a result of merging the Evagrian and Syriac traditions.”38 Although Bitton-Ashkelony emphasizes Evagrius as the primary influence on Isaac’s notion of pure prayer, her conclusion is an important recognition that, even though Isaac appropriated Evagrius’s thought, he did so by redefining Evagrius’s definitions and terminology with definitions and terminology from past Syriac authorities. Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius, in other words, is really a dependence on a Syriac cultural heritage that was incorporated into the Syriac translations of Evagrius’s writings. Through a study of Evagrius’s reception history among Syriac-speaking authors, I show in chapter one that Evagrius’s eschatology was not a significant source of influence on Isaac’s eschatology. Nevertheless, in chapter five, I point out that Isaac derives his understanding of wonder from one significantly altered passage of the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s text, and in chapter six, I demonstrate Isaac’s dependence on Evagrian moral psychology.

Pseudo-Dionysius’s influence on Isaac is difficult to assess because Isaac does not use Pseudo-Dionysian terminology very often, especially compared to the number of times that he uses distinctively Evagrian terminology.39 Nevertheless, there are definite linguistic points of connection between Isaac’s Ascetical Homilies and the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus. These connections, which I outline in chapter five, reveal that Pseudo-Dionysius’s influence on Isaac should not be ignored. Isaac’s dependence on Pseudo-Dionysius does not come from the Greek original, but rather, the sixth-century Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus accomplished by Sergius of Reshaina. In addition, Isaac’s reading of the Syriac Pseudo-Dionysian corpus is filtered through the lens of Sergius of Reshaina’s preface to his translation, in which he outlines his hermeneutical strategy for understanding Pseudo-Dionysius. By using both Sergius’s Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s Mystical Theology and Sergius’s preface to this translation as a basis for linguistic and ideological comparison with Isaac’s texts, I determine that Isaac relied on Pseudo-Dionysian language to construct his definition for the ecstatic experiences of astonishment and wonder.

The precise influence of Pseudo-Macarius’s writings on Isaac remains unclear. Even though Isaac only cites Macarius by name in Homily 1.72, he may have been familiar with additional writings from the Syriac Macarian corpus under other pseudonyms.40 Since Joseph Simone Assemani first noted

Isaac's use of Macarian quotations in the early eighteenth century, scholars who study Isaac have accepted his dependence on Pseudo-Macarius as a given.\footnote{Joseph Simone Assemani, \textit{Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana}, vol. 1 (Rome: Sacrae Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 1719), 448.} Jean-Baptiste Chabot reiterated Assemani’s observation a century later and then George Marriott, in the early twentieth century, concluded that Isaac read a few Syriac translations of Pseudo-Macarius’s letters and attributed these works to Macarius of the desert.\footnote{Jean-Baptiste Chabot, \textit{De S. Isaaci Ninivitae: Vita, Scriptis et Doctrina} (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1892), 71 and George Leicester Marriott, “Isaac of Nineveh and the Writings of Macarius of Egypt,” \textit{Journal of Theological Studies} 20 (1919): 345–7.} Despite these initial observations on the relationship between Isaac and Pseudo-Macarius, recent scholarship has said very little on the connection between the two authors.\footnote{See Robert Beulay, \textit{La lumière sans forme}, 35–94; Sebastian Brock, “Maggnānūtā: A Technical Term in East Syrian Spirituality and its Background,” in \textit{Mélanges Antoine Guillaumont: Contributions à l’étude des christianismes orientaux}, Cahiers d’Orientalisme 20 (Geneva: Cramer, 1988), 128–9; and Paolo Bettio, “Prigionieri dell’ Spirito: Libertà creaturale ed eschaton in Isacco di Ninive e nelle sue fonti,” \textit{Annali di scienze religiose} 4 (1999): 352.} One problem that has plagued scholars who attempt to compare Isaac and Pseudo-Macarius is the significant differences that exist between the Greek and Syriac collections of Pseudo-Macarius’s writings. For the most part, the Syriac corpus is an abbreviated summary and loose paraphrase of the Greek corpus, though Paul Géhin has recently discovered a Greek manuscript that provides a partial basis for the form of the Syriac collection.\footnote{Paul Géhin, “Le Dossier Macarien de l’Atheniensis 2492,” \textit{Recherches Augustiniennes} 31 (1999): 89–147.} Nevertheless, the Syriac collection does not correlate exactly to any of the four extant Greek collections and therefore must be analyzed independently from them. Any textual evidence linking Pseudo-Macarius and Isaac must come from the only Pseudo-Macarian text to which Isaac would have had access, namely the Syriac version.

In this study, I help clarify the relationship between Isaac and Pseudo-Macarius through a linguistic comparison of Isaac’s writings and the Syriac Pseudo-Macarian Corpus. In particular, I demonstrate in chapter two that Isaac uses the Pseudo-Macarian metaphor of a farmer who “cultivates” the earth so that his seeds will bear fruit as a precedent for his unusual interpretation of the curse in \textit{Gen} 3.19, which he understands not as a punishment for sin, but as a universal command to engage in ascetical “cultivation.” In addition, in chapter six, I show that Isaac, like the Syriac translator of the Pseudo-Macarian corpus, observes that human beings become capable of experiencing God through astonishment and wonder so long as their erotic love for God is insatiable.

As we now see, Isaac’s use of source material was vast and widespread. Chapter seven presents the culmination of Isaac’s use of this source material: his synthetic account of astonishment and wonder. In this final chapter,
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I demonstrate that Isaac uses bits and pieces from this vast array of thinkers and weaves them into his own original account of how a person receives an experience of the world to come through wonder.

In addition to the sources listed above, Isaac also demonstrates an awareness of two other sources: Jewish sources, and texts or authors that inspired polemical criticism from Isaac. Scholars have only touched the surface of Isaac’s dependence on Jewish sources. Mary Hansbury’s unpublished dissertation examined this subject in detail for the opening chapters of the first set of homilies. Brenda Fitch Fairaday’s examination of Isaac's imagery of the cross also reveals Isaac’s deference to Jewish themes, such as Isaac’s equation of the cross with the new Ark of the Shekinah of God.

Similarly, little work has been done on Isaac as a polemicist. As Patrick Hagman has noted, polemics is not generally a concern for Isaac, as Isaac himself writes in Homily 2.14: “We are not concerned here to rebuke or censure the faults of others, for this is not our custom.” Yet Isaac’s texts do contain polemical material against secular philosophers. Especially noteworthy is Sebastian Brock’s article that points out Isaac’s use and citation of a secular Syriac philosopher named Secundus. Patrick Hagman and Nestor Kavvadas have also examined Isaac’s polemical comments against the Messalians. Nevertheless, more work needs to be done on the theological currents that Isaac is responding to in his writings. Unfortunately, Isaac’s dependence on Jewish sources and Isaac’s use of secular sources as polemical opponents remains outside the scope of this study.


48 Isaac mentions the errors of the philosophers in Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectio Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:21:17).


Isaac's account of asceticism fulfills a unique role in every aspect of his cosmological vision, including his protological account of creation and fall and his eschatological account of the world to come. Regarding protology, Isaac insists that God intentionally created human beings imperfect (he uses the term “infantile” to describe Adam's imperfection), and he did so because he wanted Adam and Eve to be removed from the garden and forced to work toward perfection via ascetical actions. Isaac even goes so far as to say that God used the fall as the occasion to institute the curse, that is, the command to labor for one's food. This command became the basis for asceticism.

Isaac's protology is unusual among Christian thinkers in that he includes exile from the garden as part of God’s original plan for humanity, but the ramifications of this unusual position also affect Isaac's eschatology. According to Isaac, when God created the world, he planned for there to be a process of growth from imperfection to perfection and he desired that asceticism be the vehicle for this growth. Therefore, for Isaac, the entire purpose of asceticism is the attainment of the eschatological life of the world to come. In particular, his admonitions for ascetical action are driven by his belief that asceticism enables monks to experience this eschatological life of the world to come even while still in this life. Asceticism properly orient the powers of the soul toward the mind until the mind, standing on the precipice of numb astonishment in front of the divine, steps into the eschatological experience of wonder. It is therefore difficult to understand Isaac's ascetical theory without consistent attention to its eschatological impetus and goal. Patrick Hagman notes this important connection between asceticism and eschatology in his book *The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh*: “The single most important theological aspect that has to be kept in mind when studying Isaac’s asceticism is precisely this eschatological perspective. For Isaac, all divine activity in this world happens in the form of a foretaste of future existence.”

Similarly, Nestor Kavvadas recognizes that “bei Isaak die Erfassung der Vergöttlichung als Werk des Heiligen Geistes und die eschatologische Verankerung dieses Werkes gegenüber dem evagrianisch inspirierten onto-theologischen, protoligisch zentrierten Zugang deutlich überwiegen… es lässt sich daher sagen, dass Isaaks Pneumatologie in eschatologischer Perspektive entfaltet wird.” 

Every aspect of Isaac’s thought is rooted in his eschatology.

This study recounts the development of Isaac’s eschatology through an examination of his use of Syriac source material. This examination begins

---

51 Patrick Hagman, *The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh*, 220–1. See also Sabino Chialà’s chapter on Isaac’s eschatology in Sabino Chialà, *Dall’ascesi eremita alla misericordia infinita*, 263–78.

with Isaac's protological account of creation and fall and then it traces the way that this protological foundation affects his eschatology. I conclude that Isaac's eschatology culminates in a foretaste of the world to come, which a person experiences through wonder. Throughout the course of this examination, we shall see the fundamental role that asceticism plays in every aspect of Isaac's thought.
The East-Syriac Reception of Evagrius’s
_Gnostic Chapters_

Although Isaac explicitly adopts Evagrian language to describe key moments in his cosmological vision, the underlying structure of Isaac’s cosmology owes more allegiance to other Syriac sources than it does to Evagrian cosmology. In chapter two, we will examine Isaac’s dependence on themes found in Theodore of Mopsuestia and Narsai, and then in chapter three, we will examine Isaac’s dependence on themes found in the writings of John the Solitary. In particular, we will see, first, that Isaac adopts his protology from the infantile Adam tradition, begun by Theodore and developed in the Syriac tradition by Narsai, and second, that Isaac describes his eschatology with language reminiscent of John the Solitary’s description of life in the world to come. Although Isaac uses Evagrian language to describe features of the ascetical life (as we will see in chapter five), his cosmological framework does not come from Evagrius.

This chapter demonstrates why Evagrius’s teaching was not a significant source of inspiration for Isaac’s protology and eschatology. In order to determine Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius’s eschatology, we examine one of the main texts by Evagrius that Isaac quotes throughout his writings: the fifth-century Syriac translation of Evagrius’s _Gnostic Chapters_. By comparing the eschatological system of this text with the eschatological system of a later, sixth-century translation of the _Gnostic Chapters_, we can see why Evagrius’s eschatology was not a primary source of inspiration for Isaac’s eschatology. The fifth-century Syriac translation of the _Gnostic Chapters_ contains language and terminology that would be influential to Isaac, but it is void of a distinctive eschatological framework. While the sixth-century Syriac translation of the _Gnostic Chapters_ includes a detailed consideration of the state of the human soul in the world to come, the fifth-century Syriac translation only mentions ascetical actions as a way to prepare oneself for the world to come. The fifth-century translation, in other words, contains little speculation on the human mode of existence in the future world and therefore does not offer Isaac an eschatological framework. When evaluating Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius, we must not make the mistake of reading the detailed eschatological considerations of the sixth-century
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translation into Isaac’s thought. The framework of Isaac’s eschatology comes from other sources.

ASSESSING THE EVAGRIAN INFLUENCE ON ISAAC

Although Isaac cites a number of texts by Evagrius, the one that he cites with the most frequency (fifteen times) is the Gnostic Chapters. The original Greek version of the Gnostic Chapters is no longer extant, except for a few fragments, but two different Syriac translations exist. The first Syriac translation (commonly and hereafter referred to as “S1”) was probably made sometime in the first half of the fifth century while the second translation (commonly and hereafter referred to as “S2”) was probably made sometime during the early sixth century. The fifth-century translation (S1) has significantly fewer linguistic correlations to Origen’s eschatology than the sixth-century translation (S2), which contains undeniable similarities to the language used in the condemnations of 553 to describe Origen’s teaching.

The two related questions of Evagrius’s dependence on Origen and which of these two translations authentically represents Evagrius’s original thought is the subject of scholarly debate. According to Antoine Guillaumont, who was the first person to consider the authorship of these two Syriac translations, the later, sixth-century translation (S2) represents the authentic Evagrius because it conforms to the extant Greek fragments of the Gnostic Chapters. Since only the sixth-century translation (S2) contains explicit Origenist eschatological formulations, Guillaumont concludes that Origenist ideas formed the framework of Evagrius’s original thinking and that the fifth-century translator (S1) deliberately removed these controversial Origenist elements because they offended Syriac-speaking Christians.

Guillaumont’s assessment of the two translations has generally been accepted among scholars, but it has recently become the subject of criticism from Augustine Casiday and Ilaria Ramelli. Casiday challenges Guillaumont’s

2 The most recent discussion of the dating of these two translations is Augustine Casiday, Reconstructing the Theology of Evagrius Ponticus: Beyond Heresy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 64–71.
5 Antoine Guillaumont, Les “Képhalaia Gnostica” d’Évagre le Pontique, 236–58.
assumption that the close linguistic connections between the sixth-century translation (S2) and the Greek fragments proves Evagrian authorship; rather, he says, the linguistic connections reveal only that the sixth-century translation (S2) and the Greek fragments had a common author, not that this author was Evagrius. Furthermore, since none of Evagrius's contemporaries implicated him as an Origenist and since the fifth-century translation (S1) was already circulating within one generation after Evagrius's death as the earliest testament to Evagrius's original thought, Casiday questions Guillaumont's assumption that Evagrius even used Origenist formulations that were in need of correcting. Casiday concludes that the fifth-century translation (S1) represents the authentic Evagrius and that the sixth-century translation (S2) is instead a witness to what Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* looked like after someone introduced foreign, Origenist concepts into it. Finally, Ramelli argues that the sixth-century version (S2) is indeed the original version authored by Evagrius and that Evagrius did indeed follow Origenist teaching. She says, however, that both Origen him- self and the sixth-century translation of Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* have been mistakenly interpreted through the lens of the 553 Origenist condemnations and do not actually contain any offensive or heretical notions when interpreted correctly.

From the perspective of scholarship on Evagrius, it makes a big difference as to which Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1 or S2) a person prioritizes as the authentic Evagrius and whether or not a person thinks that Origen was an influence on Evagrius. Older scholarship, stemming from the work of Hans Urs von Balthasar and Antoine Guillaumont, interpreted Evagrius's thought in light of the heretical, Origenist eschatological principles associated with the sixth-century Syriac translation (S2) of the *Gnostic Chapters*. Recent scholars, by contrast, have instead interpreted Evagrius's writings, not in light of the Origenist condemnations, but with a presumption of orthodoxy on Evagrius's behalf. The strategy of these scholars is to interpret Evagrius's thought within the framework of his biblical commentaries and his monastic life rather than

---

the philosophical principles of the sixth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters*.  

From the perspective of scholarship on Isaac, however, these questions about authenticity and how to interpret Evagrius are tangential because Isaac only used the fifth-century translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters*. In his study of Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius, Sabino Chialà concludes, “Noi non sappiamo con certezza se Isacco . . . abbia mai avuto tra le mani la versione integrale delle *Centurie di conoscenza*, anche se è poco probabile visto che cita sempre S1 e non si riferisce mai a S2, neppure per denigrarla.”  

Similarly, Paul Géhin notes that Isaac “toujours cités selon l’ancienne version S1.” Although it is impossible to prove that Isaac never saw the sixth-century translation (S2) of the *Gnostic Chapters*, we do know for certain that he only cited the fifth-century translation (S1) and that he manifests no awareness of the sixth-century translation in any of his writings.

Since Isaac only used the fifth-century translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters*, we need to be careful about how we interpret this text and its effect on Isaac. There exists a temptation to interpret the fifth-century translation (S1) in light of the sixth-century translation (S2) since most scholars assume that the sixth-century translation (S2) is the authentic Evagrius, but ceding to this temptation will lead to wrong conclusions about Isaac’s theology. Since Isaac thought that the fifth-century version was the authentic Evagrius, he read it as such, and when we assess Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius, we should not assume that he had any knowledge of the sixth-century translation (S2). In other words, we should let the fifth-century translation (S1) speak for itself and not interpret it in light of the sixth-century translation (S2).

---


11 Sabino Chialà, “Evagrio il Pontico negli scritti di Isacco di Ninive,” 82.

This methodology of using only the fifth-century translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters* reveals that Evagrius's influence on Isaac's eschatology was limited. Scholarship on Evagrius that prioritizes the sixth-century translation (S2) defines Evagrian thought as inherently eschatological with the corresponding implication that Evagrian influence on later thinkers is necessarily eschatological.¹³ Evagrius's influence on Isaac, however, is via the fifth-century translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters*, which contains a more modest eschatology with less distinctive eschatological features in comparison to the sixth-century translation (S2). Although Isaac appropriates aspects of Evagrian thought and repeats Evagrian terminology, his eschatological framework does not come from Evagrius.¹⁴

In the following sections of this chapter, I will compare the eschatology of the sixth-century Syriac translation (S2) of the *Gnostic Chapters* with both the eschatology of the fifth-century Syriac translation (S1) and the first Syriac interpretation of that translation, written by Babai the Great, the Syriac-speaking abbot of the monastery of Mount Izla from 604–628. Babai’s commentary on the fifth-century Syriac translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters* established the precedent for how to interpret Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* for later, East-Syriac authors like Isaac. First, I will give an account of the cosmology that serves as the basic framework for the eschatology of the sixth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S2) and supply an overview of the eschatology that is founded on this cosmology. Next, I will show how the eschatology of the fifth-century translation (S1) differs from the eschatology of the sixth-century translation (S2) and how Babai further solidified a definitive interpretation of the fifth-century translation for subsequent Syriac authors, like Isaac.

I argue that if we read the eschatological ideas found in the sixth-century translation (S2) into the fifth-century translation (S1), then we might mistakenly assume that Isaac has adopted the eschatological framework found in the sixth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters*. Since Isaac, however, did not have the sixth-century translation (S2), he did not receive this eschatology. Instead he inherited the fifth-century translation (S1) and its correspondingly more

---

¹³ For example, despite similarities in composition date and subject matter, Kevin Corrigan and Julia Konstantinovsky each offer very different evaluations of Evagrius's eschatology because they each preference different Evagrian texts. According to Konstantinovsky, who uses the sixth-century translation (S2) of the *Gnostic Chapters* to reconstruct Evagrius’s thought, “eschatology is central to Evagrius’s entire system.” See Julia Konstantinovsky, *Evagrius Ponticus: The Making of a Gnostic*, Ashgate New Critical Thinking in Religion, Theology and Biblical Studies (Farnham/Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 153–78. By contrast, Corrigan, who primarily relies on ascetical texts like *On Prayer*, *To Monks*, and *Antirrhetikos* to reconstruct Evagrius’s thought, deliberately avoids eschatological speculation. See Kevin Corrigan, *Evagrius and Gregory: Mind, Soul and Body in the 4th Century*, Ashgate Studies in Philosophy and Theology in Late Antiquity (Farnham/Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 128, 132, and 163.

modest eschatological framework, which we should interpret, not through the lens of the sixth-century translation (S2), but through the lens of Babai, who established the East-Syriac precedent of how to interpret the fifth-century translation in his commentary.


The account of redemption history in the sixth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S2) is based on two assumptions, one cosmological and the other eschatological. The cosmological assumption is that there are two instances of creation and redemption history and the eschatological assumption adds that these two instances of creation and redemption history are designed to make the final state resemble the original primordial state of creation. In this section, I will examine the sixth-century translator’s assertion that cosmological history happens twice and, in the next section, I will show how this cosmological assumption is the foundation for his eschatological assumption.

According to the sixth-century translator (S2), the history of the cosmos is a double history: there are two falls, two instances of God’s providence in response to these falls, and two judgments. In *Gnostic Chapter 6.75*, he outlines this chronology from the very first fall of rational beings to the very last judgment of God:

The first knowledge in the rational beings was that of the Blessed Trinity; then there was the movement of freedom, the providence of care, non-abandonment, and then the judgment. And again, [there was] a movement of freedom, providence, and judgment up until the Holy Trinity. Thus a judgment takes place between the movement of freedom and the providence of God.\(^{15}\)

In this passage, the translator describes four distinct moments that occur within creation: union with the Trinity, movement away from God, providence,

---


With the exception of a few Greek fragments, the text of Evagrius's *Gnostic Chapters* remains extant only in its Syriac translation. All of my own English translations are based on the Syriac S1 and S2 versions in Guillaumont's edition of the *Gnostic Chapters*, though see also the recent English translation of the Syriac S2 version in Ilaria L. E. Ramelli, *Evagrius's Kephalaia Gnostika*. 
and finally judgment. What makes this account of cosmological history repeat itself, as the translator himself notes, is the occurrence of a judgment that takes place after God’s initial creation, but before the final eschatological judgment of God. This intermediary judgment is the occasion for God’s second act of creation, which is designed to help rational beings return to knowledge of the Trinity, or, the first knowledge, as it is called in this passage.

According to the sixth-century translator (S2), God created minds before he created bodies. He records that God’s first act of creation brought about an assembly of disembodied minds united to the Trinity, which he refers to as the “unity” (חאודא) or “monad” (ייחאודא).\(^\text{16}\) Since bodies had not yet been created, these minds interacted with God through knowledge alone. The translator says that the first piece of knowledge available to the created minds was their fundamental awareness of their union with the Trinity and it is this awareness that defines their created existence.\(^\text{17}\) As members of this unity, these minds are naturally attracted to knowledge of the Trinity. The translator defines each mind, for example, as being “united to the knowledge of the Trinity,” as a “seer of the Holy Trinity,” and as being naturally attracted to knowledge.\(^\text{18}\) This unity of disembodied minds in communion with the Trinity was the original state of God’s first creation prior to the first movement away from God.

This first creation is the sole state in which rational beings can experience complete fulfillment. Although God is not lacking in anything, created minds are incapable of fulfillment except through knowledge of their creator.\(^\text{19}\) “All beings exist for the knowledge of God,” the translator states, “but everything that exists for another is inferior to that thing for which it exists; for this reason, the knowledge of God is superior to everything.”\(^\text{20}\) The minds, therefore, only experience fulfillment when they are united to the Trinity, which is described as an “unspeakable peace” and as a time when the minds “constantly satiate their insatiability.”\(^\text{21}\) As we will see below when we examine the sixth-century translator’s (S2) eschatological assumption, the return to this state, wherein the created minds enjoy peaceful union with the Trinity through knowledge, is the ultimate goal of the minds after their movement away from God.

\(^{16}\) Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.3 (PO 28:61). For further background on the subtle distinctions between these two terms in Evagrius’s writings, see Gabriel Bunge, “Hénade ou monade?,” 69–91.

\(^{17}\) Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.19 (PO 28:69).


\(^{19}\) Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.64 (PO 28:123–5).

\(^{20}\) Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.87 (PO 28:57).

\(^{21}\) Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.65 (PO 28:47–9).
Despite being created free from sin, the minds began to lapse from primordial communion with God through the second distinct moment in the sixth-century translation's (S2) progression of cosmology, that is, the movement (ܡܬܙܝܥܢܘܬܐ) away from God. The result of this movement was an initial separation of the minds from their original union with God and a fall away from knowledge to ignorance. The translator says, “The monad is not moved in itself; rather, it is moved by the capacity of the mind which through carelessness turns its face away from it, and which through this deprivation begets ignorance.” To account for the possibility of an initial movement away from God, the translator asserts the fundamental existence of free will inherent in the minds. He explains, “Whether the rational natures exist always or do not exist depends on the will of the Creator; but whether they are immortal or mortal depends on whether or not they follow their own will, as does whether or not they are yoked to one thing or another.”

The ultimate cause of the fall, therefore, was the capacity of the rational beings to freely choose to turn away from their union with God and to seek union with created things instead.

According to the sixth-century translator (S2), this movement of the minds away from God brought about a change in God's response toward creation and was the occasion for the next moment in cosmological history, namely, God's providence and non-abandonment. “Before the movement,” he says in *Gnostic Chapter* 6.20, “God was good, powerful, wise, creator of incorporeal beings, father of rational beings, and all powerful, but after the movement, he is the creator of bodies.”

God's act of providence and non-abandonment toward the fallen minds was the cause for God's second act of creation, in which the fallen minds became souls and were placed in bodies. The purpose of these newly created bodies was to help the fallen minds recover knowledge of God through ascetical service, which makes use of the body. The translator says in *Gnostic Chapter* 3.28: “The soul is the mind which, through negligence, fell from the monad and through its carelessness, descended to the rank of service.”
The East-Syriac Reception of Evagrius Ascetical service in the body helps the soul abandon the distractions of the material world and turn instead toward knowledge of the creator. Ascetical service, he says in Gnostic Chapter 1.67, “becomes a chariot for the reasoning soul, which is diligent about obtaining the knowledge of God.” Asceticism of the body is therefore the means for the restoration of knowledge, for after the second creation, the soul recovers its knowledge of God by learning about Him through creation.

The sixth-century translator (S2) sees the mind as superior to souls that have been placed in bodies because the embodied souls are a product of the fall. He says, “The glory and light of the mind is knowledge, but the glory and light of the soul is impassibility.” Since the soul is subject to the distractions of the body and therefore unable to attain knowledge of the Trinity, its glory is impassibility because only in the state of impassability can the soul mimic the undistracted posture of the mind focused on the Trinity. He says in Gnostic Chapter 2.6: “The laboring soul, which has flourished by the grace of God and has been removed from the body, exists in those places of knowledge where the wings of its impassability will lead it.” Although embodied souls can achieve a state of impassability through ascetical deeds, the future world will bring a return to the pure mind. The soul, as the mind attached to a body, is a temporary measure.

The final movement in cosmological history is God’s judgment. According to the sixth-century translator (S2), God’s judgment determines what kind of body the fallen mind receives during the second creation. The type of body depends on the extent of the mind’s initial movement away from God. He says in Gnostic Chapter 3.38: “The judgment of God is the generation of the world, in which he gives a body to each one of the rational beings as a measure.” The translator, however, does not just use the term “world” to designate the cosmos; rather, “world” (ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܬ) is a technical term that designates the ontological degree of the soul’s closeness to God. He notes, for instance, that all worlds contain the four elements of physical creation, but that the worlds differ in

28 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.67 (PO 28:49).
29 See Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.57 (PO 28:121), 4.40 (PO 28:155), and 6.49 (PO 28:237).
30 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.81 (PO 28:55).
32 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.6 (PO 28:63).
33 See Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.48 (PO 28:117).
34 See Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.82 (PO 28:55).
35 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.38 (PO 28:113).
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By quality, as he explains in Gnostic Chapter 1.2, he means the characteristic trait existing in creatures that causes them to oppose God. A quality, therefore, is an ethical measure of a rational being’s movement away from God and it is this measure that distinguishes various worlds for the translator. Since each fallen soul differs in its degree of movement away from God, different worlds exist for different souls. The translator says in Gnostic Chapter 2.14: “Those who live in equal bodies are not in the same knowledge, but in the same world, while those who are in the same knowledge are in equal bodies and in the [same] world.” Elsewhere, in Gnostic Chapter 2.75, he states, “Inasmuch as the judge has judged the condemned, so much also has he made worlds; and that one who knows the number of judgments also knows the number of worlds.” God’s judgment, therefore, determines what type of body and world to accord to each soul.

These four moments in cosmological history, namely, the primordial communion of knowledge, the movement away from God, God’s providence, and God’s judgment, all took place, according to the sixth-century translation (S2), before the biblical narrative of the fall and form the first cycle of creation and redemption history. In the second round of cosmology history, the translator claims that these four moments repeat themselves within the material creation. In the second round of distinct cosmological moments, Adam existed in contemplation with God, then there was movement away from God (i.e., the biblical fall), then God enabled human beings to return to him through ascetical practices, until the final eschatological judgment. The point of this second repetition of cosmological history is to help the rational beings return to their original union of knowledge with the Trinity. In other words, the material creation exists as a springboard for propelling rational souls back to the level of their initial satiated state of communion with the Trinity.

In summary, the sixth-century Syriac translation (S2) records that God created minds before he created bodies and that these minds became souls and were placed in bodies after their initial movement away from God. After the creation of bodies, the distinct moments of cosmological history were repeated in order to assist the embodied souls in their return to their original disembodied existence as minds united to the Trinity through knowledge. The translator’s description of this return journey forms the basis of his eschatology, to which we now turn.

---

36 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.23 (PO 28:107).
This double repetition of cosmological history feeds the sixth-century translator's (S2) primary eschatological assumption, which is the belief that the end state will resemble the initial state. According to this translator, God's first act of creation brought about minds that were virtuous by nature, or as he says, contained the “seeds of virtue.” After the first movement away from God, these minds became evil, but this evil is temporary and will last only until the final restitution. In a series of remarks in the first Gnostic Chapter, he makes the following comparisons between "seeds of virtue" that are inherent in people and the temporary "seeds of evil":

When we existed in the beginning, the seeds of virtue were naturally constituted in us, but not the seeds of evil.40

and

There was [a time] when evil did not exist and there will be [a time] when it no longer exists; but there was never [a time] when virtue did not exist and there will never be [a time] when it does not exist, for the seeds of virtue are imperishable.41

The goal of the ascetical life, therefore, is to gradually return to the original virtue of God's first act of creation, that is, virtuous knowledge of the Trinity.

Although this fundamental belief, which holds that the end state will resemble God's original creation, was not uncommon among early Christian thinkers, the sixth-century translator's (S2) development of the process of restoration was controversial to Syriac authors who read the Gnostic Chapters. The specifically controversial aspect of this eschatology is its account of God's second act of providence. While God's first act of providence was the placement of fallen minds into bodies that would allow them to work their way back to unity with the Trinity, God's second act of providence—carried out by Christ—is to lead the minds back to the original state of perfect virtue through a series of different “worlds,” or levels of ontological proximity to God. In Gnostic Chapter 4.89, the translator says, “Who will investigate the reasons of providence and how Christ leads the rational natures to the unity of the holy monad by means

40 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.39 (PO 28:35).

41 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.40 (PO 28:37).
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of various worlds?” His metaphor for the progression through worlds to unity with the Trinity is the image of Jacob’s ladder, which he employs in Gnostic Chapter 4.43. The ladder, he says, “is an allegory for all worlds.”

This ascension through various worlds involves an ontological change in that human beings become angels as they ascend to a higher world on the ladder of being. Various texts support this reading. In Gnostic Chapter 1.23, the translator states that human beings who eat the “bread of angels (Ps 78.25)” come to have spiritual understanding of created things, just like the angels; in Gnostic Chapter 3.65, the angels will establish certain human beings in the world to come as “possessors of angelic administration;” and in Gnostic Chapter 4.74, he speaks of saints who, “at the present time have been released from bodies and have joined with the choir of angels.” For this translator, the saints who have been freed from their human bodies will exist next in angelic bodies so that they can inherit the angelic role of spiritual oversight and return to the world as angelic guides who offer help to those monks in lower levels of the spiritual life.

The second act of God’s judgment is the final eschatological resurrection, which the sixth-century translator (S2) describes throughout his translation of the Gnostic Chapters as the “world to come.” In the world to come, God will execute the last judgment, at which time souls that have been joined to bodies will be liberated from them and become minds once again, for according to Gnostic Chapter 1.58: “All those who have been yoked with a body will also necessarily be released [from the body].” This liberation from the body implies a return to the original state, which means that the liberated minds will once again be able to contemplate God in an immaterial way, as the translator describes it in Gnostic Chapter 2.62, which states, “When the minds receive the contemplation that concerns them, then also the entire nature of the bodies will be taken away and the contemplation that concerns them will become

42 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.89 (PO 28:175).
43 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.43 (PO 28:155).
45 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.23 (PO 28:27), 3.65 (PO 28:125), and 4.74 (PO 28:169).
immaterial." Elsewhere, in *Gnostic Chapter 5.3*, he says that this immaterial contemplation includes a vision of the Trinity: “Those who are in the last world see something of the luminous rays of the Holy Trinity.” The “world to come” therefore signals a time when the created order will once again resemble the original state of creation.

THE FIFTH-CENTURY SYRIAC TRANSLATOR’S AND BABAI’S COSMOLOGY: A SINGLE CREATION AND REDEMPTION HISTORY ACCORDING TO THE BIBLICAL NARRATIVE

The fifth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1) lacks the cosmology found in the sixth-century translation (S2). Instead of a cyclical, two-fold repetition of creation and redemption history, the fifth-century translator (S1) offers just one cycle of creation and redemption. After creation, human beings are expected to perform ascetical labor in order to prepare themselves for redemption in the world to come. This interpretation of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* is then repeated and expanded on by Babai the Great, who wrote the first commentary on the fifth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters*. Babai opposed Origenism in all of its forms, but he was especially concerned to dismiss the Origenism of his contemporary, Henana of Adiabene, against whom he issued a number of polemical criticisms. Although Babai’s strongest polemical statements against Henana occur in the *Book of Union*, he also equates the heresy of Henana and Origen multiple times in his *Commentary on the Gnostic Chapters*. Babai is aware of the sixth-century, Origenist translation of the text (S2) and his explicit aim in it is to correct those blasphemers who produced this translation and who, according to Babai, introduced Origenism into Evagrius’s system. He is also aware of Evagrius’s condemnation in 553, but he sees these attacks as calumnies from Satan since he says that even Evagrius himself refuted Origenism. Nevertheless, Babai recognizes that Evagrius’s thought does have some resemblances to Origenism—even in the fifth-century...

---


49 Evagrius, *Kephalaia Gnostica* 5.3 (PO 28:177).


51 For remaining traces of Origenism in the fifth-century translation (S1) of the *Gnostic Chapters*, see Antoine Guillaumont, *Les “Képhalaia Gnostica” d’Évagre le Pontique*, 259–90, but especially 262.
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translation (S1)—and he is forced to deal with them. His attempt to explain away all traces of Origenism means that later Syriac writers, like Isaac, received knowledge of Evagrius through the lens of Babai’s anti-Origenist interpretation of the fifth-century Syriac translator’s rendition of the Gnostic Chapters (S1).

The fifth-century Syriac translation of the Gnostic Chapters (S1) does not share the same cosmological assumption as the sixth-century translation (S2), namely, that cosmological history happens twice. The fifth-century translator (S1) interprets God’s judgment in response to the initial movement as the final eschatological judgment rather than an intermediary judgment where minds are placed in bodies. As a result, he presents a cosmology with only one movement, providential act, and judgment, instead of two. This difference is revealed in Gnostic Chapter 6.75, in what was the sixth-century translator’s clearest description of a repeated cosmology. First recall the sixth-century translation of the text (S2):

The first knowledge in the rational beings was that of the Holy Trinity; then there was the movement of freedom, the providence of care, non-abandonment, and then the judgment. And again, there was a movement of freedom, providence, and judgment up until the Holy Trinity. Thus a judgment takes place between the movement of freedom and the providence of God. 52

Now compare the fifth-century translator’s rendering of the same passage (S1):

The first knowledge in the rational natures was contemplation of the Holy Trinity; then there was a movement of freedom, the care of the providence of God through the discipline that restores one to life and through the learning that brings one back to the first contemplation. 53

The fifth-century translator (S1) does not mention God’s judgment in his version of Gnostic Chapter 6.75, which shows that he thinks cosmological history occurs just once instead of twice. In fact, he interprets all of Evagrius’s references to judgment as references to the final eschatological judgment. For example, while the sixth-century translator (S2) describes the first judgment of God as the creation of the world and the placement of minds into material bodies in Gnostic Chapter 3.38, the fifth-century translator (S1) instead interprets this judgment as the final eschatological judgment; his text reads: “The judgment of God is the just distinction that puts retribution and the pronouncement of judgment into the bodies of the rational beings according to the service of their actions; and this [judgment] is either glory or torment.” 54

52 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 6.75 (PO 28:249).
53 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 6.75 (PO 28:248).
54 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.38 (PO 28:112).
Instead of the sixth-century translator’s (S2) emphasis on God’s multiple acts of judgment throughout cosmological history, the fifth-century translator (S1) introduces, in *Gnostic Chapter* 6.75, an emphasis on contemplation (ܬܐܘܪܝܐ) as the original state of God’s creation. According to the fifth-century translation (S1), God’s first act of creation did not bring about a noetic union between disembodied minds and the Trinity, but rather, embodied human beings who are engaged in contemplation of the Trinitarian God. Since the fifth-century translator (S1) believes that God’s first act of creation resulted in the creation of embodied human beings who are engaged in contemplation of the Trinity, he has no need for God’s two acts of creation. While the sixth-century translation (S2) records that God’s second act of creation brought about the material world, the fifth-century translator (S1) eliminates the notion of any creation that took place before the material creation of the world. For example, the sixth-century translation of *Gnostic Chapter* 6.20 reads, “Before the movement, God was . . . creator of incorporeal beings, father of rational beings . . . but after the movement, he is the creator of bodies . . .”

The fifth-century translator (S1), however, does not refer to God as the creator of incorporeal beings before the movement and creator of bodies after the movement; instead, he states simply that God was creator before the movement and judge after the movement.

God’s first and second acts of creation have been conflated since the fifth-century translator (S1) understands God’s single act of creation to be the creation of the material world.

Similarly, the fifth-century translator (S1) does not ever refer to two movements away from God and instead interprets the one movement away from God as a movement away from the original state of perfect contemplation that existed between human beings and God. While the sixth-century translation of *Gnostic Chapter* 3.28 reads, “The soul is the mind which, through negligence, fell from the monad and through its carelessness, descended to the rank of service,” the fifth-century translation (S1) reads, “The sinful soul is the pure mind that fell from contemplation of the holy unity through its negligence and, through much labor, is in need of being made worthy of the perfect image of the Blessed Trinity from which it had fallen.” The fifth-century translator (S1) understands the term movement as a movement away from contemplation of the Trinity, not a movement away from ontological unity with the Trinity.

Although the fifth-century Syriac translator (S1) does not specifically associate the fall of Satan and Adam with the first and only primordial movement
away from God, he leaves the door open for others after him to make this explicit connection, like Babai, who, in his commentary on *Gnostic Chapter* 6.75, explicitly frames the movement away from God in terms of the biblical account of the “fall” (ܡܦܘܠܬܐ).

In *Gnostic Chapter* 6.20, where the fifth-century Syriac translator (S1) speaks of only one movement away from God (as opposed to two movements in the sixth-century translator’s version), Babai furthers the implicit assumption that the first movement away from God was the fall of Satan and the subsequent deception of Adam:

[Babai mentions Adam numerous times in his commentary on *Gnostic Chapter* 6.43. See, for example, Babai, *Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica* 6.43 (Frankenberg:388).]

Babai reiterates this position in his commentary on *Gnostic Chapter* 1.58, when he describes the source of immaterial death:

The one who fell from there like a lightning bolt first brought it upon himself. He became dark and made himself into the father of deception. He deprived himself of the service of virtue and of the knowledge of God, was diligent in evil artifice, and he begat for himself children of sin, our common ancestors. And these [children] renounced their natural glory and beauty and they became idle in their service for God.

Babai understands the fall away from God not in terms of the mind’s rejection of its unity with God, as in the sixth-century translation (S2), but rather, in terms of the fall of Satan and then Adam.

Whereas the sixth-century Syriac translator of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* (S2) posits a cosmology that repeats itself, the fifth-century translator (S1) avoids references to a repeated cosmological history. There is only one movement away from God and only one final eschatological judgment according to this anonymous translator. Babai makes this cosmological assumption even more explicit by describing the one and only movement away from God as the fall of Satan and subsequent fall of Adam.

---

58 Babai, *Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica* 6.75 (Frankenberg:410:7–8): “After their fall, [God], through the succor of his grace, did not turn away from his creation; instead he has restored them to life, that is, to knowledge of God, through discipline.”

59 Babai mentions Adam numerous times in his commentary on *Gnostic Chapter* 6.43. See, for example, Babai, *Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica* 6.43 (Frankenberg:388).


The fifth-century Syriac translator’s and Babai’s reworked eschatology: the journey of asceticism

Unlike the sixth-century Syriac translation of the Gnostic Chapters (S2), the fifth-century translator (S1) does not understand the initial state of creation to be an ontological union of incorporeal minds with the Trinity. For this reason, he does not mention any system of multiple worlds and graduated steps toward the soul’s reunion with the Trinity. Instead, he places more emphasis on various forms of ascetical actions than on the state of the human soul in the world to come. Ascetical vocabulary, like “labor” (ܐܵܥܡ), “way of life” (ܕܘܒܪܐ), and “service” (ܡܠܚܢܐ), appears more prominently in the fifth-century Syriac translation (S1) than the sixth-century translation (S2). Whereas the sixth-century translator (S2), for example, uses Jacob’s ladder as a symbol for the gradual ascension throughout various worlds in Gnostic Chapter 4.43, the fifth-century translator (S1) instead understands the ladder to be a symbol of the quest for purity and virtue. Ascetical labor is what prepares human beings for the final judgment of God.

This emphasis on the role of ascetical actions shows that the fifth-century translator (S1) interprets the term “world,” not as an ontological measure of the soul’s closeness to God, but as a measure of a person’s ethical standing in the eyes of God. Ascetical actions, in other words, garner favor with God. Various passages in the fifth-century translation (S1) manifest this interpretation. For example, in Gnostic Chapter 2.14, the sixth-century translator (S2) attributes equality to those who were in the same world: “those who are in the same knowledge,” he says, “are in equal bodies and in the [same] world.” The fifth-century translator’s version of this same text (S1), however, views equality in a different sense: human beings are equal when they uphold the same level of the ascetical way of life. His text reads, “Those who are equal in the perfection of their way of life are also equal in the recompense of their labor.” For the fifth-century translator (S1), ascetical deeds are the measure of equality, not the ontological world in which a person exists. In addition, the sixth-century translator (S2) asks in Gnostic Chapter 4.89, “Who will investigate the reasons of providence and how Christ leads the rational natures to the unity of the holy monad by means of

---

62 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.43 (PO 28:154).
63 As some scholars have claimed, the eschatology of the fifth-century translation (S1) has an ethical force while the eschatology of the sixth-century translation (S2) has an ontological force. See Gabriel Bunge, “Hénade ou monade?,” 69–91 and Augustine Casiday, Reconstructing the Theology of Evagrius Ponticus, 242.
64 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.14 (PO 28:67).
various worlds?"\textsuperscript{66} The fifth-century translator (S1) instead asks, "Who will investigate the reasons of administration and how Christ leads the rational natures to intimacy with the Holy Trinity by means of service to the holy commandments?"\textsuperscript{67} The fifth-century translator (S1) makes "service to the holy commandments" the means for achieving intimacy with God instead of progression through various worlds that, for the sixth-century translator (S2), leads to union with the Trinity in the final world to come. By using ascetical terminology instead of references to multiple worlds, the fifth-century translator (S1) emphasizes ascetical actions and devotion to the commandments as preparation for the final eschatological judgment rather than the future migration of the soul through various ontological worlds.

Babai also eliminates what he perceives to be an Origenist theory of multiple worlds by explaining that the term "world" must be understood in its basic sense as the created cosmos. Whereas the sixth-century translation of \textit{Gnostic Chapter} 6.20, for example, includes an elaborate theory of multiple worlds, Babai's commentary makes no mention of worlds as he works his way through the biblical history.\textsuperscript{68} Babai's commentary on \textit{Gnostic Chapter} 3.36, however, is the most telling explanation of the way he understands the term "world." When he comments on the fifth-century translation of this passage, he understands it to be a polemical statement aimed at the Valentinian understanding of multiple worlds. Babai begins his commentary by stating, "There are not many worlds as [is reported by] the ungodliness of Valentinus, who speaks impiously of three-hundred masculine and feminine worlds, but there is one world whose constitution is the highest heaven and the earth."\textsuperscript{69} Next, he elaborates on what he thinks is Evagrius's rebuttal of this Gnostic teaching; according to Babai, the point of Evagrius's text was to describe how different natures could exist together in one world. He continues:

In response to [this ungodliness of Valentinus], [Evagrius] calls every single thing that is made a nature, which means that its existence comes from God himself. There are no aeons or epochs by themselves, but natures that have aeons and epochs with them, for [God] makes known the many from the title, "one." The "one" is a literal and actual world, which is constituted from distinct bodies that do not resemble each other. [God] includes distinct rational beings according to their ranks within it: rulers, principalities, powers, and lords. [God] also includes humans in their ranks since these [people] who worked in [the world] every day

\textsuperscript{66} Evagrius, \textit{Kephalaila Gnostica} 4.89 (PO 28:175).
\textsuperscript{67} Evagrius, \textit{Kephalai Gnostica} 4.89 (PO 28:174).

through their many transformations are [the ones who] will receive an increase in their knowledge of God.70

Babai explains that God created only one world containing many different types of natures, including angelic orders (Babai alludes to Paul's list of angelic orders in Eph 6.12) as well as human beings who have attained different levels of knowledge of God. Unlike the sixth-century translator (S2), who holds that different ranks of beings exist in different ontological worlds, Babai understands the term “world” to designate the entire cosmos, which contains rational and non-rational beings that differ in their closeness to God.

Since Babai understands the term “world” to designate the entire cosmos and not a series of ontological levels on one's journey to God, he must reinterpret the concept of the spiritual way, or journey (ܐܘܪܚܐ). In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 2.14, Babai explains that equality in the eyes of God comes not from knowledge, but from ascetical labor. In this chapter, the sixth-century translator (S2) bases equality on knowledge: “those who are in the same knowledge, “ he said, “are in equal bodies and in the [same] world.”71 The fifth-century translator (S1), however, instead attributes equality to those who performed the same ascetical way of life and have achieved the same recompense for their ascetical labor.72 Babai picks up on this emphasis on the ascetical way of life in the fifth-century translation (S1) and explains that God measures equality in heaven—the “there” in the quotation that follows—based on one's ascetical labor in this world—the “here” in the quotation: “Those who are equal here in the perfection of their good way of life and have obtained in themselves many different sorts of spiritual virtue, love, temperance, etc. have become equal there in recompense for their labors on account of this dignity.”73 The main thrust of Babai's argument is to remind his readers that God judges different types of ascetical labor equally so long as they are performed with the proper motivation, that is, the desire for heaven, or as Babai calls it, the “city of life.” He continues, “Even if the way of their labors is different (for instance, the way of humility, the journey of love towards strangers, or another [who lives the way of] the hermit, etc.), their labors are still equal to each other and they run to the city of life.”74 Unlike the sixth-century translator (S2), Babai does not base

equality on levels of knowledge that designate the ontological status of the soul on its return journey to unity with God. Instead, he says that ascetical labor makes people equal during the final judgment in heaven, when God will judge people based on the motivations behind their ascetical labors. In this context of discussing how ascetical labor will lead to recompense in heaven, Babai goes on to explain that the term “world” designates heaven, the place of the just judge.75

Finally, Babai explicitly denounces the sixth-century translator’s idea that human beings can become angels. In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 5.11, for example, Babai states outright that human beings cannot become angels, as Origen wrongly teaches.76 Elsewhere, in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 5.19, he specifically warns against the temptation of interpreting the “transformation of the body” as a transformation into an angel. Instead, Babai argues that the transformation of bodies in the resurrection is an ethical transformation away from a life of sin to a life of holiness:

Against the rebuttal of those who deny the resurrection of bodies [Evagrius] shows that, during the transformation, the body does not undergo a change into something else, not even an angel. Rather, [the transformation] is from the fall of unchastity and fornication to holiness and [participation] in the mystery.77

For Babai, the resurrection brings new levels of holiness, but not a change in nature.

In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.65, Babai clarifies the distinction between angels and human beings in the world to come by saying that human beings will participate in angelic honor rather than angelic nature. While the sixth-century translator (S2) says that human beings will have angelic administration in the world to come, the fifth-century translator (S1) says that human beings will participate in the honor of the angels instead of administration.78 Babai picks up on this emphasis on honor and explains that one should not understand participation in angelic honor as an ontological participation:

We do not abandon our nature, which consists of the soul together with the body, and adopt the nature of the angels during the transformation that takes place during the resurrection. Those who are instructed in the Godly doctrine of the angels in this

---

75 See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 2.14 (Frankenberg:140:4–7): “They labor with their same power and if their recompenses are equal in the world of the judge, and ‘those who are equal in spiritual knowledge’ are freed from this world, and they call on account of the banner of their lives, and they understand the contemplations of being through their purity, then they will be equal also in the glory of their inheritance from this just judge.”


78 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.65 (PO 28:124).
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world, however, become partakers with [the angels] in their honor, not their nature. Our Lord did not say that we should be angels, but that we should be like [angels].

With this distinction, Babai furthers his position that the world to come involves the completion of an ascetical journey through various levels of holiness, not the elimination of a human body and acquisition of an angelic body.

In summary, while the fifth-century Syriac translator (S1) claims that the final state is also a return to the original state of God’s creation, his description of the original state of God’s creation and the mechanism that makes the return to this state possible are different from the sixth-century translation (S2). For the sixth-century translator (S2), the initial state is a unity of minds with the Trinity and the eschatological return to this state is accomplished through the mind’s progression through various worlds that bring about the mind’s physical liberation from the body in the world to come. For the fifth-century translator (S1), the original state is spiritual contemplation of God and ascetical labor prepares each person to ultimately return to this same level of contemplation in the world to come.

Babai continues and even deepens the eschatological vision of the fifth-century Syriac translation of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* (S1). Like the fifth-century translator, Babai also believes that redemption implies a return to the original state of creation and he characterizes this life as an ascetical journey designed to prepare human beings for the final judgment of God. In the process of his description of this journey of body and soul, Babai avoids the term “world” to designate various levels of ontological reunification with God and he opposes the notion that human beings can become angels. For Babai, ascetical actions prepare people to achieve higher levels of holiness until perfection is attained in the world to come.


Since Babai is aware of the sixth-century, Origenist translation of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* (S2), he goes to great lengths to convince his readers that this Origenist framework should not be applied to Evagrius’s thinking. When he composes his commentary on the fifth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters*, he uses...
Isaac of Nineveh’s Ascetical Eschatology

Chapters (S1), which he believes to be the authentic Evagrius, Babai deliberately shows how his interpretation differs from some of the ideas that he deems heretical from the sixth-century translation (S2). In particular, Babai believes that Evagrius would never have suggested that the body would be destroyed in the future world and he even praises Evagrius for his commitment to the fundamental goodness of the material creation. Since, according to Babai, the heretical adherents of Origenism believe that the body is evil, he must show that Evagrius cannot be understood in any way other than as a promoter of the resurrection of both the body and soul in the world to come. Although the fifth-century translator of the Gnostic Chapters (S1) had demonstrated an interest in maintaining the unity between body and soul in the world to come, Babai believes that he needs to make this fact even more explicit. For Babai, future destruction of the body and soul renders the ascetical enterprise meaningless, for bodily asceticism is what makes the soul worthy of the world to come.

While the sixth-century Syriac translation of Evagrius’s Gnostic Chapters (S2) emphasizes the future destruction of the body and soul, the fifth-century translation (S1) instead avoids this issue. In some cases, the fifth-century translation (S1) simply does not contain some of the statements regarding the liberation of fallen minds from bodies that are present in the sixth-century translation (S2). In Gnostic Chapter 1.58, for example, the fifth-century translation (S1) does not have the sixth-century translator’s remark that “all those who have been yoked with a body will also necessarily be released [from the body].” In other places, the fifth-century translator (S1) formulates the sense of Evagrius’s original passage differently. In Gnostic Chapter 4.74, the sixth-century translator (S2) mentions saints who “have been released from bodies and have joined with the choir of angels,” but the fifth-century translator (S1) instead renders the passage to speak generally of those who “have been made complete in the fulfillment of the commandments of God and have left this world.” The fifth-century translation of the text (S1) avoids the question of the future state of the body altogether.

Despite these adjustments, the fifth-century translator (S1) did not eliminate all of the controversial Origenist material from Evagrius’s original text, at least in Babai’s mind. One passage that Babai saw as still in need of correction was

81 See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.15 (Frankenberg:198:11–13): “When [Evagrius] explains to us that the fullness of rational nature is not lacking from [its association with] created nature and that there is no damage in it from what is unnatural, [Evagrius] keeps the righteous deeds in all their parts.”


83 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.58 (PO 28:44) and (PO 28:45).

84 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.74 (PO 28:169) and (PO 28:168).
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Gnostic Chapter 3.28, where the fifth-century translator (S1) defined the fall as a movement away from the original state of perfect contemplation. Although this new characterization of the fall as a loss of perfect contemplation was less offensive to Christians who denied that human beings initially existed in a disembodied state, the fifth-century translation (S1) of the text needed further correction. This passage still implies that the creation of the soul took place after the creation of the mind since the text reads that “the soul is the mind that fell from contemplation.” According to Babai, this later creation of the soul means that the soul was inferior to the mind and that the soul’s existence was temporary. In order to adjust this text to a more standard Christian notion of the union between body and soul in the future world, Babai explicitly states that Evagrius had used the terms “mind” (ܗܘܢܐ) and “soul” (ܢܦܫܐ) interchangeably.

With this interpretation, Babai negates the question of whether the creation of the mind preceded the creation of the soul and avoids the implication that the soul would cease to exist in the world to come.85

Another confusing passage for Babai was Gnostic Chapter 1.67. According to the sixth-century translator (S2), the material world serves the soul by providing it with knowledge of the creator. For this reason, he implies that the world is a “serving chariot” for the soul:

Who can know the structure of the world and the activity of the elements? Who can understand the composition of this organ of our soul? And who will investigate how this [structure of the world] is joined with this [organ of the soul] and [the extent of] their jurisdiction and their participation with [their] surroundings such that [the world] becomes a serving chariot for the reasoning soul, which is diligent about obtaining the knowledge of God?86

The fifth-century translator (S1), on the other hand, avoids this formulation and decides not to call the world a “serving chariot,” but instead designates the phrase “service of this harp” as the chariot. His translation reads: “Who can know the constitution of this world, the activity of the elements, and the service of this harp, how it is a chariot through service of the commandments

85 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.28 (Frankenberg:206:20): “[Evagrius] calls the mind the soul and the soul the mind.”

86 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.67 (PO 28:49).

Modern scholars have been unsure of how to translate the phrase “serving chariot” (ܡܪܟܒܬܐܦܠܘܚܬܐ), which does not have a clear subject in the Syriac text. I interpret this passage as a statement on the relationship between the world and the soul, so I have supplied the subject “world,” i.e., “the world is the serving chariot for the reasoning soul” because the world provides the soul with knowledge of God. My translation differs from the translation first offered by Antoine Guillaumont, who understands “serving” (ܦܠܘܚܬܐ) as the subject and “chariot” (ܡܪܟܒܬܐ) as its object, i.e., “la praktiké devient un char pour l’âme raisonnable.”
and is elevated through the ascent of the spirit to the Holy Trinity?" The fifth-century translator (S1) attempts to clarify this passage by recalling an earlier Syriac tradition that referred to the human body as a "harp" (ܟܢܪܐ) that God plays in order to bring about good. The implication is that he does not view the world as the serving chariot of the soul, but rather, he understands the service of the human body as the chariot that supports the soul.

The Syriac translator's arrangement of this sentence was too enigmatic for Babai, who desired a more explicit statement on the permanent connection between body and soul. Babai felt the need to clarify for his readers that the ascetical service of the body, even after it helps the soul arrive at knowledge of God, is elevated to the Trinity along with the soul and that neither body nor soul are abandoned upon arrival:

"The service of this living harp" is our body. Who understands how the soul in all of its parts is essentially joined to [the body], and how wondrously [the soul] plays all sorts of tonal modulations and hymns in praise of God on [the body], and how [the soul] conducts every work of virtue in [the body] in every aspect of this worldly arrangement, and how, in the likeness of a chariot that is mounted by four horsemen, [the soul] pompously sets [the body] in motion and drives it on in this spiritual stadium until [the soul] enters with [the body] into that kingdom which [is] in the Jerusalem from above, where they rest together from [their] ascents to the one knowledge of the blessed Trinity, the two together [being crowned] with the crown of the righteousness of life? While the fifth-century translator (S1) tries not to devalue the body and soul by alluding to the role that bodily service plays in supporting the soul, Babai goes a step further by insisting that a proper evaluation of the body requires its resurrection along with the soul.

---

90 Babai makes a similar point in *Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica* 1.58 (Frankenberg:98:9–11), where he states that the separation of the soul from the body at death is only a temporary measure until body and soul are united once again in the resurrection: "The soul waits in separation from [the body] in the hidden places that are in Paradise, or rather, it [waits] in the surrounding [places] in peace and without action until the resurrection."
While the fifth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1) does not contain as many explicit references to the destruction of the body and soul as the sixth-century translation (S2), Babai felt that the fifth-century translation (S1) could still arouse suspicion of heretical beliefs if someone were to interpret it in light of the sixth-century translation (S2). In order to prevent Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* from falling prey to heretical interpretations, Babai makes the fifth-century translator’s implicit assumption that the body and soul will remain in the world to come undeniably explicit. Babai accomplishes this task by aligning problematic passages from the fifth-century translation (S1) with Pauline teaching on the resurrection of the body and soul in order to strengthen his position.91

**CONCLUSION**

Contrary to the sixth-century translation (S2), the fifth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1) does not contain very many distinctive eschatological attributes. Neither the fifth-century Syriac translator of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters* (S1) nor Babai posit the protology of the sixth-century translator’s system, which is the unity of disembodied minds with the Trinity and the primordial fall prior to the creation of the material world. Likewise, neither the fifth-century translator nor Babai posit the eschatology of the sixth-century translator’s system, which is the return of the minds to the original unity with the Trinity. As a result, both authors are left with only the chronological middle part of the system, that is, the return to purity through asceticism. Therefore, when Isaac appropriates this version of Evagrius’s system through the fifth-century Syriac translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1) or through Babai’s commentary on this same text, he does not find that it provides a suitable framework for his eschatology. Instead, Isaac sees it as a simple affirmation of the importance of asceticism during the soul’s recovery of purity. The terminology and language is worth repeating, but Isaac chooses to add a new protology and a new eschatology to the basic kernel of thought that he receives from his fifth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* (S1).

As we will see in the next chapter, Isaac’s new protology is the framework of God’s providence. Isaac says that God providentially created Adam and Eve mortal and intended for them to be removed from the garden so that they could begin working toward the perfection of the world to come. This protology, which serves as the foundation of Isaac’s eschatology, resembles ideas that

91 See Jason Scully, “Babai the Great’s Exegesis of Paul as a Corrective to Evagrian Eschatology,” 176–82.
are readily found in Syriac texts by Ephrem and Narsai. It is to these sources that we now turn in chapter two.

Isaac’s new eschatology is the vision of a future world that is superior to the original state of creation. Entering into this state requires human beings to make use of ascetical actions to propel the soul toward divine contemplation, but also ultimately, to go beyond prayer and transcend nature through the ecstatic experience of wonder. We will examine Isaac’s dependence on John the Solitary in this regard in chapter three.
Felix Culpa

The Infantile Adam and Asceticism as an Inherent Part of Creation

Isaac’s eschatology is the journey of the human person from the moment of creation until everlasting life in the world to come. This chapter considers the theological milieu that informs Isaac’s protological narrative, which is the chronological beginning of this eschatological journey. The main theological idea that defines this milieu is the belief that the incarnation, as the fulfillment of God’s love, was an inherent part of God’s design for creation. Patristic authors from this tradition, such as Irenaeus, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Maximus the Confessor, all claim that the incarnation was not a contingent result of the fall, but rather, part of God’s intention from the very moment of creation. Isaac, who is also part of this tradition, goes so far as to say that God intentionally created human beings mortal so that they would have to be removed from the garden, for otherwise there would be no need for the incarnation.

Isaac adopts this model of thinking about human mortality from Theodore of Mopsuestia (350–428) and Theodore’s disciple, Narsai (c. 399–503). According to both Theodore and Narsai, God intentionally created Adam as an infantile human being whose immaturity made him prone to sin. In short, God created Adam knowing that he would sin and, as a result of the fall, die. Isaac repeats this position and even cites Theodore as a source, but his thinking on the


2 The idea that God created Adam as an infant has deep roots in the Syriac tradition and probably even predates Theodore. The position is known to Ephrem, who criticizes it in his Commentary on Genesis. See Alison Salvesen, “Infants or Fools in the Garden of Eden? An Ambiguity in Early Syriac Tradition,” in Hamlet on a Hill: Semitic and Greek Studies Presented to Professor T. Muraoka on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. Marten F. J. Baasten and Wiso Th. Van Peursen, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 118 (Leuven: Peeters, 2003), 433–4.
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matter includes a distinctive ascetical component found in neither Theodore nor Narsai. According to Isaac, not only did God create human beings with infantile tendencies, but God established bodily asceticism as the primary means for growth into maturity and adult knowledge. In his description of the role of bodily asceticism, Isaac incorporates ascetical language from the Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Macarian homilies.

The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section examines Isaac’s account of the infantile Adam and shows that he used a quotation from Theodore of Mopsuestia’s Commentary on Matthew as a source for his thinking on the matter. Although Isaac cites Theodore’s Commentary on Matthew as a source for his thought on the infantile Adam, this particular commentary is no longer extant in its Syriac translation, which means that we cannot know the full extent of Theodore’s theological development of this notion of the infantile Adam. In order to reconstruct the theological logic behind Theodore’s infantile Adam theology, the second section of this chapter examines the work of Narsai, Theodore’s disciple. Narsai was a faithful follower of Theodore’s work and presents a full, coherent synthesis of the infantile Adam tradition in his Homilies on Creation. This account likely resembles Theodore’s original portrayal of the infantile Adam. We also see in this section how Isaac’s account of the infantile Adam tradition resembles the language and rationale found in these hymns by Narsai. Finally, the third section shows Isaac’s distinct contribution to this trajectory, namely, how he reframes the infantile Adam tradition with ascetical vocabulary that comes from the Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Macarian homilies.

ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S ACCOUNT OF THE INFANTILE ADAM TRADITION AND HIS DEPENDENCE ON THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA

Throughout the Ascetical Homilies and Gnostic Chapters, Isaac expresses the view that God created Adam and Eve mortal and then used this mortality as the means for revealing his all-encompassing love through the redemptive act. In Gnostic Chapter 3.2, Isaac says quite succinctly, “We are not mortal because we sinned; but because we are mortal, we fall into sin.”3 Later on in this same passage and in the Ascetical Homilies as well, Isaac supplies the metaphor of a farmer and his seed in order to describe how God uses death to generate superior

---

3 Translation is from Nestor Kavvadas, “Some Observations on the Theological Anthropology of Isaac of Nineveh and its Sources,” in Patrologia Pacifica: Selected papers presented to the Western Pacific Rim Patristics Society 3rd Annual Conference (Nagoya, Japan, September 29–October 1, 2006) and other patristic studies, ed. Vladimir Baranov and Basil Lourié, Scrinium 4 (St Petersburg: Axiōma, 2008), 50.
fruit in the world to come. In *Homily* 1.71, Isaac states that God has planted the seed for a “different world” that is more astonishing than this world. He says, “Since [God] has prepared a different world, which is so astonishing, into which he shall introduce all rational beings and preserve them without distinction until the life that is without end, then why did he make this [world] first?” Answering his own rhetorical question, Isaac says that God created this world first because it is first necessary for the human image to be destroyed with death. He continues:

He placed us in this [world] first and implanted in our nature a strong loving desire for our own life, but then he takes it away from us little by little through death and preserves us for no short extent [of time] without sense perception, like stones and wood. [During this time] he destroys our image and scatters our constitution and mixes it into the earth. Isaac goes on to say that once God has used death to destroy the human image, he raises human beings up with a new image that is fit for the superior world to come. He concludes, “Then at the time appointed by his wisdom, according to his will, he raises us in a different image… and introduces us into a different order.” Death is necessary in order for human beings to be raised into a life that is better than their original state of creation, just like a seed, once it is buried in the earth, ultimately grows into a new image that is greater than its original constitution. This gradual process of growth into a state that is superior to the original, Isaac says, is a sign of God’s providential love for the world. “If the degree of creation is greater in nature than what it [initially] received,” he says, “then this should be enough to convince you, oh man, that it is a sign of the
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immensity of the love that God [has] for creation.”

God demonstrates love for his creation in the degree of perfection that awaits human beings as they move from infantile knowledge to adult knowledge in the world to come.

Isaac interprets Adam’s inherent mortality as an indication that God created him as an infant (ܫܒܪܘܬܐ) so that he would inevitably perform sinful actions that would lead to death. The Syriac word ܫܒܪܘܬܐ may signify a literal infant, but it can also signify “foolishness,” “infantile,” or “naïve.” Ephrem and the anonymous author of the Book of Steps, for example, use the word with this latter sense when they signify either Adam’s naivety or spiritual immaturity. Isaac also seems to have this latter meaning in mind when he uses the word, in that he does not necessarily characterize Adam as a literal infant, but as a person possessing infantile knowledge. In Homily 3.5, Isaac implies that even though God deliberately created Adam with infantile knowledge—Adam does not even know his right hand from his left and he is gullible enough to believe Satan’s lies—God intends to perfect Adam and prepare him for a better world:

At the beginning of creation, God created Adam, who hardly even knew his right hand from his left and who immediately set out to desire the degree of the divinity, and Satan sowed [this idea] in him as an evil—“You will be as Gods”—and [Adam believed him] in his infancy (ܫܒܪܘܬܐ), but God, out of the immense love that he [has] for his creation, will perfect him by his work and a diadem of divinity will be given to him for the rest of his days.

In this passage, Isaac seems to think that he is following biblical evidence for his position that Adam did not even know his right hand from his left. Sabino Chialà suggests Gen 4.9–11 as a possible source of inspiration. In these verses, Cain tells God that he does not know the location of his brother Abel, but God replies: “Your brother’s blood is crying out to me from the ground! And now you are cursed from the ground, which has opened its mouth to receive your brother’s blood from your hand” (NRSV). Isaac interprets Cain’s confusion over Abel’s location literally: even though the hand that killed Abel is covered
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with blood, Cain still does not know whether Abel’s body is on his left-hand or right-hand side. Isaac presumes that God also created Adam with this same confusion between right and left. As a result, he does not say that Adam became stupid and gullible after the fall, but that these imperfections were part of God’s initial creation of Adam. Sin and death forced Adam to mature and, through a gradual process of work, eventually rise to an even greater level of knowledge than he possessed in his infancy.

Isaac explicitly cites Theodore of Mopsuestia as his source of inspiration for this notion of the gullible, infantile Adam. In *Homily* 3.12, he quotes a passage from Theodore’s *Commentary on Matthew*, in which Theodore characterizes Adam as a gullible human being who was tricked by Satan into sinning. In the section of the *Commentary* that Isaac quotes, Theodore states: “The burden of Satan is to tell everyone that God does not care for them. Since [Satan] knows that we will love [God] and perform the dictates of his commandments so long as we truly know [his] care for us, [Satan] is diligent to take away this information [from us].” When Satan told Adam that his eyes would be opened to the knowledge of good and evil after he ate the fruit from the tree (Gen 3.5), he did so in order to trick Adam into believing that he was self-sufficient and that there was no need to follow God’s commandments. Adam would not have believed Satan’s lies if he possessed adult knowledge, but, Theodore continues, Adam was not able to discern truth from deception because his gullibility led him to believe that life would be easier if he did not follow God’s commandments: “In this way, [Satan] tricked [Adam] into thinking that God not only helps him, but also that he advises the opposite: [Adam] is able to [do] his work easily because he should refrain from keeping the commandment.” Immediately following this quotation from Theodore’s *Commentary on Matthew*, Isaac indicates that he thinks Theodore’s description of Adam’s gullibility is an example of Adam’s infantile nature: “Do not be infantile, like Adam,” he warns his readers. Isaac therefore understands Theodore’s account of Adam’s gullibility as proof that God created human beings with the imperfect knowledge of infancy. Adam would not have believed Satan’s lies if he possessed adult knowledge, but in his infantile state, Adam was not able to discern truth from deception and his gullibility led him to sin.

12 For more background on Isaac’s use of Theodore regarding this idea, see Eugene Barsky and Maxim Kalinin, “Adam in the Third Volume of Isaac the Syrian,” in *St Isaac the Syrian and his Spiritual Legacy*, ed. Hilarion Alfeyev (Yonkers: St Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2015), 115–22.
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Unfortunately, the Syriac translation of Theodore's *Commentary on Matthew* is no longer extant and we possess only fragments of the Greek original. Therefore we cannot know the extent to which Theodore developed the concept of an "infantile Adam" in this particular text. We know that Isaac connected the idea of an infantile Adam with Theodore's account of Satan's deception of Adam, but we do not know how often Theodore actually used the term "infantile."

**NARSAI'S DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFANTILE ADAM TRADITION**

Although evidence for Theodore's description of the infantile Adam is scarce, we do have a full account of the infantile Adam from Theodore's disciple, Narsai. Scholars have shown that Narsai, who became headmaster at the School of Nisibis in 489, was thoroughly acquainted with Theodore's works and employed a similar exegetical style to Theodore's. In what may be a window into the thought of Theodore, Narsai presents a coherent and developed account of Adam's infantile creation in his *Homilies on Creation*. As we will soon see, Isaac's account of the creation and fall resembles the language and content of these homilies by Narsai.

In the fourth *Homily on Creation*, Narsai narrates the genesis of Adam and Eve, their transgression of the commandment, and their fall into sin. He explains that God has concealed his true intentions concerning the events surrounding creation and the fall. Even though the biblical account leads us to think that mortality is a result of the fall, death, Narsai says, was part of God's secret plan from the very beginning of creation. Furthermore, even though God commanded Adam not to eat from the tree of knowledge (Gen 2.7), he still expected Adam to disobey him and he used Adam's transgression as the means for instituting his plan for redemption:

> From before all time, these things were hidden in the knowledge of the one who created everything and [the Creator] will [at some point] reveal the reason for the transgression of the commandment.

---


He created Adam mortal and a suitable dwelling place was constructed for him and He set [Adam's] sin of transgression of the commandment as the reason for his mortality.

He instructed every nature that this was the reason for Adam's home because if sin causes death, then he will hate [sin] because it kills us.

It was important for [the Creator] to pronounce judgment and to chastise him severely for the sake of the simple minded, for [when] sin leads to death, he will learn who gives him life.

The commandment really informed him and made him to know his nature, for otherwise the earthly being would have behaved arrogantly and his feeble nature would have fallen into error.18

In short, God knew that human beings would hate sin only if they believed that it was intrinsically tied to the damaging effects of mortality, so God punished Adam and Eve and told them that death comes from the fall.19 In reality, however, mortality is not God's response to human transgression; rather, God created human beings in a mortal state so that he could institute his plan for redemption.

In order to prove that God wanted human beings to be mortal, Narsai asks a series of rhetorical questions intended to help reveal the mysterious logic behind God's act of creation:

The search for these things provoked me to rehearse the reason for the tree, for how can I keep silent about its existence [when] I know the wise [reasons for why it was placed in the Garden]?

If [God] knew that human beings would not keep the law that he established for them, why would he make them mortal against his will?

And if [God] did not create Adam, the head of our nature, mortal, then why would the knower, who knows all things, not keep him from this?

The sound of the words in the lesson [i.e., the literal sense of Gen 2.17] really confuses the simple [minded]: Adam's transgression of the commandment has made our race mortal.

If Adam's offence condemned Adam and his descendants, then why would this [offence] surprise the knower who knows all things?

---
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Why would he construct creatures who are well suited for mortality? And why would male and female exist in our nature permanently?

However, it is not at all proper to say this about the will of the creator: that he does not know that we will sin and that anger changes his will.

He knows that when he constructed us, he made us mortal and his creation is a witness to his knowledge that he created it mortal.20

According to Narsai, while the literal sense of Gen 2.17 makes it seem like God made us mortal as a result of the fall, we must look beyond this literal sense. God made human beings mortal from the beginning, Narsai reasons, for otherwise human beings would not exist as male and female and need sexual procreation to continue the race. Since God would not change his plan for all humanity out of mere anger at Adam, Narsai explains that God’s original intention was for Adam to be mortal, even though God hid this fact from creation.21

Next, Narsai seeks to discover why God would prefer to create human beings mortal in the first place. He finds his answer in the biblical statement that human beings are created in God’s image. According to Narsai, creation in God’s image means that God endowed human beings with an ability to use reason and discernment.22 The problem with perfect immortality in the garden, however, is that Adam would have no need to use his reason and discernment in order to learn about God, for God would be immediately present to Adam, face to face. In other words, immortality would limit Adam’s need to learn about God through reason and discernment, for, as Narsai understands it, an immortal person by definition already has perfect understanding of God. A life of immortality would therefore conceal the latent image of God within Adam while a mortal existence would provide Adam with the impetus to use his reason and reveal the image of God within him.

Narsai goes on to say that God intended for there to be a process that would provide Adam with the opportunity to use reason and discernment in order to


refine the image of God within him. Presumably, God would have preferred for this refinement process to happen through other means, but through his fore-knowledge, God knew that Adam would disobey the commandment not to eat of the tree, so God used this occasion to institute this refinement process. The commandment not to eat of the tree, in other words, became a trial for Adam, so that he would be forced to show off the latent image of God within him. Adam’s failure to obey the commandment removed God’s immediate presence from Adam and instituted a new situation in which human beings would be forced to learn about God through their use of reason and discernment, rather than face to face. Narsai continues:

[God] made us rational and capable of discernment and he has stored up for us and filled us with his wisdom and he wants to put the revelation of our discernment to the test.

Adam was fashioned and [then] embellished with a body and a soul at the same time, but his discernment was hidden until the transgression of the commandment. The commandment was like a refining-pot because it brought Adam into a trial so that his discernment, which was not lacking in his nature, would be revealed.

[God] called [this trial] the tree of knowledge (even though it was speechless by nature) because the knowledge that was hidden in Adam was revealed by the fruit that was in him.

Adam was [made] from unrefined gold before he ate of the tree, but he manifested the beauty of his features after he ate the fruit.

The fruit was like a refining-pot and Adam was like the gold inside it.²³

According to Narsai, God intended the world to be the means by which human beings refined the image of God within them in the same way that a refining pot removes impurities from gold.²⁴ God began the process of refinement by creating the tree of knowledge and by commanding Adam not to eat from it. The fall forced human beings to remove the impurities in their reason by learning about God indirectly through creation, rather than directly through face-to-face interaction. This active use of reason, Narsai says, manifests the image of God.


²⁴ Narsai repeats this metaphor of gold within a refining pot in Homily on the Nativity (PO 40:38:25–38).
Narsai never explicitly states that God intended for Adam and Eve to disobey him, but in one passage he implies that God’s gift of life is somehow consummated with Adam eating from the tree of knowledge. Narsai interprets God’s act of breathing life into Adam as the moment when God gave Adam the power to eat and therefore the capability to violate the commandment. He says, “[God] breathed in [Adam] the power of eating and [Adam] received the taste of knowledge.”25 Most biblical commentators simply interpret God’s breathing into Adam as the moment when God gave life to Adam, but according to Narsai, God’s breathing into Adam is also the moment when Adam received the power he needed to eat from the tree of knowledge. In the passage just quoted, Narsai reveals that he sees God’s life-giving breath and Adam’s failure to obey God’s commandment as inextricably linked: Adam received the taste of knowledge as soon as God breathed life into him. In other words, Adam’s ability to eat from the tree of knowledge was somehow inspired by God’s actions.

According to Narsai, the goal of the maturation process from infant to mature adult is for Adam to become worthy to eat from the tree of life. Reflecting earlier Jewish and Syriac tradition, Narsai believes that when Adam was first placed in the Garden, he theoretically had the option of either becoming mortal, by eating from the tree of knowledge, or immediately achieving immortality, by eating from the tree of life.26 In his Commentary on Genesis, for example, Ephrem observes that “when God created [Adam], he did not make him mortal, nor did he fashion him as immortal; this was so that Adam might acquire from one of the trees whichever [outcome] he wanted, either by keeping the commandment or by transgressing the commandment.”27 Narsai manifests an awareness of this earlier tradition by admitting that Adam was initially excited about the opportunity to choose immortality from the tree of life, but he concludes that Adam was not fully free to choose either tree because God gave him the ability to eat from the tree of knowledge and thereby engage in the mortal pursuit of acquiring knowledge of God through reason and discernment.28 He says:
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The desire for the fruit of the tree excited the infancy of Adam because when he had eaten from it, the fruit of life would renew him.

God has spoken to us about the two worlds with the parable of the two trees. Since [we] are like infants, he wants to show what he has concealed through a symbol.

With the tree of knowledge, he fastens [Adam] to the earthly plan and with the tree of life, he shows him the heavenly plan.

But the infant Adam was not able to learn this at that time and for that reason, he was excited to become capable of knowledge with the tree.

The one who created Adam knows everything about Adam and all things and he wanted to show his wisdom with the construction of a mortal.29

Although Adam was initially excited about the chance for renewal offered by the tree of life, the implication of Narsai’s words in this passage is that when Adam ate from the tree of knowledge, he had not yet eaten from the tree of life. Theoretically, the heavenly plan was available to Adam had he first chosen to eat from the tree of life instead of the tree of knowledge, but Adam chose to eat from the tree of knowledge and was satisfied with the results. This decision meant that Adam remained in his infantile state and was left with no other option but to pursue immortality through a gradual process of maturation from infant to adult.

Isaac’s account of creation, sin, and fall shares much in common with the above narrative from Narsai. Like Narsai, Isaac explains that God intentionally created human beings mortal so that they could undergo a maturation process. Isaac’s clearest expression of this idea is found in Homily 2.39. When considering what Isaac says in this particular homily, recent scholars have focused their attention on Isaac’s universal theory of salvation and his teaching on the “difficult matter of Gehenna,” a phrase which comes from Homily 2.39.1. Paul Bedjan was the first to suggest that Isaac’s viewpoints on Gehenna were the subject of ancient criticisms of his theology and this theory has been reiterated by subsequent scholars.30 Contemporary scholars have attempted to address
these ancient criticisms. Wacław Hryniewicz, for example, suggests that Isaac believes that Gehenna has a pedagogical function in the economy of God's salvation because it helps prepare all God's creatures for the world to come.\(^{31}\) Similarly, Patrick Hagman offers a re-evaluation of the issue of Gehenna in *Homily* 2.39 in the context of the ascetical life and concludes that the ascetical life, like Gehenna, involves a purification process that prepares a person for life in the world to come.\(^{32}\) Indeed, the issue has received more scholarly attention than any other issue pertaining to Isaac's theology.\(^{33}\)

My interest in *Homily* 2.39 lies not in the question of how God incorporates Gehenna into his plan for salvation, but on whether or not God's initial plan for creation included Adam and Eve's removal from the garden. Apart from this question, Isaac shows little interest in the historical sequence of the events of the fall, for, as Paolo Bettiolo has noted, Isaac is not interested in supplying reasons for the fall beyond the simple explanation of free will.\(^{34}\) In *Homily* 2.39, Isaac first considers the true meaning behind God's reaction to the fall and the punishment that he issued. Isaac says that even though it is difficult for human beings to understand and accept, death exists, not as a punishment for sin, but as a form of “preparation” for a world that is superior to this one:

> When [God] decreed death to Adam under the appearance of a judgment for sin and demonstrated the existence [of sin] with punishment even though this was not his intention, he showed [death] to [Adam] as that which someone receives as retribution for his offence. However, [God] veiled the true mystery [of this


retribution] and covered his eternal thought and wise intention concerning death under the likeness of something to be feared. This is true even if it seems to us grievous, despicable and a difficult fact [to accept] at first. But it is the passage for us to that wondrous and glorious world and, without it, there would be no crossing over from this [world] to being [present] in that one. When the Creator [demonstrated] the existence [of sin], he did not say “this [death] will become for you the cause of good things and lives greater than these [lives you now have].” Rather, he demonstrated it as something that brings misfortune and corruption to us. Isaac’s position regarding the consequences of the fall is similar to Narsai’s. Like Narsai, Isaac says that God made it seem as if Adam was receiving a punishment for violating the commandment when in reality God wanted him to die so that human beings could benefit from mortality. Isaac even says that it is normal for God to veil the true meaning behind his actions toward the world: God “conceals his love for the sake of training,” he says. What appears as hardship to the human mind is really God working to better the human situation by teaching human beings how to live virtuously. Isaac says in one of his Gnostic Chapters, for example, that God intentionally created human beings in this world and not directly in the world to come so that no one could think that he or she earned life in the world to come by quality or accomplishment. The experience of the fall became a useful lesson in humility.

Isaac goes on to say that God never intended for human beings to remain in the initial paradisiacal state of creation. Rather, the paradise of God’s first act of creation was planned as a temporary measure. Isaac says that “God created Adam and Eve not to be in Paradise” and that being cast out of Paradise was “divine providence” and the Creator’s “intention from the beginning.” The entire passage is worth quoting:

And again, when he cast those in the house of Adam out from Paradise, he cast them out under the appearance of rage. As it is said, since “you have transgressed the commandment, you will exist outside [Paradise],” as if the dwelling in Paradise was taken away from them because they were unworthy. [However], inside all of this was standing [divine] providence, fulfilling and guiding [everything] towards these things which will come to pass according to the Creator’s intention from the beginning.
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beginning. It was not disobedience that introduced death to the house of Adam, nor did transgressing the commandment cast them outside of Paradise, for it is clear that [God] created Adam and Eve not to be in Paradise, that is, a small portion of the earth. [Instead,] they were supposed to subdue the entire earth.38

As was already demonstrated above from our examination of Homilies 3.5 and 3.12, Isaac thinks that God intentionally created human beings infantile. In this passage, we now see that God intentionally planned for Adam and Eve to leave the garden in order to pursue perfection. One question still remains: does Isaac think that God providentially ordained the fall so that he could fulfill his plan to expel Adam and Eve from the garden? Isaac seems to have considered this question, but ultimately decided that God could have accomplished exile from the garden in a different way. Isaac admits that even had Adam and Eve not sinned, they still would not have been able to stay in the garden forever. He continues: “We do not say that [God] cast [Adam and Eve] out because the commandment had been transgressed, for it is not the case that if they had not transgressed the commandment, they would have been left in Paradise forever.”39 This statement implies that, while God wanted Adam and Eve to leave the garden, he could have accomplished exile from the garden in a different, or even better, way than through the fall. God foreknew that the fall would happen so he incorporated it into his plan for redemption, but had Adam and Eve not sinned, God would have still made them leave the garden so that they could strive for immortality through a gradual maturation process.

In summary, Isaac’s reflection on the creation and fall of Adam resembles Narsai’s. Narsai believes that God created Adam in a mortal state so that Adam would have to refine and then display his ability to acquire knowledge about God through his use of reason, which he exercises by eating from the tree of knowledge. Although God appeared to prohibit Adam from eating from the tree of knowledge and although God appeared to assign the punishment of death to Adam when he ate from the tree of knowledge, God used Adam’s disobedience as a way for Adam to reveal the image of God inside of him through his use of reason. Isaac’s account of the fall also shares this same fundamental belief that what seems like punishment on the surface is really God guiding the process of Adam’s movement from an infantile knowledge of God to an adult knowledge. Isaac says that while God intended from the

beginning that Adam and Eve would have to leave the garden, the direct cause for their dismissal, namely the sin of the fall, was not necessarily intended by God. Nevertheless, God used the occasion of the fall to bring Adam and Eve outside of the garden where they could begin the redemption and maturation process. As we will see below, Isaac insists that this maturation process involves bodily asceticism.

ISAAC OF NINEVEH ADDS THE ASCETICAL COMPONENT: THE CREATION OF THE BODY BEFORE THE SOUL AND ASCETICAL CULTIVATION

Isaac adopts Narsai’s framework for the infantile Adam, but he adds that full maturation of reason and knowledge requires the cultivation of bodily asceticism. Isaac’s account of this emphasis on bodily asceticism, though novel in Theodore and Narsai’s infantile Adam framework, recalls two earlier Syriac formulations: 1) the idea that the body was created before the soul and 2) asceticism as cultivation. Isaac takes these two traditional Syriac ascetical formulations and inserts them into the framework of Theodore and Narsai’s infantile Adam tradition.

First of all, Isaac bases this emphasis on the necessity of asceticism for full maturation on what he perceives to be the order of God’s creation of Adam: body, then soul. While Narsai never even considered the order of the creation of body and soul, stating simply that “Adam was fashioned and [then] embellished with a body and a soul at the same time,” Isaac, by contrast, explicitly says that God created human bodies before souls so that human beings would be equipped to perform ascetical activities from the very first moment of creation. In *Homily* 1.4, he says, “Bodily labors precede the cultivation of the soul, just as in generation the creation of the body preceded [the creation] of the soul.”

He repeats this same statement in *Homily* 1.46. In Isaac’s view of creation, God created human beings with bodies so that they might use their bodies for ascetical cultivation.

As scholars have noted, Isaac’s motivation behind his position that the body is created before the soul may have been motivated by a common concern among Syriac authors to counter the Origenist position of the soul’s primordial creation. We have already seen how the Origenist, sixth-century translator of the *Gnostic Chapters* conceives the ordering of the body and the soul and
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how he concludes that the body was created after the soul for the purposes of helping the soul return to its original unity with the Trinity. By contrast, Isaac's conception of the ordering of the body and soul in creation depends on a literal reading of the Peshitta version of Gen 2.7: “The Lord God formed the man from the dust of the earth and he breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the man became a living being.” In his interpretation of this text, Isaac notices that God formed Adam's body before using his breath to fill it with a soul. Unlike those who were accused of Origenism, Isaac believes that God intended the soul and body to work together toward the goal of the world to come, for as Isaac says in *Homily* 1.34, “The mind is not glorified with Jesus if the body does not suffer on account of Jesus.”

Since, according to Isaac, the body was created first, ascetical actions were part of God's original plan for human beings who strive to enter the world to come through intellectual contemplation. Isaac believes that God created the body before the soul so that the body could assist the soul and intellect in the maturation process. According to Isaac, the soul and intellect are charged with the task of moving beyond infant knowledge about God to an adult knowledge about God. Asceticism fosters contemplation in the mind, as he states succinctly in *Homily* 3.2: “good mannerism of the body is necessary for virtue of the intellect.” Isaac elaborates on this notion that bodily asceticism is necessary for contemplation of God in a number of other passages. For example, in *Homily* 1.2, he says that God formed the body so that the soul could use it as a tool for ascetical cultivation, which allows the soul to achieve contemplation.

He says:

Just as it is not possible for the soul to arrive at existence and birth without the complete formation of the body, so too is it impossible for contemplation, which is the second soul, the spirit of revelations, to be fashioned in the womb of the intellect…without the corporeal cultivation of virtue, which is the dwelling of knowledge that receives revelations.

---

43 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.34 (Bedjan:222:14–15).
44 Throughout the *Ascetical Homilies*, Isaac describes the distinction between infantile knowledge and adult knowledge that comes through work and maturity. For a list of references to infantile and adult knowledge in Isaac's writings, see Sabino Chialà, *Isacco di Ninive: Terza Collezione*, 34–5, n. 16.
45 Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.2.1 (CSCO 637:8).
46 John Climacus, a rough contemporary of Isaac, presents a similar view toward the body. According to John, the body contributes to the purification of the immortal spirit: “The immaterial spirit can be purified and refined by clay.” Translation is from John Climacus, *The Ladder of Divine Ascent*, trans. Colm Luibheid and Norman Russel (New York: Paulist Press, 1982), 169.
47 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.2 (Bedjan:17:13–18).
Elsewhere, in *Homily* 1.28, Isaac says:

In six days God ordered the existence of this world and [then] he established the elements and gave their existence motion without rest as their occupation [in the world], for they will not rest from their course until they are finished. It is from the power of these primordial elements that [God] established our body. He did not give these [primordial elements] rest from their motions nor did he allow our body, their offspring, to rest from cultivation.48

In both of these passages, Isaac states that God established the body as his first act in the creation of human beings so that the body could perform ascetical cultivation that would assist the intellect in growing from infantile knowledge to adult knowledge about God. The order of creation proves that God intended for human beings to grow into mature knowledge through ascetical cultivation.

Second, as we have now seen, Isaac also characterizes asceticism as the cultivation of knowledge. In this regard, Isaac repeats language found in the Syriac version of the Pseudo-Macarian corpus. This corpus is a series of homilies and letters attributed either to Macarius of Egypt or Macarius of Alexandria and is dated around 534. Pseudo-Macarius frequently uses the example of a farmer who plants seeds in the earth and “cultivates” the earth so that his seeds will bear fruit as a metaphor for the way that God plants the seeds of grace in the heart and then cultivates the heart by helping monks renounce the “thorns” of the material world. This metaphor serves as a precedent for Isaac’s unusual interpretation of the curse in Gen 3.19, which he understands not as a punishment for sin, but as a universal command to engage in ascetical “cultivation” from the beginning of creation.

Columba Stewart has examined the theme of cultivation of the heart in the Greek-Macarian *corpora*, but the theme of cultivation (ܦܘܠܚܢܐ) also appears in the Syriac translation, albeit less frequently than in the Greek text.49 In the third homily ascribed to Macarius of Egypt, for instance, Pseudo-Macarius likens the monastic enterprise to the work of a farmer, who must uproot the thorns and thistles from the earth before he can plant seeds. Like the farmer, the monk must uproot evil desires and passions from his heart before he can plant the seeds of virtue:

The farmer who is properly diligent about the cultivation of the earth first uproots and pulls out the thorns and thistles, then scatters the seeds so as to bring the fruit to maturation and perfection. In the same way, a person who truly wants to please God and receive the seed of grace should begin to purify, renew, and prepare the

---

48 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.28 (Bedjan:203:7–13).

earth of his heart with all of his might so that the spiritual seeds fall on the earth of his heart and brings many fruits to maturation and perfection.  

The force of the metaphor lies in the association that Pseudo-Macarius makes between the physical labor of the farmer and the ascetical labor of the monk. On multiple occasions, he says that monks must “bear the burden” of suffering “with diligence” in order to produce fruit in the earth of the heart. He continues:

We must labor, cultivate, and undergo suffering so that we do not remain still in all wisdom and understanding. [We must also be] diligent and bear the burden and [be] watchful over the mind and thoughts because there is no other action in the world that is more excellent, great, or more glorious in the world as when a person—soul and intellect—cultivates and when his will is always ready to carry out the wish and will of God. This is an action that is greater and more excellent than all other excellent actions before God, as our Lord said in his gospel: “ Cultivate the food that restores eternal life” (John 6.27). When a person cultivates with these virtuous actions and purifies and empties his heart from all evil and detestable thoughts, then God, with his mercy from above, makes him worthy of the good gift of preparing eternal life.

In short, a monk is only capable of producing fruit once he has borne the burden of ascetical suffering.

In addition to the burden of ascetical labor, this metaphor also includes a role for divine grace. Just as rain initiates growth in well-cultivated earth, so too does divine grace inspire growth in a well-cultivated heart. In particular, Pseudo-Macarius ascribes the role of divine grace to Christ. In the second homily ascribed to Macarius of Alexandria, for example, he refers to Christ as


Cf. Pseudo-Macarius, Aeg h. 3.8 (GO 21:68:202–5). Speaking of those monks who are lazy and who do not bear the burden of ascetical suffering, he says: “Woe to the land that is not always cultivated by him. He bears the burden with diligence and he uproots thorns and thistles from [the land] and purifies it so that it receives good seed—bearing fruit thirty, sixty, or one hundred times [what was sown], as it is written [Matt 13.8].”
the “cultivator of our spirit” or the “cultivator of our soul.” He then states the following in the third homily ascribed to Macarius of Egypt:

Woe to the soul in which Jesus Christ does not cultivate rectitude and truth, nor cultivates it by bearing the burden, nor purifies it from all sinful passions. Woe to the soul that is not a dwelling for Christ and in which God does not dwell because it has been reduced to an arid lonely, and desolate wilderness and has become a habitation, dwelling, and resting place for every wickedness.

A heart that is not cultivated by Christ does not produce any fruit.

Isaac repeats this cultivation language when he interprets Gen 3.19, on Adam’s curse, as the biblical mandate to use the body as a tool for ascetical cultivation of the soul. Even though God only cursed Adam after he sinned, Isaac understands the injunction of the curse as a paradigm for God’s providence from the very first moment of creation. God intentionally created human beings with bodies that were capable of fasting so that through ascetical cultivation, human beings would grow into mature knowledge of God:

He made rest the limit for those of us who follow our first ancestors in the dissolution of life. Thus he said to Adam, “You will eat bread by the sweat of your face.” Until when? “Until you return to the ground from which you were taken. You will cultivate the ground and it will bring you thorns and thistles.” This [quotation] signifies that this world is a world of cultivation for as long as it exists.

Isaac builds on this belief that the world was created to enable bodily cultivation by equating the initial bodily cultivation that Adam was required to perform as a result of the fall with ascetical labor that takes place after the time of Christ. His point of connection is the word “sweat,” which is found both in the crucifixion, in Luke 22.44. He says:


Cf. Pseudo-Macarius, Aeg h. 1.10 (GO 21:146:63–72). “We see in these things [the metaphor of a farmer who] labors [in] the cultivation of the earth. If the rain does not water the earth from above, his labor of cultivation does not profit the earth. The same is true for spiritual labor. For this reason, a person should cultivate the earth of his heart [by protecting it] from every desire because God is pleased with the labors and fruits of human beings.”

Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:203:13–18).
Our Lord, since that night when he sweated, has changed this sweat caused by cultivation to the earth, which bears thorns and thistles, into sweat that arises at the same time as prayer and from the cultivation of righteousness. For five thousand years he allowed [human beings] to work with this [sweat], for the way of the saints had not yet been revealed, as the Apostle [says]. He came, however, with his grace in later days and ordered our freedom to replace its sweat with the [newer kind] of sweat.  

By comparing the sweat promised to Adam in the curse with the sweat of Jesus' agony, Isaac finds continuity between the original ascetical cultivation that accompanied the fall of Adam (i.e., farming) and ascetical practices (i.e., prayer and fasting) that were instituted after the time of Christ. Since the creation of the world, God wants people to "sweat" by performing ascetical cultivation, which in turn, leads to mature knowledge about God. Isaac's interpretation of Gen 2.17 reveals that he even believes that God intended human beings to engage in ascetical cultivation, such as fasting, from the beginning of creation. Concerning God's commandment not to eat the fruit from the tree, Isaac says, in Homily 1.35:

Since the first commandment that was imposed upon our nature from the beginning cautioned against the tasting of food and therefore resulted in the first corruption, athletes begin instruction in the fear of God from that [same] point when they begin observance of his laws.

---

55 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:203:19–204:4).
56 For further references to the positive effect of sweat, see Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:258:22): “sweat is sweeter [than bread]” and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.43 (Bedjan:316:9–12): “Those who are deprived of the divine love are still eating the bread of sweat until the moment of their cultivation, even though they serve in righteousness, as was commanded to the head of our race when he lost it in the fall.”
57 Ephrem makes a similar point in his Commentary on Genesis. See Ephrem, Comm. Gen. 2.7 (CSCO 152:29): “With what did [Adam] cultivate [the garden], since he did not have any tools for cultivation? How could he have cultivated it since he was not capable [of doing it] himself? What did he have to cultivate since there were no thorns or thistles in it? What did he guard since he could not encompass it? From what did he guard it, since there were no thieves to enter it? Adam had nothing to guard except the law that had been set down before him, nor was any cultivation entrusted to him except to fulfill the commandment that had been given to him.”
58 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:239:22–240:5).
Isaac does not say that fasting is a temporary measure for the purpose of fixing a broken relationship with God; rather, the prohibition against eating was required even before the fall. Adam’s failure to properly perform his fast for God means that those after him must fast in order to restore allegiance to God’s original commandment, which was the ascetical cultivation of fasting. In short, God created human beings with bodies so that they could perform the sort of ascetical cultivation that would propel them to a superior state, namely, life in the world to come.

Isaac’s language and description of Adam as a mortal, infantile human being resembles a trajectory of thought that was most likely begun by Theodore, but was preserved by Narsai. Isaac’s unique contribution to this trajectory was placing it in an ascetical framework. In particular, Isaac says that the body was created before the soul so that human beings would be capable of performing ascetical actions from the moment of their creation and he incorporates ascetical language reminiscent of the Syriac translation of the Pseudo-Macarian homilies. According to Isaac, the biblical curse was primarily an injunction to perform ascetical cultivation, which helps people grow from infant knowledge into mature knowledge and thus from an inferior existence to a superior state of existence.

CONCLUSION

Isaac’s protology is the framework of the infantile Adam tradition that was begun by Theodore of Mopsuestia and assumed into the Syriac tradition by Narsai. It begins with the belief that God providentially created human beings with infantile tendencies so that they could mature into full knowledge of God through ascetical actions, such as fasting. Although this maturation process could have been achieved through other means, God used the occasion of the fall to institute this maturation process. Isaac concludes that the bodily labor assigned to Adam after the fall represents the initial ascetical labor that enables human beings to become worthy of entering the world to come. Since the time of Christ, this bodily labor has taken on the form of monastic asceticism.

In the next chapter, I begin to examine Isaac’s account of the world to come and the eschatological system that he builds on this protology. According to Isaac, entrance into the world to come requires human beings to make use of ascetical actions in order to prepare themselves for life in the future world, which includes divine contemplation and the experience of wonder. As we shall see, Isaac turns to the writings of John the Solitary as inspiration for his account of life in the world to come.
This chapter sheds further light on why Isaac developed an eschatology that focuses on growth into the future kingdom of heaven. The thesis of this chapter is that Isaac bases his eschatology on John the Solitary’s obsessive interest in the life of the world to come, which is itself based on a selective reading of Pauline biblical passages. Isaac’s selection and use of Pauline phrases, such as “hope to come,” “way of the new life,” and “inner man,” depends on John’s eschatological formulations of these same phrases.\[1\]

John the Solitary (also known as John of Apamea) was an early fifth-century Syriac ascetical writer whose importance exceeds the relative dearth of scholarship on him. He has left us a number of texts, most likely written between 430 and 450 CE.\[2\] His most famous text is the *Dialogue on the Soul and Passions*, but we also have a series of dialogues edited by Werner Strothmann, a series of dialogues and treatises edited by Lars Rignell, a series of letters edited by Lars Rignell, a commentary on Qohelet, as well as a number of shorter texts, including sentence chapters, excerpts from biblical commentaries, Christological doxologies, and various homilies or letters on topics such as prayer and stillness.\[3\] We also have a number of unedited writings preserved under his name.

---


3. A complete list of John the Solitary’s writings can be found in Manel Nin, “La sintesi monastica di Giovanni il Solitario,” in *Le Chiese sire tra IV e VI secolo dibattito: Dottrinale e ricerca spirituale:.*
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These writings had a profound influence on later Syriac ascetical authors. In particular, we know that Isaac read John the Solitary because Isaac explicitly cites John on more than one occasion. Beginning with Irénée Hausherr's 1969 designation of John the Solitary as the "mystic of hope," scholars have already noted the emphasis that John places on hope for the world to come. A large number of his writings are either on the subject of hope for the world to come or the new life that human beings will experience in the future world after the resurrection. Many of the dialogues edited by Werner Strothmann, for example, have the theme of life in the world to come incorporated into their titles; John supplies the title of "Hope to Come" for his first dialogue with Thomas while his second dialogue takes the heading of "The Transformation that Human Beings will Receive in the Life to Come." Other dialogues receive similar titles. In his first letter to Theodulos, edited by

---


Isaac of Nineveh's Ascetical Eschatology

Lars Rignell, John supplies the subject heading of “Mystery of the New Life according to the Resurrection.” Unedited writings on the future life include two treatises on the world to come, a text on promises of the future and promises of the new life, and two texts on the end of the world.

John forms his account of the future world in response to monks who doubt that the present difficulties of ascetical labor are justified. Like other mystics and ascetics of his time, John looked to Paul as the exemplar for how to conduct one's life according to the standards of the world to come. Even though the spiritual life of the world to come is normally outside of the nature of most mortal human beings, John states that God granted Paul a special dispensation of grace that helped him lead the future, spiritual way of life while he was still on this earth.

John structures his portrait of the ascetical life around Pauline imagery, but his use of the Pauline corpus is selective. According to John, Paul's description of the spiritual life centers on the world to come and, as a result, he focuses on Pauline passages that emphasize the transformation that human beings will undergo in the world to come. In this chapter I focus on the three most influential Pauline concepts in John's thought: first, the promise of the “hope to come,” which is derived from the promise of future glory (Rom 8.18); second, the distinction between the inner and outer man (Eph 3.16, Rom 7.22, and 2 Cor 4.16); and third, the transformation from the way of life of the corporeal man to the “way of the new life” or the “way of the life of the new world” (1 Cor 15.43-4).

The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections according to these three Pauline themes. In the first section, I show that John's use of the Pauline phrase, “hope to come,” is meant to encourage monks to acquire knowledge of the future world. The second section examines John's account of the transformation from the outer man to the inner man that is begun in this world with ascetical labor, but is not fully completed until the future world. The final section looks at how eschatological transformation begins with baptism, which helps human beings begin conducting their life according to the standards of the future world. John calls this new conduct “the way of the new life” or “the way of the life to come.”

---

9 See the list in Werner Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea, 61.
10 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:24:16–18): “In this life, the gift [of the spiritual way of life] is given by God alone to those who know, like Paul, whom [God] brought to this measure with the other disciples.”
Each of these three sections is immediately followed by a section that shows how Isaac builds on John's Pauline formulations. In some places, Isaac's dependence is straightforward, such as when Isaac copies John's analogy of a serpent shedding its skin. In other places, Isaac's dependence is only implicit, such as when there exists a common use of linguistic phrases. This comparison between John and Isaac reveals that while John encouraged monks to obtain knowledge of the world to come in order to provide them with hope amidst their struggles with the monastic life, Isaac goes one step further in his use of language of the world to come. Isaac wants to provide an explanation for how perfect Christians can experience the transformation of the future world while still in the present world. Isaac turns what is a hope for John into a present reality. As a result, he says that knowledge of the world to come can be experienced by the intellect during prayer, even while a person remains in this world.

THE HOPE TO COME ACCORDING TO JOHN THE SOLITARY

John the Solitary often uses Pauline language that emphasizes the eschatological “hope to come” (ܕܥܬܐ ܣܒܪܐ). Since this hope requires a reorientation of the mind away from hope based on temporal things to hope based on a desire for the world to come, he wants monks to be aware of what they should expect in the future world.

John recognizes the difficulty in this reorienting of the mind, that is, in understanding the content of hope based on things that are not fully comprehensible to the human mind, which filters data from sensations of the physical world. He says that human beings in this world are like young children who do not know the physical qualities of the secret gifts that their fathers will someday give to them. Since the gifts are unknown, these children lack the vocabulary to describe them. When Christians describe their hope, therefore, they need to use a different vocabulary and a different set of categories than people who do not yet know about the future world. Many people, like the Greek poets whom John uses as an example, mistakenly base their hope on a deep understanding of this world instead of the future world. As a result, their hope is a misguided hope in the things of this world. He says:

If hope is outside this world, then it is exalted above every [way] of naming [things in] this world. [Therefore, if the Greek poets were to] interpret the things that

11 In addition to the material cited below, other references to the phrase “hope to come” in John the Solitary's writings occur in Brief 1 (Rignell:35:21), Brief 2 (Rignell:51:9), and Gespräch 1 (PTS II:6:142–3).
12 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:73:1–8).
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[Christians] say about the hope of good deeds, [then the Greek poets] would know that they themselves do not speak of what is outside this world.\(^\text{13}\)

Christians should describe their hope with the categories of the world to come instead of the categories of the material world.

In addition to the mere difficulty of comprehending the gifts of the world to come, John recognizes that this lack of comprehension also leads people into evil habits. In an extended commentary on Rom 8.18, John points out that since Paul said that the present sufferings should not be compared to the future glory, failure to comprehend the future glory causes a person to become overwhelmed by the suffering of the world and, as a result, to forget God’s gift of salvation and to commit evil actions:

The apostle says that even though he is amazed at the understanding of this great future, [other] human beings do not consider the mystery of the glory and are only aware of his name. Since they only know the title of the promises and for this reason do not wonder at the richness of God, they are not amazed at the beauty of his promises and their intellect does not become fervent and they do not love him, even on account of the gift.\(^\text{14}\)

John goes on to say that this inability to understand God’s future promises leads to moral failures in this life. Human beings who lack hope for the world to come turn against each other and “treat each other with contempt since they do not know their hope.”\(^\text{15}\)

John’s implicit assumption in his commentary on Rom 8.18 is that people base their hope on what is familiar to them. A person who does not know the world to come will not hope for it. Therefore, John says that monks have a duty to properly know, insofar as they are able, the “hope to come.” He continues his commentary on Rom 8.18 by saying that Paul’s discussion of future glory concerns this hope to come:

Since this [matter of knowing the greatness of the world to come] concerns the hope to come, you must be concerned to understand… You ought to exercise your intelligence in these things, my beloved, since they are profitable to your life, for his wisdom will carry you to God more so than the wisdom of [these] times.\(^\text{16}\)

---

\(^{13}\) John the Solitary, \textit{Gespräch} 1 (PTS II:5:110–14).

\(^{14}\) John the Solitary, \textit{Ein Dialog} 3 (Dederer:73:10–16).

\(^{15}\) See John the Solitary, \textit{Ein Dialog} 3 (Dederer:73:16–17).

\(^{16}\) John the Solitary, \textit{Ein Dialog} 3 (Dederer:73:17–21).
Even though it is impossible to know the entirety of the hope to come, Christians can still have a dim understanding of what constitutes life in the future world. This dim understanding of the hope to come is made possible by the work of Christ, whose own life was a foretaste of the future world. Even before the coming of Christ, John admits that astute individuals who observed God’s providence could discern the hope to come, but after Christ, this hope is more accessible than before. John says that people should look to Christ for the content of the hope to come:

He [Christ] is for us a banner of the new world, such that we look to him and learn the greatness of our hope. At the time of his manifestation, God will raise our bodies to incorruptible life according to his image, or, in other words, the old man gives way to the new man. He will perfect us in that knowledge of the truth so that we will become a new man without the mind of the flesh.

Since the content of Christ’s life has been recorded in the Gospel, John can provide descriptions of what constitutes the content of the hope to come. In his letter to Theodulos, he states that “the belief in the hope to come means the following: we believe in the resurrection from the dead and eternal life, that we will become a new man without the mind of the flesh.”

17 See John the Solitary, *Ein Dialog* 3 (Dederig:60:10–17): “Just as it is impossible for a human being to sense and see the colors of this creation unless he is not first born from the membrane that envelopes the fetus, so too is it impossible for a human being to sense and perceive the mysteries of the spiritual world unless he is first purified from all of his corruption by leaving the purity of labors and occupying himself with the life of knowledge. Since few are those who have been made worthy through divine assistance to be purified from the corruption of evil deeds, for this reason, few are those who sense the wisdom of the new world.”

18 See John the Solitary, *Brief* 1 (Rignell:21:14–17): “Before the manifestation of Christ came with the commandment of life, the hope of the world to come was not proclaimed openly, but it was known through the understanding of God’s providence to those who took notice of it.”


20 See John the Solitary, *Brief* 1 (Rignell:6:4–11): “The way of life of the Gospel keeps a person away from all of these things so that he adheres to [the Gospel] and can exist as if he is in the new life, which is exalted above all of these things and resembles the life of Christ. This word [of the Gospel] is capable of piercing a whole host of [other] words because, just as the life of Christ is exalted above the entire intellect of human beings, so too does the new life introduce in this way of life what our Lord manifests in the service of his good tidings.”
we should receive, in the true knowledge and in the way of life without sins." \(^21\)

In Treatise 11, he supplies an even fuller list of categories on which monks can build their portrait of the hope to come:

When we speak of the hope to come, we do not see in it just one banner, one mystery, or one sense, but it contains in it the resurrection from the dead, communion with God, a manner of life [shared] with the angels, a variety of recompenses, ineffable beatitudes, promises, life, a variety of revelations, spiritual knowledge, the wisdom that we will receive, peace that does not have strife from thoughts, true repose that does not have a battle against sins shaking within it, and all the other things that we do not perceive. \(^22\)

Knowledge of the hope to come helps monks overcome their daily struggle against sin.

This brief overview of John's interest in the hope to come shows that it is based on a conviction that knowledge of the world to come affects a person's actions in this world. Since an outline of this hope to come has been made available through the life of Christ and is now contained in the scriptures, it is the monk's duty to orient his hope in conformity with the Christian portrait of hope, which transcends the physical limitations of this world. The monk who lives according to the hope to come will move beyond a life ruled by the passions and instead focus on the spiritual realities of the future world.

### THE HOPE TO COME ACCORDING TO ISAAC OF NINEVEH

Isaac also emphasizes the importance of hope for the future world and, like John, he uses Pauline language to express this hope. \(^23\) "There is nothing else capable of liberating the intellect from the world," Isaac states in Homily 3.1, "like the toil of hope." \(^24\) One difference between Isaac and John, however, is that

---

21 John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:29:8–11).

22 John the Solitary, Gespräch 11 (PTS II:133:175–84).


24 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.16 (CSCO 637:6).

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.3.5 (CSCO 637:28), where Isaac speaks of the “hope for things to come.”
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Isaac specifically locates the origin of knowledge concerning the hope to come within prayer. While John said that knowledge of the hope to come may be derived from one’s reading of the Gospel, Isaac instead emphasizes the reception of knowledge of the future world during prayer. In *Homily* 1.35, for example, Isaac defines prayer as an entrance into a state of existence that resembles life in the world to come. Prayer, he says, “is a mystery for the existence of that way of life to come, such that nature is elevated and desists from all impulses of the memory of the things that are here [in this world].” Elsewhere, in *Homily* 1.74, he incorporates the phrase “hope to come” into his definition of prayer. Prayer, he says, “is the freedom of the intellect from everything that is here and a heart that turns its gaze completely towards a longing for that hope to come.”

According to Isaac, prayer is the occasion when the intellect frees itself from the distractions of the material world and discovers knowledge of the hope to come.

Like John, Isaac also credits knowledge of the hope to come as the means for reversing moral failures, which consume the monk who places his hope in this world. In *Homily* 1.61, Isaac states that perception of the hope to come helps a person advance beyond the deficiencies of the level of the soul, which is dominated by the bodily passions:

> When [a person] perceives that hope to come and turns his intellect to the things of this world so that he [considers] how defective life is at the level of the soul in comparison with the hope preserved for the world in the new life, he becomes dead to all transitory things and anxiety for them and all passions of the body and soul die in him.

Likewise, in *Homily* 2.29, he says that once a monk frees his intellect from the concerns and passions of the physical world and begins to meditate on the hope to come, then he becomes free to order his life toward ascetical labors:

---

25 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.35 (Bedjan:260:4–6).

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.63 (Bedjan:438:3–6), where Isaac states that reflection on the hope to come leads to a limpid mind during prayer. A mind in such a state can focus on spiritual thoughts rather than thoughts concerning the attributes of the physical world. He states, “In so much as the intellect dismisses the reflections on those things that are seen, my beloved, and reflects on that hope to come, in accordance with the measure of its elevation above bodily thoughts and intercourse with them, then [to the same extent the intellect] will become accustomed to subtleties and become limpid during prayer.”

26 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.74 (Bedjan:508:4–5).

27 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.61 (Bedjan:397:8–12).
The intellect of the person who is occupied with the scriptures for the sake of truth continually dwells in heaven. He makes conversation with God at every moment and his thoughts become absorbed in desire for the world to come. This world is continually disdainful to his eyes and his intellect muses on that hope to come and throughout all his life he does not choose any other deed, labor, or service that is greater than this one.28

Finally, in *Homily* 1.62, Isaac says that once a person is “confirmed in the hope to come, he is struck with love.”29 In short, knowledge of the hope to come reorients a person from a life ruled by the passions to a life ruled by love and ascetical actions.

Isaac, like John, places his understanding of the hope to come within the context of monastic living. He believes that it is necessary to know the content of the hope to come in order to successfully ward off the passions and to perform ascetical labors. Knowledge of the hope to come is a reorientation of one’s mind away from the distractions of this world toward the mysteries of the future world.

THE INNER AND OUTER MAN: KNOWLEDGE IN THE NEW WORLD ACCORDING TO JOHN THE SOLITARY

A second Pauline motif in John’s theology of future hope is the distinction between the inner and outer man, based on 2 Cor 4.16. According to John, the human being who takes up ascetical labor in this life will undergo a transformation from the outer man to the inner man, which is ultimately made complete in the world to come.

In the *Dialogue on the Soul and Passions*, John quotes a number of Pauline biblical passages, including Eph 3.16, 2 Cor 4.16, and Rom 7.22, which show that a person’s way of life differs based on whether knowledge is derived from either the senses of the inner man or the senses of the outer man.30 When the monk frees himself from the corporeal ways of knowing associated with the

---

28 Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.29.11 (CSCO 554:121).


30 John lists all of these biblical passages together in support of his distinction between the inner and outer man. See John the Solitary, *Ein Dialog* 1 (Dedering:8:7–20).
outer man, John says, the senses of his inner man become free to obtain spiritual knowledge:

[When he has freed himself] from the renunciation of the passion of loving desire for money, as I have said, [this person] begins the way of life of the inner man, which generates limpidity of soul. Next, [when he has achieved] limpidity of soul and beyond, he begins the way of the new life with an increase in continual knowledge.31

The transformation from the outer man, who is dominated by the passions and desire for things of this world, then gives way to the inner man, whose life is ruled by a new way of life that is based on knowledge.

In addition to these biblical passages, John uses the metaphor of a serpent in order to illustrate how the suffering and affliction caused by ascetical labor helps stimulate the transformation from the outer man to the inner man. John derives this serpent metaphor from the Physiologus, a Christian work containing allegorical interpretations of animals that was composed in Egypt sometime between the mid-second and mid-fourth centuries and eventually translated into Syriac. According to the anonymous author of the Physiologus, the serpent hibernates in a hole for a period of forty days, following the forty-day fast of Christ in Matt 4.12, and when it emerges from the hole, it sheds its old skin and creeps through a narrow crack, symbolizing the "narrow" (ܩܛܝܢܐ) gate in Matt 7.14. The Syriac translation of this passage reads as follows:

When he becomes old, his eyes become heavy from the appearance of light, but if he wants to be rejuvenated, he casts off his flesh, becomes enfeebled, and abstains from food for around forty days until his skin becomes contracted, shrivels up, and loosens. After this, he seeks and aims for a crack or an enclosed and narrow (ܩܛܝܢܐ) cleft in the rock and when he is able to go inside the rock, he sheds his old skin, is rejuvenated, and becomes young.32

John's explanation of the serpent metaphor is derived from this passage of the Physiologus, as he repeats much of the same language. John says:

As for this sense, [see what] our Lord has given to us in the example of the serpent's prudence: just as the serpent knows that he is unable to shed his old habit in a vast, wide-open space, but when he brings himself into an enclosed space and

31 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog I (Dederin:8:3–7).


narrow (ܡܠܝܢܐ) edges, he stretches out his flesh and emaciates himself with suffering [because he knows that,] while creeping out, his old skin will be re-clothed [as he creeps] through the edges, then he will go out and when he newly arises his skin will be left behind.\textsuperscript{33}

John molds the description of the serpent found in the \textit{Physiologus} to fit into his own ascetical agenda by placing his discussion of the serpent within his overarching framework of the transformation from the inner to the outer man. The original author of the \textit{Physiologus} only connected the serpent metaphor with the imagery of shedding the “old man,” a phrase that also occurs in a number of Paul’s epistles. The act of the serpent shedding its skin, he says, symbolizes the shedding away of the “old man” that occurs during baptism:

[The old nature] seeks to shed from itself the garment of death, but it cannot on account of the infirmity that it has acquired through sin. Next the nature moves around and searches for a place where it can acquire medicine. When it sheds the old man, it is able to find the true rock, our Lord Jesus Christ. It enters through the cleft in his side, that is, it is washed through baptism, and it tears away from itself and casts off the old man who has grown weary from sin and is rejuvenated.\textsuperscript{34}

The author of the \textit{Physiologus} used the language of shedding skin and narrow clefts within the metaphor of the serpent to speak of the movement from the old man to the new man. John repeats the same terminology but explicitly connects it with the transformation from the outer to the inner man in addition to the transformation from the old man to the new man. Just as a serpent sheds its outer skin in order to re-clothe himself with his inner skin, John reasons, so too does the monk shed his outer skin in order to clothe himself with the inner man. John goes on to say, “Through the discipline of sufferings and the labor of intellectual endurance, the inner man will shed from [his old habit] the way of life of the old man and when he sheds all of his old habit, he will produce from his body every sort of purity.”\textsuperscript{35} This imagery of the shedding of the serpent’s skin is a distinctive manner of depicting the transformation from the outer man to the inner man and it is based on John’s unique interpretation of the \textit{Physiologus}.

\textsuperscript{33} John the Solitary, \textit{Ein Dialog} 2 (Dederin:41:11–17).

\textsuperscript{34} Anonymous, \textit{Physiologus} (Land:72:17–73:5).

\textsuperscript{35} John the Solitary, \textit{Ein Dialog} 2 (Dederin:41:17–20).
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John reiterates his Pauline image of the transformation from the outer man to the inner man in the first dialogue edited by Strothmann. In this text, he makes a distinction between a mode of knowing that depends on the physical senses of the body and a mode of knowing that depends on the spiritual senses. The mode of knowing that depends on the physical senses describes the outer man, while the mode of knowing that depends on the spiritual senses describes the operation of the spiritual man:

Just as in the corporeal world, our outer man has thoughts in corporeal forms, such that all his reflections are a corporeal image since, in the corporeal life, it is impossible to think about things that are outside [the realm of] color, shape, and structure. Therefore, in our world of the true man, this corporeal man would not be like [the spiritual man] because [the spiritual man] would not be moved by things that are outside our spiritual man. Just as the inner [man] clothes himself with the forms of outside things in the corporeal world, so too does the outside man clothe himself with the forms of the inner man in the spiritual world.36

John's use of the phrase “outer man” in this passage serves the purpose of describing the way that material human beings register knowledge. This way of knowing is associated with the physical senses and leads to knowledge of the physical world. The inner man, on the other hand, registers knowledge with the spiritual senses, which come from the spiritual body that human beings will receive in the world to come.

Since, according to John, the corporeal senses obscure spiritual knowledge, they are a hindrance to the inner man. He says that spiritual images are “sick in the body” and that the inner man is “imprisoned” in the body.37 John describes the difference between the two modes of knowing in the following passage:

This inner man is the nature of the soul because he accomplishes everything that is in the creation [of the soul] with his senses: the understanding, knowledge, etc. But just as one is imprisoned in the body, and is not separated from it [the body] through knowledge, one is not able to be moved in his senses inside the body, but therefore goes forth from within the inner part of the body to the spiritual world.38

John does not mean that the soul is imprisoned in the body in the same way that the sixth-century translator of Evagrius's Gnostic Chapters saw the body as a

36 John the Solitary, Gespräch 1 (PTS II:10:249–58).
37 See John the Solitary, Gespräch 1 (PTS II:10:239–42).
temporary location for the soul until the soul could acquire knowledge; rather, John means that the body’s way of registering knowledge prevents the spiritual man from receiving knowledge according to the spiritual senses. Human beings can have spiritual knowledge only when they have a spiritual body that provides the inner man with spiritual insights.

Finally, John also discusses the relationship between the inner and outer man in his second letter, addressed to Eutropios and Eusebius. In this text, he takes up the issue of “growth” (ܬܪܒܝܬܐ) of the inner man. As we will see below, this concern for the “growth” of the inner man influences Isaac, who shares this terminology. When John uses the phrase, he implies that the growth of the inner man primarily consists of the renunciation of possessions. He says outright that “the renunciation of possessions is the beginning of the way of life of the inner man.” John means that the person who stops introducing sensations from the physical world into the intellect will begin the process of freeing the inner man from the bond that the passions have on him. The monk operates with the way of life of the inner man only when he frees himself from the distractions introduced into the intellect by the outer man:

When a person grows in the hope of faith for the life to come, he begins to scorn things that are seen, and when he neglects the things which are placed before the vision of his eyes, then he also begins to [hold] in contempt the things that are moved in his intellect: I mean the evil passions, which begin inside [a person] but are seen in manifest actions.

John goes on to say that when the soul is freed from the passions, the monk is free to live the way of the new life. The growth of the inner man is the path to this freedom.

In summary, John exhibits a strong interest in what he calls the “growth of the inner man,” that is, the transformation from the outer man to the inner man that is begun in this world with ascetical labor, but is not fully completed until the world to come. The outer man is the part of the human being that receives and processes stimuli from the physical world while the inner man processes spiritual stimuli contained within the human intellect. Since the stimuli that a person receives from the outer man are the fodder for the passions, John characterizes the abandonment of desire for physical things in terms of liberation from prison. The monk who focuses on stimuli received by the inner man alone is free to move beyond the passions and obtain knowledge of the heavenly

---

39 John the Solitary, Brief 2 (Rignell:41:18–19).
40 John the Solitary, Brief 2 (Rignell:64:18–65:1).
41 John the Solitary, Brief 2 (Rignell:56:4–10).
42 See John the Solitary, Brief 2 (Rignell:56:10–20).
realm. Although he normally bases this transformation from the outer man to
the inner man on citations from Pauline texts, John's most striking example is
the image of the serpent, who sheds his outer skin in a narrow place so that the
inner skin will manifest itself. The narrow place in this metaphor represents
ascetical service, which is required in order to free the inner man from bondage
to the outer man.

THE INNER AND OUTER MAN: KNOWLEDGE IN THE
NEW WORLD ACCORDING TO ISAAC OF NINEVEH

Scholars have already noted Isaac's general interest in the distinction between
the inner and outer man. In particular, Isaac, like John, shows concern for
the "growth of the inner man." Evidence for this concern comes from Homily
2.13, which Isaac entitles with John's exact phrase, "On the Growth of the Inner
Man." In this homily, Isaac characterizes the growth of the inner man in simi-
lar terms to the way John describes the transformation from the outer man to
the inner man. Isaac begins the homily by contrasting the difference between
knowledge that comes through the senses and leads to the way of life of this
world and true knowledge that is separate from the senses:

Insofar as a person approaches knowledge of the truth, he withdraws from the
operation of the senses and he continually leans towards the silence of separation
[from the senses], but insofar as he approaches the way of life of this world in his
service, he acquires the vehemence and wakefulness of the senses.

Isaac goes on to describe the mystical transformation that occurs when the
monk abandons service to the physical senses and fully yields to spiritual oper-
ations. Since the senses are incapable of perceiving the mysteries of heaven,
they impede full perception of the mysteries. Once a person learns to ignore
impulses that derive from the senses, however, the inner man begins to obtain
knowledge of the world to come:

The way of life and the manner of this life yield to the administration of the senses,
but the way of the life to come [yields] to spiritual operation. Whenever a person
is deemed worthy of that knowledge, his limbs suddenly cease [to function] and he

---

43 See André Louf, “L’homme dans l’histoire du salut selon Isaac le Syrien,” Connaissance des
Dieu dans l’enseignement d’Isaac de Ninive,” Buisson Ardent: Cahiers Saint-Silouane l’Athonite 16
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falls into stillness and silence, for all use of the senses come to an end in that mode of the new life. The senses cannot endure to encounter that mystery in this world, even though they cease from their activity at the time of repentance as though they are in some kind of sleep; nevertheless, it is not they [the senses] who encounter [the mystery], but the inner man. “May God grant you to know the power of the world to come,” and you will immediately cease from all use of life here.46

Like John, Isaac believes that the inner man is the part of a human being that is capable of receiving spiritual stimuli that lead to knowledge of the mysteries of the world to come, but this knowledge is only available once one sheds the outer man, that is, the administration of the senses.

Isaac resembles John, not only in his understanding of the growth of the inner man, but also in his conception of the imprisonment of the inner man and in his use of the serpent metaphor for the shedding of the outer man. Isaac, however, does not just repeat John’s teachings verbatim; rather he adapts them to fit within his entire ascetical system. While John did not say that human beings could participate in the world to come in this life, Isaac believes that participation in the world to come is possible in this life through the mental faculties. For this reason, he associates the inner man not with the spiritual body that human beings will receive after the resurrection, but with the mind (ܡܕܥܐ) or intellect (ܪܥܝܢܐ).

In Homily 2.8, he says:

The way of life of the inner man is a symbol of that way of life that is after the resurrection. This [way of life] is not made complete by bodily actions, but is perfected and perceived by the impulses of the mind. Here, because it is still a symbol of that true [way of life], it is made complete by numerous reflections. Beyond, as in that which is the limit of all things, it is reduced to a single reflection, if it is right to call it that, for it is, rather, delightful sight and vision without distraction.47

According to Isaac, the transformation from the outer man to the inner man frees the mind to pursue truths of the heavenly world, which is a proleptic taste of direct vision of God reserved for the world to come.

In Homily 1.14, Isaac compares the relationship between the inner man and the outer man by using John’s imagery of imprisonment. According to Isaac, the outer man engages in ascetical labors that are appropriate to this world, but

---

the inner man engages in activities that are more appropriate to the new world. Like John, he refers to the condition of this world as a prison for the inner man, although he softens John’s controversial statement that it is the body that is the prison by instead identifying this world as the prison. He then notes that the intellect (ܪܥܝܢܐ) pursues the journey toward the new world once it is freed from the prison of this world:

You have labored with the outer man in service to God, but the inner man is still without fruits… When you have reached the place of tears, then it is understood that the intellect (ܪܝܥܢܐ) has left the prison of this world and has set its foot on the journey towards the new world.48

For Isaac, the intellect represents the inner man that is freed from the prison of the corporeal world when it begins its journey to the new world.

In addition to the prison image, Isaac also adopts the same serpent analogy from the Physiologus that John used in order to describe the transformation from the outer man to the inner man. In particular, Isaac associates the act of shedding the weight of the outer man with freedom from bodily disturbance. In Homily 2.8 he says:

The beginning of the restoration of the inner man is therefore the constant study and reflection on things to come. By this means a person is little by little purified from the habitual distraction of earthly things. He takes the form of a serpent that has shed off its old skin and is gladdened and renewed. In a similar manner, insofar as bodily thoughts and the anxiety over [these bodily thoughts] diminish in the intellect, then reflection on heavenly things and the sight of things to come increases and awakens in the soul. Delight in the service of these things overcomes the sweetness of bodily thoughts and prevails over them.49

Once again, Isaac goes beyond John in that he centers this imagery on the intellect, which, as the true inner man, develops knowledge of “heavenly things” as a result of the transformation. Nevertheless, Isaac’s use of this idiosyncratic analogy of the serpent reveals his dependence on imagery from John. Since this discussion of the inner man does not appear in the Syriac translation of the Physiologus, Isaac’s use of the serpent metaphor within the context of the transformation from the outer man to the inner man shows that his interpretation


49 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.16 (CSCO 554:24).
of this passage is dependent on a trajectory of interpretation inspired by John the Solitary.

In summary, Isaac demonstrates an awareness of John’s insistence on the growth of the inner man when he includes the imprisonment of the inner man motif and the serpent metaphor within his homilies. Isaac’s familiarity with this material explains why he develops such a strong interest in the world to come and the way of life associated with the world to come. For Isaac, the renunciation of physical distractions through ascetical labor frees the intellect from its bondage to the outer man so that it can focus instead on acquiring knowledge appropriate to the inner man.

THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE NEW WORLD AND THE WAY OF THE NEW LIFE ACCORDING TO JOHN THE SOLITARY

A third important motif in John’s theology of future hope is the transformation from the way of life of the corporeal man, who, according to John, was given a physical body with a soul during creation, to the future way of life of the spiritual man, who lives according to what John calls either the “way of the new life” or the “way of life of the new world.” John derives the details of this transformation from 1 Cor 15.43–4, where Paul says that human beings are sown a physical body with a soul during creation, but given a spiritual body after the resurrection.50 According to John, this spiritual body enables human beings to live according to the future, heavenly way. In his commentary on 1 Cor 15.43–4, John states:

If the body undergoes transformation from a bodily state to a spiritual state, as the apostle says, then [God] will transform the body of our humiliation: “it is sown a physical body with a soul, it is raised a spiritual [body].” When, as we have said, a person undergoes transformation into a spiritual [state], he will not be in the form of his body but in the nature of our spiritual man. It is therefore evident that the

50 As with the Greek term psuchikos, the corresponding Syriac term نفلشٌ and its derivatives are difficult to render in English. Literally, all of these words mean something to the effect of “soulish,” but English translations of 1 Cor 15.44 usually render the words psuchikos or نفلشٌ as “natural” or “physical” (i.e., a physical or natural body as opposed to the spiritual body). Here, I have tried to preserve the standard English translation of this verse while still incorporating the deliberate reference to the soul (i.e., “physical body with a soul”), since the concept of “soul” is what John (and Isaac) use as the basis for their theological ideas. Elsewhere, I have rendered the Syriac term نفلشٌ and its derivatives in various different ways, but in each instance so as to incorporate the theological idea behind John’s and Isaac’s use of this term. Both John and Isaac use this term to signify a particular level of the ascetical life: the “level of the soul,” as opposed to the levels of the body and spirit. I have tried to incorporate this sense into my translations.
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corporeal man will receive everything else pertaining to the spiritual man in the
doctrine of the spiritual man.51

As John explains elsewhere in his writings, and as we shall see below, every-
ting else that pertains to the spiritual man signifies the way of the new life
(ܬܕܬܐ ܕܥܠܡܐ ܕܘܒܪܐ) or the way of life of the new world (ܬܕܬܐ ܕܥܠܡܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܢ). Both
of these phrases contain the Syriac word ܕܘܒܪܐ, meaning “conduct” or “way of
life.”

The inspiration for John’s phrase “way of the new life” comes from Rom 6.4,
where Paul says that the Christian believer will live according to new life just as
Christ rose to new life after his death.52 Although commentary on this phrase
can be found in the Acts of Thomas and Ephrem, it appears prominently in
John’s writings.53 John builds on Paul’s phrase by saying that insofar as Christ
himself ascended from the detestable way of life of this world to the way of
the new life through his resurrection, so too do human beings ascend from
the way of life of this world to the way of the new life through baptism.54 In
the Dialogue on the Soul and Passions, John explains that Christ’s incarnation
and resurrection empower other human beings to live according to the way of
the new life. Since Christ did not himself participate in the “detestable way of
life” of this world (Paul’s terminology from Col 1.21), Christ demonstrates what
it looks like to exist as a human being who is not prone to the detestable way of
life of the corporeal man.55 He says:

[Paul] did not say that he “cast out,” since from the beginning this detestable way
of life was wholly affirmed in the entire nature of human beings and there is not
[anyone] who can reconcile [this detestable way of life] with the way of the new
life and exist outside [the detestable way of life]. Our Lord, when he was born
in our world, was not able to stick his face into this hindrance of the evil way of
life, but he perceived it with the strength of his knowledge [even though] he was
outside [the detestable way of life] from the moment of his birth. Through the rift
[between the detestable way of life and the way of life of the new world] that was
manifest in him, he gave hope to all human beings that they will be outside of [the

51 John the Solitary, Gespräch 1 (PTS 11:10:258–11:266).
52 “Therefore we have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that, just as Christ was
raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life” (NRSV).
53 Sebastian Brock, “Isaac the Syrian,” in La Théologie Byzantine et Sa Tradition (VIe–VIIe s.),
54 For further background, see Werner Stothmann, Johannes von Apamea, 74; Georg Blum,
“The Mystology of John the Solitary from Apamea,” 115; and Mary Hansbury, John the Solitary on
the Soul, xvii–xviii.
55 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dederingham:60:27–61:2): “In the true spiritual [level] no human
being since the world was created has led [a truly spiritual life] except for Jesus Christ our Lord.”
detestable way of life] after the resurrection and, through the rift that he made in [the detestable way of life], he will shine forth light inside of our world from the light of that world, which is the hope of God.56

The nature of the incarnation is such that it supplies the hope that someday human beings will exist without the detestable way of life of this world. Although this transformation remains incomplete prior to the resurrection of bodies, Christians can begin their ascent to this way of life through baptism, which is modeled after Christ's own death and resurrection.

John goes into much more detail on both the way of the new life and the way of life of the new world through his first letter to Theodulus, which explicitly addresses the subject of how a person should describe the way of life of the new world.57 As he did in the Dialogue on the Soul and Passions, John explains how Christ's incarnation and resurrection introduce human beings to the way of life of the new world. First, he says that Christ's incarnation was his introduction into the way of life of human beings. His resurrection occurs when he departs from Sheol and ascends from the place of the dead to the light of that world, which is the hope of God.56

[Christ's resurrection] is not like his generation from the womb, which introduces him to his way of life in this world, nor does his generation from Sheol happen so that he can exist in the life of this world. Rather, he ascends from death to the ways of the new life so that he exists in life, [but] not in this life, which is seen in the body, but in the life of those who have been perfected in the spirit. When he departs from inside the womb, he is introduced to the life of this world upon his exit from the womb and is seen in the way of life of human beings. His resurrection occurs when he departs from Sheol and ascends from the place of the dead to the way of life of the new world.58

---

57 See John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:4:8–9) and (Rignell:9:6–8). For a detailed summary of this letter, see Irénée Hausherr, “Un grand auteur spirituel retrouvé,” 9–14.

Cf. John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:32:6–22) and especially (Rignell:14:1–5): "Christ revealed himself after the resurrection, not in the manner of his former habit, but in the spiritual way of life of the glory of God. In a similar manner, we also transform our former bodily way of life after baptism in accordance with knowledge of the way of life of the new world."
John next addresses the important role of baptism, which receives its efficacy from Christ's incarnation and resurrection, and enables human beings to live according to this new way of life. Just as birth from the womb generates a corporeal body that naturally follows the way of life of this world, so too does baptism generate a spiritual body that naturally follows the new way of life:

The generation from baptism is for us the growth in knowledge of the new world, for just as [our] generation from the womb was for us growth in this world in a mortal body, so too does the generation from baptism offer us growth in the new life in the spiritual [condition] . . . The bodily birth sends [us] to the bodily world, while the spiritual birth sends [us] to the spiritual world. The generation in the flesh [sends us] to the way of life of this mortal world while the generation from baptism [sends us to] the way of the new life.59

Although the full extent of the transformation is completed in the world to come, the transformation begins in this world during baptism.60

An important element of John's understanding of the way of life of the new world is his association of this way of life with the way of life of the angels.61 John states, “The root of the way of the new life is a removal from everything world is his association of this way of life with the way of life of the angels.61 He goes on to say that the way of the new life does not merely resemble the way of life of the angels, but that it is actually the same way of life:

As the Apostle says, “Just as Jesus Christ is resurrected from the dead in the glory of His father,” so too do we ascend from baptism, not in this life in which we proceed to be enslaved to sins, but in the way of the new life that is after the resurrection, which is [a life] in which we resemble the way of life of the heavenly hosts. Our life after the resurrection will not be [a life] in which we resemble [the angels], but it will be in the way of life of the angels.63

---

59 John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:9:17–10:3).
60 For further background on the importance of baptism in John the Solitary's eschatology, see Lars Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler, 13.
61 For further background, see Werner Strothmann, Johannes Von Apamea, 75: “Diese neue Welt ist für Johannes die Welt der Engel. Seine Eschatologie ist weithin Engellehre.”
62 John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:10:4–6).
63 John the Solitary, Brief 1 (Rignell:10:17–11:1).
According to John, the new life that accompanies the transformation of the corporeal man to the spiritual man brings with it a new way of life, which is the way of life of the heavenly angels. Human beings begin to execute the new way of life though baptism, which instills a new ability to participate in the angelic way of life of the world to come. Baptism brings the way of life of the resurrection into this world.

In summary, John manifests a strong interest in the transformation from the way of life of this world to the way of life of the new world, or as he also calls it, the way of the new life. This transformation is made possible by the incarnation and resurrection of Christ and the beginning of this transformation occurs during baptism. As much as possible, monks are expected to mold their ascetical way of life according to the future way of life of the world to come. Since this way of life is the way of life of the heavenly kingdom, it is the same way of life of the heavenly angels.

THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE NEW WORLD AND THE WAY OF THE NEW LIFE ACCORDING TO ISAAC OF NINEVEH

Isaac exhibits a similar interest in the future way of life by incorporating the phrases “way of the new life” and “way of life of the new world” into his discussion of the ascetical life. Just as he had done before with John’s phraseology concerning the hope to come and the transformation into the inner man, Isaac reorients these two phrases so that they fit within the larger context of his ascetical system. Even more so than John, Isaac describes the future way of life as taking place in the mind. The way of life of this world is composed of bodily labor, but the way of life of the new world takes place in the mind. As a result, Isaac consistently connects this new way of life with intellectual perception and with prayer. He says that human beings abide by the way of life of the new world while in a state of wonder because only in wonder does the mind perceive true knowledge of God. While John focused on baptism as the beginning of the transformation to the way of life of the new world, Isaac places the beginning of the transformation to the way of life of the new world in the wonder that monks experience after prayer.

To begin with, Isaac appropriates John’s use of the phrase “way of the new life” into his understanding of the operation of the mind in the world to come. As he indicates in the title, Isaac devotes *Homily* 2.38 to the subject of “way of life of the world to come,” in Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.1.1 (CSCO 637:3): “The life of the solitaries cast them beyond this world and their way of life resembles the way of life of the world to come.”
of the new life.” In this homily, Isaac implies that the way of the new life is an existence where the mind is astonished at the divine love. His description of the way of the new life is as follows:

In the new world the love of the creator governs all rational nature. Astonishment at the mysteries, which will be revealed, will captivate the mind of rational beings, whom he has created so that they might have delight in him.\(^{65}\)

The way of the new life is an operation of the mind and it is lived out when the mind enters into a state of astonishment at the divine love.

Isaac also uses John’s phrase “way of life of the new world,” but he orients it in the context of prayer. An example of this new orientation occurs in *Homily* 2.14, where Isaac contrasts two different approaches to prayer. The first approach places a high level of importance on rhetorical form and precision of syntax while the second approach downplays syntax and instead considers the meaning of each word. Isaac condemns the former approach to prayer as a childish and pagan pursuit, but he praises the latter approach, which investigates the meaning of words, as a way of praying that instills the “way of life of the new world.” He says:

The mindset of children attends to and investigates the order of words and it especially fails to present the meaning [of the words] before the intellect, from which springs forth prayers, requests, and virtuous reflections, which are suited to the way of life of the new world.\(^{66}\)

True prayer involves the contemplation of the meaning of words so as to arrive at spiritual understanding of the mysteries of God. As such, prayer brings about a transformation of the monk, whose way of life begins to resemble the way of life of the new world rather than the way of life of the present world.

Since Isaac identifies the way of the new life and the way of life of the new world with the intellect’s activity during prayer, he characterizes the way of life of the new world primarily in terms of knowledge of spiritual insights rather than ascetical actions of the body. In *Homily* 2.20, he compares the knowledge of the new world with the knowledge that the body produces in this world. While knowledge in this world requires the mediation of thoughts and ascetical observance in order to arrive at truths about God, knowledge in the new world is direct and requires no mediation:

The spiritual way of life is a different kind of knowledge because its service is not moved by, nor does it subsist in, the labors of body and soul. Reflection accompanies

\(^{65}\) Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.38.2 (CSCO 554:148–9).

those who serve in [these] ways of life, but as for the spiritual way of life, it is without reflection and without thought and it is without movement and without agitation. Thoughts are put into motion in the level of the soul, whereas in the level of the spirit there is not thought, in that the mind has been raised above the form of this world and subsists in a different kind of knowledge.67

Like John, Isaac associates the way of the new life or the way of life of the new world with the reception of knowledge that is not ordered by the bodily senses. For this reason, Isaac, like John, associates the way of life of the new world with the way of life of the angels, who exist in heaven and whose way of life consists in possessing unmediated spiritual insights. He goes on to say in Homily 2.20:

The knowledge that belongs here by all means contains the stirring of thoughts within it, but that [spiritual] way of life is exalted above all other things. Within [this spiritual way of life], the manner of our existence will be like when we will arise from the dead and when we will [live] with the holy angels. This is [the way of life that] the angels already [experience] at the present.68

Since knowledge that is perceived with the spiritual way of life is a knowledge that arises without any mediation of thoughts, Isaac states that the reception of this spiritual knowledge represents the way of life of the angels.

Although Isaac uses John's phraseology and builds on John's notion of the way of life of the new world, he also reorients this notion of the future way of life into his ascetical system. In particular, Isaac says that the mind in this world perceives unmediated, spiritual revelations—the content of the way of the new life and new world—through wonder. In Homily 2.8, Isaac states that revelations of the new world “concern each aspect of the level to come as it is made known to the mind through the revelation of insights.”69 The reason why these revelations are unmediated and require no process of thought is because they arise during a state of wonder in the mind. Isaac goes on to say that “wonder at the divine nature is a revelation of the new world” and “revelations of the new world are wondrous stirrings concerning God.”70

---

67 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.6 (CSCO 554:97).
68 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.6 (CSCO 554:97).
69 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.7 (CSCO 554:22).
71 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.4 (CSCO 554:22) and 2.8.5 (CSCO 554:22).
Wonder is essential to the reception of spiritual revelations because, according to Isaac, the mind receives wonder without mediation. He explains that, although care is required to move the mind into a state where it is capable of experiencing direct spiritual insights, once this care has been taken, the mind undergoes a transformation that allows it to perceive spiritual insights through wonder:

The intellect accepts thought concerning the world to come without any obstacles and more luminously than it [accepts] insights concerning the corporeal world. As for [insights concerning the corporeal world], the process needs greater purity and good soundness of mind, whereas [the process of accepting thoughts concerning the world to come] requires a little more care, and then the intellect suddenly receives a wondrous transformation and is easily made luminous along with the reflection.71

Through the transformation of the mind in wonder, the monk possesses the reflective powers of the angels, that is, the way of the new life of the world to come.

In summary, Isaac uses John's phrases to speak about the new world. John spoke of the transformation of the corporeal man into the spiritual man and the new way of life associated with the spiritual man. This way of life, which he called the way of the new life or the way of life of the new world, begins in this life during baptism, but is fully realized in the world to come as the angelic existence. Isaac borrows this framework and employs John's terminology, but he instead makes the activity of the mind the beginning of this transformation to the way of life of the new world. The culmination of this transformation occurs when the mind moves into a state of wonder that supersedes conscientious reflection.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has provided an explanation for why Isaac is so interested in describing the ascetical life in terms of imagery from the world to come. The explanation is that Isaac derives this imagery from the writings of John the Solitary. On the basis of his selective use of Pauline biblical passages, John builds a portrait of the world to come that emphasizes the future transformation that will take place after the general resurrection. This transformation represents the fulfillment of God's promise of future glory. When this transformation is

complete, human beings will shed the way of life of the corporeal man and the outer man and assume the glorious way of life of the spiritual man or the inner man. It is this promise of future glory—the transformation in the world to come—that forms the basis of the hope that should define the life of the monk. Descriptions of the world to come permeate John’s writings because John thinks they will provide hope to monks who are struggling with the ascetic life in this world.

Although Isaac borrows the framework of the world to come from John, he also explains how knowledge of the world to come is available in this world, even though full experience of the world to come is normally reserved for the righteous in heaven and requires a bodily transformation. While John describes the transformation in the world to come in order to provide hope to Christians in this world who do not yet experience it, Isaac wants to provide an explanation for the manner in which Christians experience this eschatological transformation even in this world. Isaac transforms John’s hope into a reality that can be experienced in this world through prayer and, ultimately, through the mind’s experience of wonder. The mind’s experience of wonder is the pinnacle of Isaac’s ascetical system and will be the subject of the remaining chapters.
The Syriac Sources for Isaac of Nineveh's Development of Wonder and Astonishment

In the previous chapter, we saw that even though Isaac posits an eschatology that anticipates the transformation of the world to come, he also insists that eschatological knowledge of the world to come is available to monks who live in this world. In order to render this account of proleptic eschatological knowledge coherent, Isaac must provide an explanation of how human beings appropriate knowledge of the world to come through the cognitive structures of material substance. The difficulty in this endeavor lies in what he understands to be a strict division between knowledge of the world to come and knowledge derived from the material world. He recognizes that human beings acquire knowledge of the material world though bodily sensations, which are processed according to a temporal sequence of logic, but knowledge of the world to come, he says, comes from an entirely different mode of apprehension. According to Isaac, knowledge of the world to come is spiritual and therefore cannot be understood through the structures of temporal reasoning and logic; rather, spiritual knowledge is understood only by the mind in a state of wonder.

Wonder, therefore, is the culmination of Isaac's eschatology. A comparison between Isaac and his monastic contemporary, Dadisho Qatraye, reveals just how important the phenomenon of wonder is to Isaac. Like Isaac, Dadisho was a student of the famous monastic teacher, Rabban Shabur of the Beth Huzaye monastery. Despite a number of other linguistic and theological similarities, however, Dadisho does not share the same emphasis on wonder employed by Isaac in his writings. While the term appears often and regularly throughout all three collections of Isaac's *Ascetical Homilies*, Dadisho only uses...

---

1 The *Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel*—a text that is roughly contemporary to Isaac's writings—also uses the term wonder in a monastic setting. Alexander Golitzin has argued that the term ܬܗܪܐ is part of a monastic vocabulary shared by Isaac and the author of this apocalypse. For comparisons, see Alexander Golitzin, "A Monastic Setting for the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel," in To Train His Soul in Books: Syriac Asceticism in Early Christianity, ed. Robin Darling Young and Monica J. Blanchard (Washington D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2011), 74–84.

2 In his introduction to the English translation of Isaac of Nineveh, Sebastian Brock draws attention to a number of linguistic similarities between Isaac and Dadisho. See Sebastian Brock,
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the term once in his entire *Commentary on Abba Isaiah*. Wonder is a concept that has a special significance for Isaac.

Isaac uses two different terms to describe how human beings react to knowledge of the world to come. The first term, ܬܨܪܐ, is usually translated as “wonder” or “ecstasy,” while the second term, ܬܡܡܐ, often signifies a state of “astonishment,” or “amazement.” I have chosen to translate ܬܨܪܐ as “wonder” and ܬܡܡܐ as “astonishment,” so as to preserve the distinction between the two terms. Although Isaac does not always ascribe technical meaning to these two words, he does so often and with the intention of describing different moments pertaining to the ecstatic experience of the world to come. My goal is to identify the occasions when Isaac does use these two terms in a technical way and then to provide a synthetic account of this usage.

Scholars have already noticed that Isaac uses the terms wonder and astonishment to describe how monks comprehend the heavenly mysteries of the world to come, but there is no consensus on what he means by these terms. Some recent scholars, including Patrick Hagman and Sabino Chialà, have said that Isaac simply uses the two words interchangeably, as synonyms. Others, by contrast, suggest subtle differences between wonder and astonishment. Serafim Seppälä, who has composed the most substantial study on Isaac’s use of wonder and astonishment, says that Isaac employs the term astonishment more often and sometimes without ecstatic implications while wonder carries exclusively ecstatic implications. Mary Hansbury says that Isaac, like John of Dalyatha, equates wonder with a superficial sentiment that a person experiences upon
The Syriac Sources

seeing something spectacular while astonishment occurs at a deeper level and signifies ecstasy or ravishment from divine initiative. Finally, André Louf claims that Isaac refers to wonder as a sentiment that helps lead the soul toward ecstasy—an experience that arises from meditation on the word of God or from the celebration of the liturgical office, for example—but astonishment signals a foretaste of the afterlife.

This chapter lays the groundwork for an investigation into how Isaac uses wonder and astonishment to describe the manner in which human beings comprehend spiritual knowledge of the world to come. My approach differs from those scholars who say that Isaac uses the two terms as synonyms; by contrast, I claim that these two terms each describe distinct moments of an ecstatic experience. In addition, while some scholars emphasize Isaac’s dependence on Theodore of Mopsuestia for his formulation of the definitions of wonder and astonishment, I instead emphasize the importance of interpreting Isaac through a broad array of sources. To be sure, Isaac does cite Theodore as a source for his definition of wonder. In his Gnostic Chapter 4.95, Isaac cites an unknown quotation from Theodore in which Theodore states that wonder is outside the normal experience of a person. In this quotation, Theodore refers to the astonishment of Abraham, as recorded in the Septuagint translations of Gen 2.21 and Gen 15.12 (the Peshitta translation instead uses the word “stillness”). So, while it is not incorrect to refer to Theodore as a source for Isaac’s position on wonder and astonishment, sole reliance on Theodore presents only a limited understanding of the situation. One problem with emphasizing Isaac’s dependence on Theodore is that the most relevant text—Theodore’s Commentary on Nahum containing a discourse on wonder—is no longer extant in its Syriac translation, so precise linguistic comparisons between Isaac and Theodore are not possible. When Theodore uses the Greek word ekstasis, for instance, we cannot know whether the Syriac translators of his texts would have employed “wonder” or “astonishment” to signify the Greek concept; either word

12 See Mary Hansbury, “‘Insight without Sight,’” 63 and André Louf, “Temha-stupore e tahra-meraviglia,” 94.
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could be an appropriate translation. Therefore, it is difficult to use Theodore’s writings as a definitive source for any distinction between Isaac’s use of the terms wonder and astonishment. In order to gain a more complete understanding of Isaac’s complex discussion of wonder and astonishment, we should turn to additional source material and interpret Isaac through the hermeneutical lens of his dependence on a wide array of Syriac texts.

In this chapter and the following chapter, I demonstrate that Isaac’s account of wonder and astonishment is a complex and original synthesis of ideas garnered from works by Ephrem, John the Solitary, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Evagrius. This chapter investigates sources that were originally composed in Syriac (Ephrem and John the Solitary), while the next chapter investigates Syriac translations of sources that were originally composed in Greek (Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius).

Isaac does not derive his definitions of astonishment and wonder from the Syriac sources—these definitions, as we will see in the next chapter, are derived from texts by Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius; however, Isaac derives his ascetical eschatology and the general framework for wonder and astonishment from the Syriac sources, specifically from John the Solitary. In the first section of this chapter, we see that while the terms wonder and astonishment both come from the Syriac translation of the Bible, Isaac adopts the close association between wonder and astonishment from Ephrem, who uses wonder and astonishment as synonyms. The second section of this chapter shows that Isaac adopts the general idea of using wonder and astonishment for describing how human beings receive knowledge of the world to come from John the Solitary, who also uses the two words as synonyms. The final section of the chapter shows how Isaac reworks John the Solitary’s general understanding of wonder by introducing the concept of the itinerant mind. According to Isaac, wonder occurs in the mind when the mind becomes an itinerant traveler and wanders into heaven in order to receive knowledge of the heavenly mysteries from the Holy Spirit.

WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT IN THE SYRIAC TRADITION: THE BIBLE AND EPHREM

The terms ܬܗܪ and ܬܡܗ appear throughout the Syriac translation of the Bible. Various forms of ܬܡܗ, for example, occur eighty-one times in the Peshitta Old Testament (thirty-eight times as a verb, twenty-seven times as a noun, and six times as a passive participle) and these forms correspond to ten different Hebrew words from seven different roots.13 As Serafim Seppälä indicates in

---

13 For specific details, see Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 331–5 and Robert Beulay, “De l’émerveillement à l’extase: Jean de Dalyatha et Abou Sa’id al-Kharraz,” in Youakim Moubarac:
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his thorough study on the matter, this particular Syriac root was used as a general solution to translate various Hebrew expressions related to the idea of “distraction.” Only once, in Ezek 3.15, do we see the term refer to an idea related to the concept of astonishment, when the word is used to render the idea “distraction of mind” (“I sat there for seven days astonished among them”). The terms ܬܗܪ and ܬܡܗ also appear frequently in the Peshitta New Testament and, unlike in the Old Testament, they often carry the ecstatic connotations of “wonder” and “astonishment.”

Isaac does not make very much use of this biblical material in order to develop his account of astonishment and wonder. His biblical references to wonder and astonishment are limited to the accounts of Peter’s vision on top of the rooftop in Acts 10.10 and Paul’s rapture into the third heaven from 2 Cor 12.2–3. According to the Peshitta version of Acts 10.10, Peter fell into a state of astonishment just before he saw his heavenly vision. Isaac notes this example in Homily 1.19 and in the same passage he refers to the astonishment that the prophets experienced. Although the Peshitta version of 2 Cor 12.2–3 contains neither the words wonder nor astonishment, Isaac sees Paul’s rapture as the prototype for all subsequent experiences of wonder. Otherwise, Isaac’s conception of wonder and astonishment has little dependence on specific passages from the Syriac translation of the Bible.

The first Syriac author to make significant use of wonder and astonishment and to influence Isaac’s understanding of the terms was Ephrem. While Ephrem elevates the concepts of wonder and astonishment to a new level of importance in Syriac theology, his use of the two terms only serves as a general inspiration for the way Isaac uses them. Nevertheless, two points are worth mentioning. First, Ephrem is the first author to establish a close connection between wonder and astonishment, as he often uses them synonymously. His frequent pairing of the two words solidified their close connection for subsequent authors, like Isaac. Second, Ephrem, in his Hymns on Paradise states that the mind stands in wonder at God after meditating on the scriptures. As we will see in the next chapter, Isaac also uses wonder in this sense.

Dossier dirigé par Jean Stassinet, Cahiers d’Orientalisme 20 (Lausanne: L’âge d’homme, 2005), 333–43.

14 Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 335.
15 For specific examples, see Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 335–7.
18 For background on Ephrem’s use of wonder and astonishment, see Sebastian Brock, The Luminous Eye (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1985), 69 and Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 331–42.
To begin with the first point, Ephrem frequently pairs wonder and astonishment together in his writings. Throughout the *Hymns on Faith*, for example, he uses the two words together as synonyms to express one concept.19 “An astonishment and wonder in our generation!” he says, as he refers to the incarnation.20 Elsewhere, he exclaims, “astonishment, wonder, and trepidation!” as he ponders the biblical story of Mariam.21 In these passages as well as others, he uses two or even three words to emphasize the importance of biblical events. While this rhetorical technique succeeds in establishing the degree of importance that Ephrem wishes to assign to these biblical stories, it does not allow for distinctions to be made between wonder and astonishment in terms of a definition. For this reason, later authors see the two terms as closely related concepts.

Ephrem’s most frequent use of the term wonder is as a synonym for another Syriac word, “marvel” (ܕܘܡܪܐ). According to Ephrem, the miracles of the Bible are great marvels, but he often substitutes the word wonder for marvel when he speaks of miracles. In the first *Hymn on the Nativity*, for example, he calls the incarnation a marvel on the basis of Isa 9.5, which states that the birth of a child will be called a marvel. “It is a great marvel,” he says, “that the Son, who dwelt entirely in a body, inhabited [the body] entirely and [the body] was sufficient for him.”22 Yet elsewhere, in *Hymn on the Nativity* 23.2, Ephrem paraphrases Isa 9.5 and uses the word wonder instead of the word marvel to refer to the incarnation. He says, “Today a child is born and he is called wonder, for it is a wonder that God reveals himself as an infant.”23 Therefore, when Ephrem calls the miracle of the incarnation a wonder, he imagines it as a wonder in the same sense as a marvel or spectacle.24

Ephrem also uses wonder as a synonym for marvel in other writings besides the *Hymns on the Nativity*. In the *Hymns on Faith*, for example, he refers to the miracle of the incarnation with the following exclamation: “It is a wonder that

---

23 Ephrem, *Hymne de Nativitate* 1.9 (CSCO 186:2).
24 Ephrem calls the incarnation a wonder in other passages of the *Hymns on the Nativity*. See, for example, Ephrem, *Hymne de Nativitate* 12.1 (CSCO 186:71) and 21.7 (CSCO 186:106).
God descended to dust!”

25 He also describes other miracles as wonders with this same sense. John the Baptist leaping in his mother’s womb is a wonder. 26 Likewise, Jesus’s footprint in the water is a wonder, as is the piece of earth on which Jesus spat. 27 This meaning of wonder as a synonym for the word marvel is Ephrem’s most common way of using the term.

Ephrem also uses the term astonishment as a synonym for the word marvel. For example, in the *Hymns on Faith*, he calls the Old Testament reference to the speech of Balaam’s donkey both a wonder and an astonishment. 28 Likewise, Jesus’ cursing of the fig tree is an astonishment, as is the righteousness of Mary and Joseph. 29 In short, throughout the *Hymns on Faith* and the *Hymns on the Nativity*, Ephrem uses both wonder and astonishment as synonyms for marvel.

More specifically related to the way that Isaac employs the terms wonder and astonishment is Ephrem’s use of the term wonder in the *Hymns on Paradise*. In *Hymn on Paradise* 6.2, he states that meditation on the scripture brings his mind into a state of wonder and astonishment as he contemplates the perfection of the original state of creation, namely, the Garden of Paradise:

Scripture brought me to the entrance of Paradise and while the mind, which is spiritual, stood in astonishment and wonder, the intellect became distracted and grew weak as the senses were no longer able to comprehend its glorious treasures, discern its tastes, find any comparison for its colors, assemble its beauties, or speak of its history. 31

Although Ephrem’s reference to wonder as a state that the mind enters into from meditation on the scriptural account of Paradise is unique among his many other references to wonder, where he often uses the word as a synonym for the word marvel, it is in this sense that Isaac most often employs the concept of wonder. As we shall see, Isaac also claims that human beings apprehend spiritual knowledge through wonder.

---

27 See Ephrem, *Hymne de Fide* 10.20 (CSCO 154:52) and *Hymne de Virginitate* 35.3 (CSCO 223:127).
30 For additional examples, see Serafim Seppälä, *In Speechless Ecstasy*, 338–9.
While Ephrem’s most common usage of the terms wonder and astonishment is to describe biblical miracles, or marvels, Isaac’s use of these terms is more nuanced in that he refers specifically to a subjective state of mind that monks experience when confronted with the mysteries of scripture and the reality of the world to come, but he does follow Ephrem in drawing a close connection between the terms wonder and astonishment themselves. Isaac is also more influenced by Ephrem’s use of the term wonder in the *Hymns on Paradise*—where he states that the mind will stand in wonder before the perfection of the new world—than by the basic definitions supplied by Ephrem in other works, such as the *Hymns on Faith, Hymns on Virginity*, and *Hymns on the Nativity*.

## WONDER AS KNOWLEDGE OF THE HEAVENLY MYSTERIES: JOHN THE SOLITARY

While Ephrem elevates the concepts of wonder and astonishment to a new level of importance in Syriac theology, his use of wonder and astonishment is only a general inspiration for the way that Isaac uses the concept. John the Solitary also uses the concept of wonder, but his framing of the term had a more specific influence on Isaac than Ephrem’s. Although John retains Ephrem’s general use of wonder to describe biblical miracles, he also commonly describes the phenomenon of wonder as a subjective experience wherein a person who has been perfected receives knowledge of the world to come. This latter understanding of the meaning of wonder is what influences Isaac.

John’s conception of wonder can only be understood within the context of his discussion of knowledge and perfection. According to John, there are two kinds of knowledge: knowledge of the material world, which requires sense perception, and knowledge of the heavenly mysteries, which can only be comprehended through wonder by a person who has achieved perfection. John explains the difference between these two kinds of knowledge in an extended commentary on 1 Cor 2.6, where Paul says that the wisdom of the perfect is not of this world. In this passage, John explains that perfect knowledge involves

---


more than what can be observed in this world; rather, it requires knowledge of
the heavenly mysteries.

When the Corinthians did many astonishing things with glossolalia and their
interpretation of languages, with prophecies in which they predicted things
to come in [this world], and with other admirable things, they were not able to
understand the mystery of the wisdom concerning that world. The apostle accuses
them, saying that not only when he came to them was he unable to speak with
them about the wisdom of that world, which he called “perfect food”, but [he says
that] “they were unable to receive at that time” [1 Cor 3.2]. However, we speak of
the wisdom among the perfect: a wisdom that is not of this world.34

According to John, the attainment of perfect knowledge requires the posses-
sion of a wisdom that is not always found among those who perform visible
Christian actions, such as miracles. He explains, “Numerous are those who
have performed admirable miracles, cast out demons, purified leprosy, and
healed diseases and yet are still unaware of the wisdom of that world, for it is
greater than everything that is admirable in this world.”35 The knowledge of
the heavenly world, therefore, is a special sort of wisdom that is unrelated to
the ability to perform miracles and instead belongs to those who have achieved
perfection.

John uses this understanding of wisdom in 1 Cor 2.6 to criticize people who
are capable of performing miracles, but do so without knowledge of the heav-
ely mysteries. “If performing miracles was greater than the wisdom concern-
ing the life of the world to come,” he asks, “then why, after the resurrection,
does [God] not give the righteous powers to perform [miracles] instead of the
wisdom of mysteries?”36 According to John, the ability to perform miracles is
inferior to the ability to understand the heavenly mysteries because performing
miracles merely requires only that a person have an acute awareness of the
material world. No awareness of the heavenly realm is necessary. Just as a sea
captain knows how to make predictions about sea breezes or as a doctor knows
how to heal the infirmities of the body, so too do people perform miracles
based on observation of the material world.

34 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:10:27–11:9).
35 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:10:24–7).
36 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:11:18–20).
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The gift, which the person who is at the level of the soul receives, heals the infirmities of the body through his miracles by virtue of the faith of [those] who see [them]. [Knowledge] of the affairs of scandals and of wars are revealed to him, [but they know these things because they have had experience] just like a captain [knows how to make predictions] about sea breezes or like [the way] a doctor [knows how to heal] infirmities of the body.37

The science of people who perform miracles is a science of this world and the ability to accurately predict events in this world is in no way connected to knowledge of the heavenly mysteries. For this reason, John says that many people who perform miracles mistakenly think that they have achieved perfection. He says, for instance, “When [the monk] is elevated above the evil deeds that are seen in the body but is unaware of those who are greater than him, he becomes convinced that what is in him is perfection.”38 Knowledge of the heavenly mysteries is reserved for those who are perfect.

Since knowledge of the heavenly mysteries cannot be gained through the material world, John explains that this heavenly knowledge must be perceived in a mode of comprehension that transcends the material senses, namely, through wonder. According to John, angels are the quintessential example of beings who comprehend the divine mysteries through wonder. In his Dialogue 5, Thomas, John’s interlocutor, asks him whether angels learn about God through the order of salvation that took place on earth, or whether they receive knowledge of God in some other way.39 John’s response clarifies his understanding of the difference between material modes of knowledge and knowledge of the mysteries. He answers Thomas by saying that the angels have no need to learn about God through the material incarnation of Christ because they can instead

37 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Deder ing:10:14–18).

Cf. John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Deder ing:11:23–12:3): “Since the power of miracles is, as it were, the level of the soul for human beings, such that the soul is constituted between the bodily [level] and the spiritual [level] in that it is neither like the body nor the perfect spiritual existence of the angels in this life, the power of miracles exists between error and truth in order to distance oneself from error and come closer to truth. For this reason, the life of that world, since it is more sublime than error, is also more sublime than miracles since there is no one there who needs to be freed from error.”

38 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Deder ing:21:6–10).

Elsewhere, John speaks of people who have the “pretension of being in perfection.” See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Deder ing:66:27).

learn about God through a superior mode of comprehension that transcends the bodily senses. He concludes: “If the person who elevates himself above bodily deeds into the spiritual mysteries has wonder at God, then why would spiritual [beings] even need considerations about God in the things of our world?” 40 Elsewhere, he explains that the experience of wonder is “too powerful for this life and it is preserved for us in the life that is after the resurrection.” 41 Free from distractions that originate from the body and soul, angels instead apprehend God’s mysteries through wonder.

Although wonder is quintessentially an angelic mode of comprehension, John states that advanced monks can assume the characteristic traits of the heavenly angels and become capable of comprehending the spiritual mysteries through wonder, even while they still dwell in the material world. In one of his letters, he explains that monks who draw near to the way of life of the angels experience an existence that is devoid of fear and the passions because, like the angels, monks in this advanced state will exist in an “exalted place” (ܐܬܪܐܡܪܝܡܐ).

When we hear that these exalted [angels] stand in fear, then [we should understand this to mean that] they are kept from relying on the terror that comes from the fear of evil things. Since we draw near to them with our words about the new life, we have advanced in our understanding of their way of life. There is no fear in the glory of the holy power, for when fear swells in the heart, there is suffering in a person. Therefore, these passions do not exist in that exalted place of the angelic hosts. While we take delight in intimacy with God through love and gladness, they are in [a state] of perpetual wonder in which there is not stillness. 42

What is particularly striking about this passage is John’s reference to the “exalted place” wherein the angels exist in a perpetual state of wonder. The term “place” (maqom in Hebrew) was used throughout the Hebrew Bible to signal the locus of divine manifestation and in rabbinic-era apocalyptic texts to signal the heavenly original of the earthly temple. 43 Aphrahat, a fourth-century

41 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dederign:87:24–5).
42 John the Solitary, Brief 2 (Rignell:47:7–15).

Page and line numbers refer to Lars Gösta Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler (Lund: Häken Ohlssons Boktryckeri, 1941).
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Christian author who lived in Mesopotamia during the Persian Empire and wrote in Syriac, also used this term in his Demonstration 14. In this epistle, addressed to the entire Persian church, he explains that the Christian sage can experience in his mind the same “place of God” that the angels experience in heaven. Once the sage experiences this “place of wisdom,” Aphrahat states, he receives wonders in the midst of his heart.44 His full description of this interior experience of the place of God is as follows:

[The King] carries his mind to the heights, and his thought flies to his sanctuary; he shows him all kinds of treasure. His intellect is absorbed with vision, and his heart is captivated by all its senses. [The King] shows him that which he did not know. He gazes on that place and examines it; his mind marvels at all that he sees: all the watchers pursue [the King's] service, and the seraphim sanctify his glory, flying on their swift wings with white and beautiful garments. They hide their faces from his brightness, and their course is more swift than the wind. There the throne of the kingdom is set up, and the Judge is preparing the court. Seats are set up for the righteous to judge the wicked on the day of judgment. When the wise man sees in his mind the place of his many treasures, then his thought is elevated, and his heart conceives and gives birth to all good things, and he meditates on all that has been commanded. His form and his vision are on the earth, but the senses of his intellect are above and below.45

John composed his letters just one generation after Aphrahat. If we understand John’s account of advanced monks who draw near to the “exalted place” of the angels in terms of Aphrahat’s account of the Christian sage who experiences the place of the angels in his mind, then John is saying that wonder results from an experience of the heavenly realm and that human beings, like the angels, can experience wonder when they assume the angelic way of life. Monks in the advanced levels of the ascetical life will experience a direct vision of the heavenly mysteries, which occurs in the “exalted place” of heaven.

John presents this understanding of what it means for a monk to assume the way of life of the angels in one of his dialogues with Thomas. In this text, John says that God endeavors to show human beings the “greatness from the new world” by offering monks a foretaste of this greatness as a gift that can be received through prayer. After receiving this gift, John says, human beings will exist in a state of wonder:

[God] is teaching us about the deficiency of our creation through the greatness that is the greatness from the new world. If we are raised up in the greatness that is the greatness from the new world, then it is urgent that he show us what is

excellent from [the new world]. He will endeavor to offer it to us through prayer so that his gift will be [given] in rectitude and [we will exist in a state of] wonder that will not be stillness.46

In this passage, John notes that the sort of wonder that human beings receive during prayer is a “wonder that will not be stillness” (ܢܗܘܐ ܫܠܝܐ ܠܐ ܕܬܗܪܐ). Later on in the same dialogue, he again refers to the “unstillness” (ܫܠܝܐ ܠܐ) of the Seraphim described in Isa 6.2–3.47 According to this verse, the Seraphim use their wings to fly around as they praise God with the Trisagion and, as John understands it, this act of praise is eternal and ongoing. In other words, the angels exist in a state of “unstillness” because they are never still in their eternal praise for God.48 This reference to “unstillness” is John’s way of saying that the wonder that human beings receive in prayer is the same wonder that the angels experience in heaven, in other words, a wonder that does not paralyze, but that leads to constant praise. This wonder is the “unstill” worship of God that will exist for eternity in the world to come.

In summary, John’s understanding of the phenomenon of wonder is different than Ephrem’s understanding. According to John, wonder at God is a spiritual enterprise that transcends the modes of knowledge that come through material sense perception. For this reason, he associates wonder with the eternal praise that the angels offer to God in heaven and with some human beings who have achieved the spiritual level of the Christian life. Like John, we will see that Isaac also places the phenomenon of wonder within the framework of heavenly worship in the world to come.

WONDER AND THE ITINERANT MIND:
ISAAC OF NINEEH

Isaac follows John in associating perfection with knowledge of the world to come, for since the world to come is a spiritual reality, a person experiences it in the mind because the mind alone is capable of processing spiritual insights. While the body and soul are capable of processing material insights concerning

47 “Seraphs were in attendance above him; each had six wings: with two they covered their faces, and with two they covered their feet, and with two they flew. And one called to another and said: ‘Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory’ ” (NRSV).
48 John concludes that the “unstillness” of the angels is what constitutes wonder at God. See John the Solitary, Gespräch 3 (PTS 11:27:163–5): “The unstillness is wonder because they know God in continual glory.”
the nature of the created order, Isaac says that they are incapable of comprehending spiritual realities. Isaac, however, distinguishes himself from John in seeking to assimilate traditional Syriac notions of perfection into John’s image of mental perfection. Isaac wants to say that perfect monks can experience the world to come even in this life. In the traditional Syriac milieu, as described early on by the authors of the Acts of Thomas, the Pseudo-Clementine Letters to Virgins, and the Book of Steps, perfection is tied to physical itinerancy.\(^49\) For a monk to be perfect, he needs to be free to be itinerant: in practical terms, he needs to be celibate. To take just one example, the anonymous author of the Book of Steps states that perfect Christians should not “take wives, nor work the land, nor acquire possessions, nor have a place to lay their head on earth, like their teacher.”\(^50\) John’s association between perfection and knowledge, however, leads Isaac to redefine the itinerancy necessary for perfection. No longer does perfection depend on physical itinerancy and the celibacy necessary to support it, but now, for Isaac, perfection depends on mental itinerancy. Isaac upholds the Syriac connection between itinerancy and perfection but he says that the essential kind of itinerancy is itinerancy of the mind, not the body.

Like John, Isaac associates perfection with the possession of heavenly knowledge. Isaac makes the point that perfection is defined in terms of knowledge quite explicitly in Homily 3.13: “The place of perfection is knowledge,” but he also correlates the life of perfection with the attainment of heavenly knowledge.\(^51\) He also speaks of perfection in terms of knowledge in Homily 2.40. In the world to come, he says, God will someday bring all people to an “equal state of perfection… in [a state] in which the holy angels are now, in perfection of love and an intellect without passions… for all are going to exist in a single love, a single intellect, a single will, and a single perfection of knowledge.”\(^52\) In the
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\(^{50}\) Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.13 (Kmosko:365:26–368:2).


\(^{52}\) Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:122:18–123:1): “If he [the monk attempting to
world to come, the angels and saints in heaven will achieve perfection and acquire perfect knowledge of the heavenly mysteries.

Although he warns against the common mistake of thinking perfection has been achieved when it really has not, Isaac explicitly says that some people do achieve perfection in this world.\(^{53}\) In \textit{Homily 1.18}, for example, he describes a certain solitary who would assume the habits of sin in order to maintain humility and he says that this sort of behavior is not profitable for all men, but for the “great and perfect only.”\(^{54}\) According to Isaac, perfect knowledge of heaven is available to those monks who, through ascetical labors, have prepared their minds to receive it.\(^{55}\) Achieving perfection in this life, however, is a struggle. In \textit{Homily 1.12}, Isaac says that there is an intermediate level between the novitiate on the left, and perfection on the right, but he acknowledges the difficulty of moving from an intermediate level to the level of perfection.\(^{56}\)

But what shall we say when someone does not reach [the level that enables him] to enter the promised land, which is the level of the perfect, and to find truth openly in so far as nature is capable? Shall he then remain and for this reason [exist] in that low level, which converses entirely with the left hand?\(^{57}\)

In this passage, Isaac presents the paradox surrounding the question of obtaining perfection in this world. The goal of every monk is to move from the intermediate level to the level of perfection, but this goal is impossible to attain through natural means. Since heavenly knowledge is spiritual, it cannot be processed through the natural capabilities of human beings in the same way that material knowledge is processed. Yet, Isaac is explicit: human beings can achieve perfection in this world.

Isaac addresses this paradox by saying that advanced monks can live the angelic life by attaining knowledge and awareness of the heavenly mysteries

\(^{53}\) See Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.82 (Bedjan:578:5–20) and 1.72 (Bedjan:495:15–20).

\(^{54}\) Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.18 (Bedjan:143:14).

\(^{55}\) See Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.12 (Bedjan:122:10–17), where he states that if a monk “heightens his natural fervor … [God] will open his gate before him,” thus implying that heavenly knowledge is available to monks in this world.

\(^{56}\) See Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.12 (Bedjan:122:2–4): “The second [level] is the middle: [it lies] between the passionate [level] and the spiritual [level]. Thoughts of the right hand and of the left hand equally move it.”

\(^{57}\) Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.12 (Bedjan:123:2–5).
through divine grace. In the course of addressing this paradox, Isaac infuses John’s language of perfection and knowledge with the concept of itinerancy. As monks become advanced in the spiritual life and comprehend the heavenly mysteries, divine grace allows their minds to become itinerant travelers, capable of wandering (ܡܓܘܪܓܐ) into heaven:

Even though he is not deemed worthy of the entirety of that grace here, his mind shall wander around [there] by virtue of its intimacy with [that grace, even though he remains] far away. Through the provocation that comes from [that grace] he will eliminate and fly away from evil thoughts for as long as he lives. In this hope, while his heart is filled with God, he departs from this world.58

Isaac describes how the mind takes flight and enters into the heavenly realm in order to receive knowledge again in *Homily* 3.2:

This level of perfection requires the banner of the solitary way of life in stillness and eremitical labor in one’s cell. The body must be humbled while the intellect is invigorated, the senses must grow weak while knowledge is exalted, the limbs [of the body] must be brought low while the thoughts are lighted in splendor, then the mind will take flight and ascend to divine contemplation.59

Though the body and soul cannot, the mind is capable of “flying into heaven” with the assistance of divine grace. This interior ascent enables the monk to participate in the heavenly life with the angels and saints and to receive knowledge of the heavenly mysteries while still remaining in the material world.

The occasion that inspires the itinerant mind to take flight and wander into heaven is, for Isaac, the moment of prayer. During prayer, he says in *Homily* 2.35, a passageway (ܡܥܒܪܬܐ) opens in the mind, thereby enabling the mind to take flight and mystically wander from the boundary of this world into the heavenly realm. Isaac says that the supplication of God during prayer opens “the door to that knowledge of truth, which is exalted above all [other knowledge] and provides the mind with a passageway across to the glorious mysteries of the adored divine nature.”60 Once a passageway for the mind has been opened, Isaac says that the Holy Spirit instills knowledge of the heavenly mysteries into the mind of the praying monk, who experiences this knowledge in the form of sudden inspirational stirrings. Just as a praying monk experiences

58 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.12 (Bedjan:123:9–13).
59 Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.2.7 (CSCO 637:9).
60 Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.35.5 (CSCO 554:141).
joy when he feels a sudden burst of inspiration that originates from his own mind, so too does he rejoice when he receives inspiration from the Holy Spirit:

[The same joy is felt] with other stirrings that are in the constitution of prayer, which the Holy Spirit sets into motion in the saints, in whose utterances are ineffable mysteries and insights. When the form of prayer provides some sign of their insights, this is an indication of the mysteries and perfect knowledge that [the saints] have received mingled into [their prayers], through wisdom from the Spirit.61

During prayer, the intellect of the monk becomes itinerant and mystically wanders into heaven in order to receive knowledge from the Holy Spirit.62

The Holy Spirit, Isaac says, dispenses heavenly knowledge in the form of a pledge. In *Homily* 1.80, Isaac details the connection between the pledge and the reception of knowledge about the heavenly mysteries:

In [prayer], pledges of the goods of the life to come and the presentation of the gifts whose mysteries are inscribed in the holy scriptures are given. On this account, our fathers did not neglect this labor from the time of the beginning of their training until the measure of perfection.63

Isaac understands the pledge as the primary way that perfect monks come to possess knowledge of the future kingdom of heaven. When Isaac uses the word “pledge,” he consistently does so in the context of the future kingdom. For example, in *Homily* 2.10, he says that whoever has found spiritual enjoyment of Christ has received “the pledge from this world of those things which are to come.”64 The pledge, therefore, represents the mystical foretaste of heavenly knowledge that is directly presented to the mind of perfect monks who engage in prayer.

Based on this notion of prayer, Isaac says that advanced monks proleptically experience heavenly wonder even while they are still in the material world.
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62 See Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.3.9 (CSCO 637:12): “The [sort of] prayer that is fitting for perfection is such that those who choose [perfection] as their life long for heaven and they receive the perfect commandments . . . [Once] the intellect [has risen above] all these earthly things, it will be brought into perfection.”

63 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.80 (Bedjan:560:14–18).

number of passages in Isaac's writings testify to this belief in proleptic, mental itinerancy. In *Homily* 3.1, for example, Isaac says that “the solitaries have mystically died, have mystically lived, and have mystically risen [to heaven] while their body [remains] on earth.”65 Elsewhere, in *Homily* 2.35, he says that a monk who has received knowledge of the spiritual mysteries exists in a condition that resembles those who live in the world of the righteous, or heaven. He states that a person who “is deemed worthy of [receiving the spiritual mysteries] exists in this manner night and day, like someone who has departed from the body and is existing in that world of the righteous even now.”66 A gloss in one of the manuscripts labels this condition a “taste from heaven.”67 Isaac therefore understands that advanced monks remain in this world while simultaneously experiencing wonder as a “taste from heaven.”

Isaac does not emphasize visible perfection of the itinerant life because he focuses instead on the monk's reception of knowledge during prayer. Ascetical actions, such as the celibacy required for physical itinerancy, are part of the bodily, lower level of the ascetical life and are merely the means to achieving knowledge. Perfection is knowledge of the future world while ascetical actions are the means to perfection. Isaac therefore presents a subtle polemic against the notion that perfection is achieved with visible, ascetical actions. In *Homily* 1.51, he states that the soul desists from service during the perfect level of knowledge and that this desisting is a symbol of the future when the soul will find delight in intellectual occupations alone.68 Ascetical actions are no longer necessary in the future world and since perfection in this world mirrors perfection in the future world, visible ascetical actions cannot be the measure of perfection.

In summary, John the Solitary makes a distinction between advanced monks, who have obtained knowledge of the heavenly mysteries through wonder, and novice monks, who only have knowledge of the material creation. Isaac follows

65 Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.1.18 (CSCO 637:7).
66 Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.35.9 (CSCO 554:142).
67 Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.35.9 (CSCO 554:142).
68 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.51 (Bedjan:375:7–9).

John in saying that perfected monks proleptically participate in the knowledge of the heavenly mysteries through the experience of wonder, which the Holy Spirit instills in the form of a pledge during prayer. In fact, Isaac explicitly notes that his understanding of wonder is at least partially derived from John’s interpretation of Isa 6.2–3. In Homily 3.13, Isaac alludes to the wonder experienced by the Seraphim who chant the Trisagion and tells us that “Saint John, the solitary from Apamea” reminds us of their wonder. Although Isaac does not cite any specific passages from John’s writings, this explicit reference to John’s close association between wonder and the angelic life proves that Isaac had John’s language of wonder in mind when he composed his own writings. It is possible that Isaac was referring to the passage from John’s Dialogue with Thomas discussed above.

CONCLUSION

Isaac derives both his eschatological mindset and his framework for the terms wonder and astonishment from sources that were originally written in Syriac. Ephrem was the first Syriac author to bring the terms wonder and astonishment into widespread currency. Although Ephrem uses these two terms interchangeably, along with the word marvel, he nevertheless sets a precedent for Isaac when, in the Hymns on Paradise, he connects both wonder and astonishment with the perfection of the new world. John the Solitary also situates wonder and astonishment within the framework of the world to come and Isaac’s desire to frame wonder in terms of the mind’s ability to wander into heaven and acquire knowledge of the world to come demonstrates that he understands wonder along the same lines as John. Isaac builds on this connection between wonder and knowledge of the world to come, however, by describing the mind’s reception of heavenly knowledge with itinerant language. According to Isaac, perfect Christians obtain heavenly knowledge during the moment of prayer, when their minds become itinerant and wander into heaven in order to receive a pledge of the heavenly mysteries from the Holy Spirit. In the next chapter, we will see how Isaac distinguishes the terms wonder and astonishment from each other by incorporating nuances and definitions garnered from the Syriac translations of Greek texts by Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius.

Isaac's conception of wonder and astonishment is an original synthesis constructed from a wide range of sources. This complex synthesis of multiple Syriac and Greek sources demonstrates the originality of Isaac's thinking. He did not just copy ideas from any one author verbatim, but took bits and pieces from many different predecessors and wove them together into a coherent theory.

In the previous chapter we demonstrated that Isaac adopts a general framework for using the words wonder and astonishment from sources that were originally composed in Syriac. We saw that Isaac learned the close connection between wonder and astonishment from Ephrem, who used wonder and astonishment as synonyms, and he learned the idea of using wonder and astonishment for describing how human beings receive knowledge of the world to come from John the Solitary. In short, the Syriac source material shows Isaac that the terms wonder and astonishment are eschatological terms.

While Ephrem and John the Solitary show Isaac that wonder and astonishment are terms that have eschatological significance, Isaac does not always derive his technical definitions from these two authors. Instead, Isaac derives specific definitions for wonder and astonishment from Syriac translations of two sources that were originally written in Greek: Pseudo-Dionysius's *Mystical Theology* and a series of Evagrian texts. Isaac reads and interprets these two Greek authors with the conceptual framework and terminology of Syriac eschatology, which means that he applies the terms wonder and astonishment to portions of their texts that are not eschatological and do not contain the words wonder or astonishment. In other words, Isaac interprets these two Greek texts with an already established Syriac eschatological framework.

For this reason, an examination of the way Isaac correlates the terms wonder and astonishment with Greek concepts reveals the moment of Isaac's synthetic creativity. For example, neither the term wonder nor the term astonishment appears in the extant Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s *Mystical Theology*, but because his reading of this text is filtered through the lens of Syriac eschatology, Isaac connects Pseudo-Dionysian language with the terms
wonder and astonishment. Following a hermeneutical suggestion in the preface to Sergius of Reshaina’s sixth-century translation of the *Mystical Theology*, Isaac draws a correlation between the Pseudo-Dionysian language of light and darkness and the Syriac terminology of wonder and astonishment, even though Sergius does not include the words wonder or astonishment in his actual translation. Likewise, Evagrius himself never used either of the two terms, nor did he use the related Greek concept of “ecstasy.” Isaac derives his understanding of wonder from an Evagrian passage that originally described the human reception of Trinitarian light, but was altered by the fifth-century Syriac translator to include the word wonder. On the basis of this one influential passage and because the Syriac eschatological interpretative lens is so pervasive and influential in his thought, Isaac explicitly equates wonder and astonishment with a number of Evagrian technical terms and concepts.

The first section of this chapter investigates the under-appreciated influence that Pseudo-Dionysius had on Isaac. The framework of Isaac’s eschatology resembles Pseudo-Dionysius’s *ecstatic* account of contemplation and, likewise, Isaac derives definitions for wonder and astonishment that complement this *ecstatic* account of contemplation. This section also examines Sergius of Reshaina’s influence on Isaac’s interpretation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s *Mystical Theology*. The second section turns to an examination of how Isaac formulated definitions for wonder and astonishment from Syriac translations of Evagrian texts.

**ECSTATIC VERSUS KATASTATIC THEORIES OF CONTEMPLATION**

Scholars who study Isaac of Nineveh often identify the Syriac translations of Evagrius’s texts as Isaac’s primary source of influence, especially in contradistinction to Pseudo-Dionysius, whose influence is said to be a matter of secondary importance. For example, although Antoine Guillaumont alludes to the important influence that Pseudo-Dionysius had on Isaac, he does not otherwise investigate the connection between these two authors; rather, he concludes that the doctrine of Evagrius is the key to interpreting Isaac.1 In his investigation of Isaac’s use of the term *theoria*, Sebastian Brock concludes that “the Dionysian Corpus did not exert any very strong influence on Isaac, and this is reflected in the rather small number of phrases with theoria that he has in common with Sergius’ translation of the work.”2 Finally, despite being one of the first scholars
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to recognize the importance of studying Isaac’s dependence on authors other than Evagrius, Élie Khalifé-Hachem does not mention Pseudo-Dionysius as a possible source for Isaac. In this section, I offer a re-examination of the influence of Pseudo-Dionysius on the development of Isaac’s thought and argue that the importance of Pseudo-Dionysius has been undervalued.

One way to evaluate the degree of influence that ancient Greek authors, like Evagrius and Pseudo-Dionysius, may have had on Isaac is to compare different models of contemplation. Scholars have used the terms **katastatic** and **ecstatic** to classify the difference between an Evagrian and Dionysian understanding of contemplation. According to Irénée Hausherr and others, Pseudo-Dionysius’s thinking is **ecstatic** because contemplation of God takes place outside of the mind, in a way that transcends human modes of perception. God, in this Pseudo-Dionysian framework, is so wholly transcendent that our imperfect minds cannot fully grasp the reality of God’s existence. In terms of eschatology, future perfection involves an **ecstatic** relationship with God in which divine contemplation takes place outside the constructs of the human mind and human reason.

Meanwhile, Evagrius’s thinking is classified as **katastatic** because he says that divine contemplation takes place when God descends into the human mind. If we are using the sixth-century translation of the *Gnostic Chapters* as indicative of Evagrius’s thought, as many scholars do, then Evagrius claims that God’s first act of creation brought about an assembly of disembodied minds that interacted with God through contemplative knowledge. This pre-fallen state of creation means that, for Evagrius, comprehension of God is possible within the human mind, so long as the mind has been purified so that it can receive God as it once did before the fall. Unlike Pseudo-Dionysius, Evagrius thinks that contemplation does not require a person to stand outside of his or her mind because the mind was created for the purpose of contemplating God. Evagrius never even uses the word ecstasy.

This same distinction between **ecstatic** and **katastatic** contemplation in Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius can also be found in Isaac and Evagrius: Isaac is much more interested in the phenomenon of ecstasy than Evagrius, for, as
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The Greek Sources

we will soon see, Isaac's adoption of the terms wonder and astonishment is essentially an adoption of an *ecstatic* framework. So why do scholars claim that Isaac's theory of contemplation resembles Evagrian thought more than Pseudo-Dionysian thought? One reason why Isaac's dependence on Evagrius has received more attention than his dependence on Pseudo-Dionysius is simply due to explicit textual evidence. Isaac quotes Evagrius often throughout his *Ascetical Homilies*, but only quotes Pseudo-Dionysius a few times and these few quotations come from the *Celestial Hierarchy*, not the *Mystical Theology*, which is where we find the bulk of Pseudo-Dionysius's references to *ecstatic* contemplation. The main reason, however, is that Isaac explicitly repeats Evagrius's emphasis on the return to original purity, which is associated with Evagrius's *katastatic* theory of contemplation. Since Isaac defines contemplation as freedom from distractions, he often associates it with the original state of creation, that is, the time before distraction entered into the world through Adam's sin. Isaac, in other words, has both *katastatic* and *ecstatic* elements in his thought and most scholars choose to prioritize the *katastatic* elements.

For example, Ysabel de Andia, in her article, “Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,” acknowledges both the *katastatic* and *ecstatic* elements of Isaac's thought. Although she admits that Isaac’s interest in transcending nature during prayer comes from Pseudo-Dionysius rather than from Evagrius, she ultimately claims that the fundamentals of Isaac’s position on prayer are primarily from Evagrian eschatology. She arrives at the following conclusion regarding Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius and Pseudo-Dionysius:

> [Isaac’s] doctrine de l’intellect est plus évagrienne que dionysienne. En effet, il ne s’agit pas, pour Isaac, de dépasser l’intellect, mais de revenir à l’état primordial du *νους*, à sa pureté première, à sa limpidité ou à sa simplicité pour pouvoir voir Dieu.  

De Andia bases this conclusion on a number of passages from Isaac’s *Ascetical Homilies* where Isaac cites Evagrius. First, she points to *Homily* 1.35, where Isaac reiterates Evagrius’s eschatological assumption that the end state resembles the purity of initial creation:
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5 See Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.3 (Bedjan:22:7–11): “If sometimes the nature of the soul is limpid and a receptacle of the blessed light, then it will be found in this [state] when it arrives again at its original created [state]. But when [the soul] is moved by passions, every member of the clergy confesses that it has gone outside of its nature.”

6 For her overview of Pseudo-Dionysius’s influence on Isaac, see Ysabel de Andia, “Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,” 35.

7 Ysabel de Andia, “Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,” 48.
I am of the opinion that purity is forgetfulness of those sorts of knowledge that are outside nature, that is, nature finds them in the world. As for its limit, this entire limit is achieved when one is set free from these sorts of knowledge and arrives at the simplicity and innocence that is originally of nature, that is, a childlike state of simplicity and innocence.8

According to de Andia, Isaac’s insistence that the mind must retrieve its original purity before it can be further illumined by the light of the Trinity is the heart of his theory of prayer and is derived from Evagrius. De Andia further substantiates her claim that Evagrian eschatology influenced Isaac’s theory of prayer with a passage from Homily 1.22, in which Isaac cites two passages from Evagrius’s Reflections found in the Syriac addendum to the Gnostic Chapters. The first quotation comes from Reflections 4 where Evagrius had said that “the stability of mind is the summit of intellectual perceptions, and [this summit] resembles the blue color of the sky on which the light of the Holy Trinity rises at the moment of prayer.”9 Isaac quotes this passage from Evagrius, but he realizes that it is incomplete because it does not explain what a monk must do to reach the summit of intellectual perception.10 He finds that Evagrius answers his own question in Reflections 25 by explaining that the mind must return to its original purity before it can see the sapphire appearance of God.11 Drawing a connection between these two passages, Isaac says:

When the mind strips off the old man and clothes himself with the new one through grace, then he also sees his stability at the time of prayer because it resembles sapphire or the blue color of the sky, as the place of God was called by the holy ones of Israel, to whom [the place of God] appeared on the mountain.12
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8 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:250:17–21).
9 Evagrius, Skemmata 4 (Frankenberg:426:15–16).
10 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:18–20): “When is one made worthy of this entire grace so that at the time of prayer he is raised to this majesty?”
11 Evagrius, Skemmata 25 (Frankenberg:450:1–3).
12 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:20–175:3).

After tracing out the origins of Isaac’s definition of pure prayer and the return to original purity, it is easy to see why de Andia prioritizes Evagrius’s influence on Isaac: there are concrete passages in Isaac’s text that document his reliance on Evagrius, but few concrete passages that document his reliance on Pseudo-Dionysius.

Even though Isaac’s dependence on Evagrius’s theory of pure prayer and the return to original purity is explicitly documented in Isaac’s writings, we must remember that this concept of pure prayer is just one part of a broader eschatological system. Although it is tempting to downplay Isaac’s Pseudo-Dionysian interest in transcending nature as a matter of secondary importance because Isaac does not openly cite Pseudo-Dionysius with the same frequency as Evagrius, I would argue that Isaac’s interest in transcending nature is more foundational to his system than the return to purity during prayer. For Evagrius, the return to purity that a monk achieves during prayer is the moment that God is mystically reflected in the human mind, but for Isaac, contemplative prayer is the means to something better, namely, ecstatic union with God experienced through wonder. Isaac, in other words, views the Evagrian recovery of original purity merely as a preliminary step to ecstatic union with God. Even though Isaac does not cite Pseudo-Dionysian texts as much as he does Evagrian texts, the overarching eschatological framework that Isaac adopts is more Pseudo-Dionysian than Evagrius.

Isaac’s full eschatological framework does not focus on returning the soul to its original purity, but rather, it emphasizes a final destiny that is superior to the original state of creation. According to Isaac, the passions and material distractions prevent the natural processes of the soul from achieving purity, so human beings must remove the distractions that prevent the soul from working naturally before it can then surpass its natural state. In Homily 1.3, for example, Isaac states: “That [soul], which is neglectful in that it does not know how to hold fast, must fight to free itself from a perception once it has entered and destroyed what was there first, namely, limpidity and natural simplicity.”

It is this process of removing the distractions that arise from neglect that Isaac

---

13 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:30:6–9).

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.6 (Bedjan:81:14–82:2): “Anxiety for worldly affairs disturbs the soul and distraction from work troubles the mind, causing [the mind] to fall away from its quietness and driving peacefulness from it. It is right for the solitary, who has enlisted his soul in heavenly service, to make his intellect constantly free from worldly affairs so that when he examines and considers his soul, he does not see in his soul any worldly affair from this labor and any concern for visible material. Due to his perfect suspension from our labors, he can meditate on the law of the Lord night and day, without any distraction.”
Isaac of Nineveh’s Ascetical Eschatology

refers to when he speaks of returning the soul to its original state. Although he realizes that it is important to purify the soul, Isaac goes on to say that this return to the original purity of creation is not the final destiny or ultimate goal of human beings. Rather, the final goal is an ecstasy experience of God, which, as he says in Homily 1.66, is a state that is higher than the original purity:

When the mind has been drawn into wonder at this sight, night and day become one to it with wonder at the splendor of the works of God. From this time on, the sense of the passions is taken away from the soul by the delight of this sight, and by it, [the soul] enters the two degrees of intelligible revelations that lie in an order that comes after this [order of] purity and is higher [than purity].14

The Greek word “ecstasy” (ἐκστασις) is often rendered into Syriac with the term “wonder” (ܬܗܪܐ), which means that Isaac’s use of the term wonder in this passage parallels the Greek concept of ecstasy.15 A person who exists in a state of wonder, Isaac says, transcends or “stands outside of” the natural purity of the created order. Elsewhere, he says succinctly, “All of the saints, who have been deemed worthy of the spiritual way of life, which is wonder at God, are led by the power of faith into the banquet of the way of life that transcends nature.”16 This ecstatic state of wonder is the ultimate goal of Isaac’s eschatology and his use of Evagrian katastatic material is only one piece of this broader ecstatic framework, insofar as a monk must recover his original purity before he can transcend his nature. As we will see below, Isaac adopts Pseudo-Dionysian language of light and darkness to help construct this ecstatic eschatology.

WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT AS THE “THICK DARKNESS”: ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S DEPENDENCE ON PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS’S MYSTICAL THEOLOGY

Two ancient Syriac translations of the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus exist: one by Sergius of Reshaina, which dates to the first half of the sixth century, and a thorough revision of Sergius’s translation by Phocas bar Sargis completed

14 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.66 (Bedjan:471:18–472:2).


16 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.51 (Bedjan:376:6–9).
The Greek Sources

The Greek Sources

around 684 CE. We will consult Sergius's original translation, since it is the one that would have been available to Isaac. As we will see, Isaac uses language from Pseudo-Dionysius's Mystical Theology in order to establish a connection between language of light and darkness and the theme of the Shekinah, on the one hand, and wonder and astonishment on the other.

In his first chapter of the Mystical Theology, Pseudo-Dionysius paradoxically defines darkness, first, as a problematic condition of confusion and separation from God that can be overcome by divine rays and divine light, and second, as a positive phenomenon insofar as it describes the transcendence of God and the human inability to fully grasp the mystery of the Divine Being. First, in Sergius's translation of the Mystical Theology, Pseudo-Dionysius describes the human inability to comprehend the ineffable mysteries of the Trinity as some form of darkness, either a “thick darkness” or “cloud” (ܐܲܥܪܦ) or a “thick dark night” (ܥܒܝܛܐܥܡܛܢܐ). In the opening lines of chapter two of the Mystical Theology, he says, “We pray that we enter into this thick darkness that is higher than all lights and, through unseeing and unknowing, to see and to know the one who is higher than sight and knowing.”

In order to overcome this situation of darkness, Pseudo-Dionysius explains that the Trinity must direct human minds by filling them with divine light, which penetrates the darkness and helps minds to experience the ineffable beauty of God's being:

All of the simple and resolute mysteries and the unchangeable divine teachings are hidden in a thick darkness (ܐܲܥܪܦ) that is filled [with] the light of concealed silence and hidden mysteries. A brightness that is exalted over every manifest thing shines forth from [these] mysteries in the thick dark night (ܥܡܛܢܐ) and with that which is unseen and entirely intangible, sublime minds that are more sublime than all eyes and all vision, [see] a comeliness that rises higher than all beauties (ܫܘܦܪܐ).


18 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.2 (CSCO 656:109–10).


19 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (CSCO 656:106–7).
Later on, Pseudo-Dionysius refers to the gift of divine light as a ray (زنليقا) that comes from the darkness of God, but nevertheless helps a person to overcome the situation of the darkness that comes from failing to comprehend the beauty of the Trinity. He says, “With abandonment of yourself and from yourself—abandoning [yourself] in purity and being released from everything—you will be lifted up to the essential ray of the divine dark night.”²⁰ The divine ray is necessary to overcome the situation of darkness, that is, the human inability to comprehend God’s Trinitarian being.

Second, in a paradoxical manner, Pseudo-Dionysius says that the divine light comes from the being of divine darkness and the ultimate goal is to move beyond the light into the “thick darkness” (لأمكر) of God’s being. Behind the external rays of light, God’s being is dark and wholly imperceptible to the modes of human knowledge:

[The good cause of all] is seen clearly and truly only by those who transcend all that is pure and holy, [climb] higher than every ascent of all holy summits, leave all divine lights, words, and heavenly impulses beneath themselves, and divinely enter into the thick darkness (لأمكر)، where truly there is, as divine teaching says, the one who is beyond all things.²¹

This relationship between divine light and thick darkness appears, at first, to be a paradox: the divine light is at the same time a thick darkness. An observation by John of Scythopolis, however, the sixth-century Greek commentator on Pseudo-Dionysius’s Mystical Theology, helps explain this paradox. In his scholion on the Mystical Theology, John notes that the Greek term for “thick darkness” (γνόφος), which, according to Exod 20.21, is where Moses disappears when he ascends Mount Sinai, is a translation from the Hebrew term, araphel, which was a Jewish label for the seventh heaven.²² This reference to araphel, the seventh heaven, recalls the ancient rabbinic tradition that Moses went up at Sinai to the throne of God in the highest heaven and that there Moses saw the

²⁰ Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (CSCO 656:107).
²¹ Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.3 (CSCO 656:108).
divine Glory, that is, the light of the Shekinah.\textsuperscript{23} If John’s reading of the Mystical Theology is correct, then it is indeed true that the light paradoxically comes from the thick darkness of the Shekinah.\textsuperscript{24} In view of John’s observation, the first chapter of the Mystical Theology implies that the rays of divine light come from the Shekinah of God, but that these rays of light lead to the darkness of the highest heaven, where God resides. Although this theme of the Shekinah of God as the thick darkness is only hinted at in the text of the Mystical Theology itself, the idea is implicitly present and obvious enough that John of Scythopolis was able to put the pieces together.

Turning now to Isaac, we see that he uses this Dionysian language of light and darkness to construct his definitions for wonder and astonishment. He does not quote the first chapter of the Mystical Theology directly, but Homilies 1.13, 2.5, 2.10, 3.7, and 3.8 all contain a high enough frequency of linguistic and thematic matches to legitimate the conclusion that these homilies are based on the first chapter of the Mystical Theology.\textsuperscript{25} Isaac’s use of words such as “darkness” (ܚܫܘܟܐ), “thick darkness” (ܠܐܥܪܦ), and “dark night” (ܥܡܛܢܐ) along with references to rays of light (ܙܠܝܩܐ) and the Shekinah all indicate that, in these specific homilies, Isaac is reworking Pseudo-Dionysian concepts into his own understanding of wonder and astonishment.

We find the greatest deal of dependence on Pseudo-Dionysius’s Mystical Theology in Homily 1.13. In this homily, Isaac assimilates Pseudo-Dionysius’s first definition of darkness by identifying it with a moment of weakness that occurs before the rays of divine grace settle upon the soul of a human being, inducing wonder. He says that before wonder occurs in the mind, a monk first experiences both darkness (ܚܫܘܟܐ) and a dark night (ܥܡܛܢܐ) in his soul. This temporary moment of darkness does not come from God, but rather, it arises as a result of the passions, which cloud the light that causes wonder.\textsuperscript{26} He says:

It so happens that [a person’s soul] is buried inside a thick night (ܐܥܪܬܐ). Just as the radiance of the sun is covered from the habitable earth by a density of clouds, [so also], for a short time, [a person] is deprived from spiritual comfort and the

\textsuperscript{23} Alexander Golitzin, “Revisiting the ‘Sudden,’” 482.


\textsuperscript{25} Isaac does explicitly quote Pseudo-Dionysius for other purposes. He refers to the Celestial Hierarchy 6 in Homilies 1.25 and 2.10 and he mentions Pseudo-Dionysius by name in Homily 1.22.

\textsuperscript{26} See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:31:2–3), where he refers to the “order of the thick darkness of the passions.”
burst of grace by the cloud of the passions. Some of that gladdening power is withdrawn from him and [then] that unusual darkness (ܚܫܘܟܐ) will befall his intellect.\(^{27}\)

In a passage that we will come back to, Isaac goes on to say that once this darkness from the passions has dissipated, rays of divine light fill the intellect until the soul arrives at a state of wonder at God:

[If a monk] becomes engrossed in the writings of divine men and compulsory prayer and [if] he looks for healing, then [the gladdening power] will suddenly (ܫܠܝܐܡܢ) be given to him unexpectedly. Since, for example, the face of the earth is made bright by the rays (ܙܠܝܩ) of the sun when the sun is released from the density of the air, so too is the word of prayer able to unbind and drive away the thick darkness (ܠܐܥܪܦ) of the passions from the soul and to gladden and illuminate the intellect by the brightness of joy and comfort that give birth to our thoughts, especially when there is an occasion for [the soul to gain] healing from the holy books and vigils that adorn the intellect. Continual study on the Holy Scripture will fill the soul with incomprehensible wonder and joy in God.\(^{28}\)

According to Isaac, the darkness that precedes wonder is a necessary step in the ascetical life because it prompts divine grace to “suddenly” fill the soul with rays of wonder inducing light.\(^{29}\)

In addition to language of light and darkness, Isaac also says that the gift of the gladdening power is given suddenly (ܫܠܝܐܡܢ). This use of the adverb “suddenly” recalls language from Pseudo-Dionysius’s Epistle 3, where he uses the phrase to convey the presence of light that monks experience during mystical theophany.\(^{30}\) This occurrence of Pseudo-Dionysian language, including “rays,” “darkness,” and the “sudden” gift of grace, indicates that Isaac has a Pseudo-Dionysian description of divine illumination in mind when he describes his

\(^{27}\) Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.13 (Bedjan:124:9–14).

\(^{28}\) Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.13 (Bedjan:124:15–125:5).

\(^{29}\) According to Sabino Chialà, Isaac’s writings contain a contradiction. On the one hand, Isaac thinks that succumbing to the passions can be helpful and that darkness is a part of the spiritual life that is sent by God. On the other hand, Isaac speaks of combating darkness with ascetical actions. See Sabino Chialà, “L’importance du corps dans la prière, selon l’enseignement d’Isaac de Ninive,” Connaissance des pères de l’Église 119 (2010): 33–7. Some scholars have even said that Isaac’s language here is a precursor for John of the Cross’ “dark night of the soul.” See Irénée Hausherr, “Les Orientaux connaissent-ils les ‘nuits’ de saint Jean de la Croix?” Orientalia Christiana Periodica 12 (1946): 5–46.

\(^{30}\) Pseudo-Dionysius, Epistle 3 (CSCO 656:115). This phrase is also found in earlier Syriac texts, including the Acts of Thomas and Ephrem’s Hymns on Paradise. See Alexander Golitzin, “Revisiting the ‘Sudden,’” 486–91.
own concept of wonder. According to Isaac, wonder is the moment when a monk suddenly receives the rays of divine light, which penetrate the intellect after the soul has endured a period of darkness.

Isaac also uses Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness to develop a definition for the term astonishment. While the Syriac translation of the Mystical Theology does not use astonishment to describe this experience of darkness, Isaac nevertheless associates this Pseudo-Dionysian language of a thick darkness with the phenomenon of astonishment. When he refers to the darkness that is associated with astonishment, Isaac uses a different definition of darkness than what he used in order to develop his definition of wonder. The darkness associated with astonishment is not a period of weakness that occurs prior to illumination from the rays of divine grace, but rather, it describes one’s inability to perceive the ineffable essence, or Shekinah, of God. Like Pseudo-Dionysius, Isaac bases this definition on Exod 19.9, which records God’s self-revelation to the Israelites as being accompanied by a “dark cloud” (ܕܥܢܢܐ ܥܡܛܢܐ). As was common among Patristic authors, Isaac interprets this mode of self-revelation as normative, which means that God’s self-revelation in the future world will also occur in the midst of either a dark cloud (ܕܥܢܢܐ ܥܡܛܢܐ) or thick darkness (ܠܐ ܥܪܦ). God’s self-revelation, in other words, is always accompanied by darkness.

In Homilies 2.5 and 2.10, Isaac defines astonishment as the reaction that created beings experience when they are confronted with the darkness of God’s transcendent being. In Homily 2.5, for example, he states that angels experience a “thick darkness” when they are directly confronted with the incomprehensible nature of God’s glory. Unable to perceive God in his essence, he continues, they stand in astonishment at the darkness that transcends their understanding. Isaac says: “Angelic natures are plunged into silence in astonishment before the thick darkness (ܠܐ ܥܪܦ) of this eternal mystery and [from] the flood of his glory that [comes] from within astonishment.” According to Isaac, angelic beings experience astonishment when they confront the darkness of God’s being.

Human beings, like the angels, also experience astonishment when they mystically confront the darkness of God’s transcendent being. In Homily 2.10,
Isaac refers to the inability of the human mind to understand God's transcendental nature, that is, the “thick darkness,” as the experience of astonishment. He states that when a monk transcends the categories of material thought and begins to confront the incomprehensible nature of God's glory, he has reached the “thick darkness” of God:

“As a result of the practical discovery of things that belong to [God], a person is raised up in his thoughts to the contemplation of him. [This raising up] is the true vision, not of his nature, but of the thick darkness (ܠܐܥܪܦ) of his glory. Once these things are explained, [a person] is first moved to study him, and then gradually the study envelopes his mind little by little and brings [the mind] in and sets it in the thick darkness (ܠܐܥܪܦ) of his glory and in that fountain of life, whence life springs forth at all times without interruption, both to minds above and below.”34

Isaac goes on to equate this experience of thick darkness with astonishment. He continues by saying that this monk who has witnessed the thick darkness “is astonished at all the things that [God] has done and is doing and has filled his mind with the majesty of God.”35 Astonishment, therefore, is what happens when a monk fills his mind with God's majesty and, as a result, cannot fathom the depth of God's ineffable essence.

In *Homilies* 3.7 and 3.8, Isaac continues this line of thinking by drawing a connection between astonishment and the darkness of the Shekinah. First, Isaac explicitly refers to the overshadowing cloud of 1 Kgs 8.10–12, where it is said that a cloud overshadows the house of the Lord and creates a thick darkness as God's dwelling place.36 Isaac allegorically interprets this passage as describing the spiritual journey of the soul and mind and concludes that during the moment of prayer, God overshadows the mind and transforms it into the thick darkness of the dwelling place for God, or the Shekinah. The soul, he says, “perceives the cloud that overshadows the mind in prayer.”37 While Pseudo-Dionysius only implicitly alluded to the connection between the Shekinah and the divine

---

34 Isaac of Nineveh, *The Second Part* 2.10.17 (CSCO 554:34).
36 “And when the priests came out of the holy place, a cloud filled the house of the Lord, so that the priests could not stand to minister because of the cloud; for the glory of the Lord filled the house of the Lord. Then Solomon said, ‘The Lord has said that he would dwell in thick darkness’ ” (NRSV).
37 Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.8.1 (CSCO 637:56): “The temple of God is a house of prayer and therefore the soul is a house of prayer when the continual remembrance of God is consecrated in it.”
darkness of God’s being, Isaac explicitly connects the Shekinah with the thick darkness that results from the overshadowing cloud:

You have given us the great gift of faith through which one approaches the mysteries of knowledge that enable spiritual beings to proceed to the Shekinah of your essence. It is through the mystery of faith, oh Lord, that [devout ascetics] progress into the interior of the thick darkness of your glory.38

Like Pseudo-Dionysius, Isaac says that faith brings a person into contact with the Shekinah of God, which is perceived as an overshadowing cloud of thick darkness, but he explicitly connects the darkness that comes from this perception of the overshadowing cloud with astonishment. The overshadowing cloud, he says, “is revealed through an insight of the mind when [a person] achieves silence in astonishment” and that a person who has achieved this state of silence has arrived at a state where “the Lord has consented to overshadow him.”39 According to Isaac, prayer is the occasion when the Shekinah overshadows the mind, thereby inducing a thick darkness in the mind, which is the state of astonishment.40

In summary, in Homily 1.13, Isaac defines darkness as a state of weakness that precedes divine illumination. Based on this negative definition of darkness, Isaac defines wonder as the reception of divine illumination that overcomes the darkness of the passions. Next, in Homilies 2.5 and 2.10, Isaac uses Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness to describe the ineffable and unknowable essence of God and he associates the perception of this darkness with astonishment. Finally, in Homilies 3.7 and 3.8, Isaac associates astonishment with an experience of darkness wherein the Shekinah overshadows a person during prayer.

SERGIUS OF RESHAINA PROVIDES THE HERMENEUTICAL LENS FOR UNDERSTANDING PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS’S MYSTICAL THEOLOGY

One would expect Isaac’s connection between the rays of divine light and darkness, on the one hand, and wonder on the other, to come straight from the first chapter of the Mystical Theology. The extant Greek edition of the Mystical Theology, for example, contains the term ecstasy (ἐκστασις) to indicate the

---

38 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.7.4–5 (CSCO 637:46).
39 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.8.9 (CSCO 637:58).
40 For related statements from Isaac’s Gnostic Chapters, see Nestor Kavvadas, Isaak von Ninive und seine Kephalaia Gnostika, 129–32.
absolute abandonment that occurs before a person is uplifted before the divine rays of God’s shadow. The Greek reads: “By an undivided and absolute abandonment (ἐξίστημι) of yourself and everything, shedding all and freed from all, you will be uplifted to the ray of the divine shadow, which is above everything that is.”41 Both Syriac translations of the Mystical Theology (i.e., Sergius’s earlier translation and Phocas’s later revision) avoid using the Syriac word for ecstasy (ܬܗܪܐ) to render the Greek word ἔκστασις and they instead express the concept of self-abandonment with less technical language. A literal rendering of the same passage from Sergius’s Syriac translation is: “With abandonment of yourself and from yourself...you will be lifted up to the essential ray of the divine dark night.”42 Sergius renders the Greek word ἔξιστημι with the Syriac word ይ迦 instead of the word wonder (ܬܗܪܐ), as was commonly employed by other Syriac translators. This absence of the term wonder in the Syriac translation of the Mystical Theology means that Isaac’s own correlation between wonder and the rays of divine darkness is something that he imposes on these passages from the Mystical Theology.43 Why? Is there any concrete textual connection between Isaac and Sergius’s Syriac translation of the Mystical Theology?

I believe that there is a connection, but in order to find it, we need to look at Sergius of Reshaina’s introduction to the Mystical Theology. Sergius of Reshaina was a physician and church politician and, besides the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus, he translated several works of Galen and possibly works by Aristotle and Porphyry (though authorship is unproven in the case of the latter two). We know that Sergius completed his translation of the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus before 536 because this is the year that he died in Constantinople.44 In addition to the translation, Sergius prefaced the work with a series of short sayings in which he gives a summary of Pseudo-Dionysius’s teaching. Although Sergius states that he wrote the introduction before starting the translation, he wrote it with knowledge of Pseudo-Dionysius’s writings.45

In his introduction, Sergius twice uses the word wonder to explain the teaching of Pseudo-Dionysius. The first passage occurs in Memra 22 of his introduction:

42 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (CSCO 656:107).
43 Pseudo-Dionysius does draw a connection between the thick darkness of God and God’s own ecstatic self-revelation in the Divine Names, so it is possible that Isaac based his connection between divine darkness and ecstasy from the Syriac translation of passages from the Divine Names. For further discussion on the connection between darkness and ecstasy in Pseudo-Dionysius, see Alexander Golitzin, Mystagogy, 156–9.
And then [a person] is turned towards his soul and he probes the substance of his mind, and he sees in it the ineffable divine beauty and he observes it and he is in wonder before it. Even though he has obtained [this ineffable divine beauty], how is it [still] hidden from him and [how is it] buried and covered by the comeliness of the passions? And when these [passions] are scaled back in the depth of the dark shadows and vanish like smoke, how is the brightness of the ray of divine beauty that is hidden in it revealed to [the soul]?46

The second passage occurs in Memra 89, where Sergius says, “When [the soul] is turned from everything that is outside it and it spiritually looks inwards to the intellect, it gazes at and is in wonder at the divine beauty that shines on it.”47 These two passages provide a list of linguistic terms that help Isaac draw a correlation between Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness and light and wonder. In both of these passages Sergius provides a hermeneutic for associating the vision of the divine beauty (ܫܘܦܪܐ) with the experience of wonder. In Mystical Theology 1.1, we saw that Pseudo-Dionysius praised the Trinity for its rays that filled sightless minds with sublime beauties.48 Although the word wonder did not appear in that passage, Sergius now offers a connection between the rays that fill human minds with divine beauty and the state of wonder. The monk enters into a state of wonder, he says, when the rays of divine beauty enter the soul and overwhelm the darkness of the passions.

Although he does not focus on the divine beauty, Isaac nevertheless makes the same connection between divine rays that overcome the darkness of the passions and wonder. In Homily 1.13, we saw that Isaac uses the rays of the sun as a metaphor for the rays of divine light that overcome the darkness of the passions by filling the soul with wonder. As we repeat this passage, notice the similarities to our excerpt from Sergius, as well as the Pseudo-Dionysian language of light and darkness:

Since, for example, the face of the earth is made bright by the rays (ܙܠܝܩܐ) of the sun when the sun is released from the density of the air, so too is the word of prayer able to unbind and drive away the thick darkness (ܠܐܥܪܦ) of the passions from the

46 Sergius of Reshaina, Memra 22 (Sherwood:448).
47 Sergius of Reshaina, Memra 89 (Sherwood:130).
48 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (CSCO 656:106–7).
Continual study on the Holy Scripture will fill the soul with incomprehensible wonder and joy in God.49

Like Sergius, Isaac describes the brightness of the rays that overcome the thick darkness of the passions and he then associates this occurrence with wonder. Sergius’s prologue, therefore, provides a concrete textual basis for connecting the Pseudo-Dionysian notion of rays of light that overcome the darkness of the passions with the experience of wonder.

In short, Sergius’s introduction to his translation of the *Mystical Theology* explains why Isaac associates wonder with Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness and light, even though the word wonder does not occur in Sergius’s translation. Although Sergius inexplicably did not translate Pseudo-Dionysius’s own use of the Greek word ἔκστασις with the Syriac equivalent, ܬܗܪܐ, he still included the Syriac word for wonder in his introduction as an interpretive key for understanding Pseudo-Dionysius.

FOUR DEFINITIONS OF WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT FROM EVAGRIUS

In chapter one, I showed that Isaac does not adopt an eschatological framework from his reading of the fifth-century translation of Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters*. As a result, he does not interpret other authors through the lens of any discernible Evagrian eschatology. Rather, the opposite is true: Isaac uses Syriac eschatological language and concepts as the interpretative framework that he imposes on his Syriac versions of Evagrius’s writings. Even when Evagrius uses phrases that are not meant to be eschatological, Isaac associates these phrases with the eschatological language of wonder and astonishment, thereby infusing Evagrius’s terminology with eschatological meaning.

Evagrius himself did not refer to wonder or astonishment, but the Syriac translator added the word wonder into his translation of *Reflections* 30 (this text is appended to the fifth-century version of the *Gnostic Chapters* that Babai used to write his commentary and is published in Wilhelm Frankenberg’s edition). Isaac uses this one influential passage as a cue to then explicitly equate either wonder or astonishment with other Evagrian terms, including “solitary knowledge,” and “purity of mind,” or other Evagrian concepts, including the joy that occurs during prayer, and angelic visitation. This section of the chapter examines how Isaac equates these concepts with wonder or astonishment on the basis of the Syriac translation of *Reflections* 30 and how he incorporates these terms and concepts into his Syriac eschatological framework.

Scholars have already noticed the important changes that the fifth-century Syriac translator made to *Reflections* 30. In addition to using the Syriac word *ܡܬܦܣܩ* ("to be interrupted") to translate the Greek word *γινομένη* ("to become"), he inexplicably added the phrase "through wonder" to the end of Evagrius's sentence. While Evagrius's Greek text originally read, "Prayer is a state of mind that comes to be from the single light of the Holy Trinity," the Syriac version instead reads, "Prayer is stability of mind that is only interrupted by the holy light of the Trinity through wonder."50 The substantial differences between Evagrius's original Greek of *Reflections* 30 and the Syriac translation have sparked an important debate in the secondary literature. Irénée Hausherr was the first person to notice the changes that the Syriac translator made to *Reflections* 30, as well as the influence that these changes had on the formation of Isaac's theory of prayer. In an influential article, Hausherr attributed the changes to a mistake in the translation process, saying that although the original Greek manuscript had the Greek word *γινομένη*, the Syriac translator mistakenly read *τεμνομένη* ("to cut") and translated the term with the Syriac equivalent, *ܣܟܠܘܬܐ* ("to be cut, or "to be interrupted").51 Élie Khalifé-Hachem responded to Hausherr's article and successfully showed that Isaac's theory of wonder and interrupted prayer had deep roots in the Syriac tradition and therefore was not based on this one mistranslated word alone.52 Khalifé-Hachem, however, did not perform an in-depth analysis of how the addition of the phrase "through wonder" in *Reflection* 30 influenced Isaac's own interpretation of other Evagrian concepts. The rest of this section explores how Isaac derives definitions for wonder and astonishment based on other Evagrian passages.

The revised version of *Reflections* 30 had considerable influence on subsequent Syriac authors. Babai, for example, interprets this passage in terms of an elaborate two-stage theory of prayer. In the first stage, the monk engages in prayer in order to purify the intellect from all of the distractions and sensual impulses that have corrupted his intellect ever since the time of the fall. This purification process helps restore the intellect to its natural stability as a pure image and reflection of God. In his commentary on *Reflections* 30, Babai states:

This is the blessed prayer in which a person inclines his intellect along with his senses entirely towards that sublime vision and there is nothing that can interrupt

---


or hinder it while he stands in his natural stability, which is the image adorned with the beauties of adorable Lordship. This [prayer] separates him from every motion of the impulses and from unnatural disturbance.53

In the second stage of prayer, Babai next defines wonder as the phenomenon that interrupts the natural stability of prayer with an even greater state of mind, that is, the infiltration of light from the Trinity. He continues, “It is only through that innumerable and wondrous wonder that the Holy Trinity sheds its light upon the soul, interrupting it from every union in which it was entangled and [from all] troubles and material impressions.”54 Wonder, which allows the light from the Trinity to infiltrate the purified mind of the monk, is the apex of Babai’s two-stage theory of prayer.

In the same vein as Babai, Isaac also describes wonder as the occasion when the light of the Trinity interrupts the intellect during prayer. In Homily 1.22, he refers to Reflections 30 and concludes, like Babai, that wonder interrupts the stability of mind that is achieved through prayer. At the same time, Isaac is not satisfied with this basic observation that light from the Trinity interrupts the intellect during prayer; for Isaac, it is important that the Trinitarian light interrupt prayer with something. He concludes, therefore, that the light from the Trinity interrupts the mind with spiritual insights. In his own commentary on Reflections 30, Isaac adds that wonder specifically arises from insights that pass into the intellect during prayer:

Prayer is the “stability of mind” that is only interrupted by the light of the Holy Trinity through wonder. You see how prayer is interrupted through wonder when those insights that are born from prayer [pass into] the intellect.55

According to Isaac, prayer is interrupted when the light from the Trinity passes insights into the intellect.

This notion that insights arise during prayer and pass into the intellect is the basis for Isaac's theory of non-prayer.56 According to Isaac, prayer, by

53 Babai, Comm. Skemmata 30 (Frankenberg:454:8–11).
54 Babai, Comm. Skemmata 30 (Frankenberg:454:11–13).
55 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:10–14).
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definition, is a human activity, but wonder originates from a divine source, namely, insights that come from the light of the Trinity. Since these insights are not human in origin, they cannot be part of prayer. In Homily 1.22, for example, he refers to the insights that arise in the intellect after prayer has ceased and the mind has been interrupted by the Trinitarian light, which Isaac here interprets as the Holy Spirit:

Some incomprehensible insights arise [when] the Holy Spirit, according to the measure in which it is moved in a person, accepts the sum of one's prayer and is moved in him. As a result of these insights, prayer is interrupted from its motion and the mind is absorbed in wonder.57

Prayer must end before insights arise in the intellect and cause wonder to take place.

The final experience that occurs before divine grace instills insights into the mind is the phenomenon of astonishment, which Isaac identifies as the limit of prayer. In Homily 1.22, he continues to describe this transition period from human activity to divine activity by saying that prayer reaches its limit after a monk engages in “pure prayer.” Pure prayer, which is an Evagrian term that Isaac borrows to describe undistracted prayer, is the highest form of prayer and the limit of human activity. Once the mind attains pure prayer, it enters into a state of astonishment before divine activity takes over:

There is no prayer beyond pure prayer, for all of its impulses and its manners conduct the intellect up until here under the sway of their freedom. For this reason, there is strife in it [pure prayer]. There is a limit beyond this, however, and it is astonishment and not prayer.58

Elsewhere, in Homily 2.35, he reiterates this notion that astonishment represents the limit of prayer and that insights arise once the mind goes beyond the restrictions of prayer:

When a person reaches insights into creation on the journey of his way of life, then he is raised up higher than having prayer set for him by a limit. It is superfluous
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from then onwards for him to limit prayer by means of fixed times or the Hours [because] his situation has gone beyond praying and giving praise whenever he wants. From here on, he continually finds the senses stilled and the thoughts bound with the bonds of astonishment. A vision filled with praise that takes place without the movement of the tongue constantly fills him and again, from time to time, prayer remains for its part, but the mind is taken away from it as if it is in captivity, and tears fall like fountains of water, involuntarily soaking his entire face.⁵⁹

Although prayer may continue by all earthly appearances, the mind no longer takes part in prayer once it has entered into a state of astonishment.

On the basis of the Syriac translation of Reflections 30, Isaac develops a complex theory about how insights that arise from the light of the Trinity interrupt the natural stability of the mind in pure prayer. Wonder arises after prayer has reached its limit in astonishment. Isaac was so influenced by the occurrence of the word wonder in Reflections 30 that he used this one passage as a basis for interpreting other Evagrian passages in light of the phenomenon of wonder and astonishment. In particular, he equates wonder with two other Evagrian concepts, “solitary knowledge” and “purity of mind,” and he connects astonishment with both the joy that occurs in the heart during prayer and angelic visitation in the human soul.

The first conception that Isaac borrows from Evagrius and associates with the state of wonder is Evagrius’s conception of “solitary knowledge.” Evagrius uses this phrase in Gnostic Chapter 2.3 to describe the original form of knowledge that God gave to rational natures before their initial movement away from him. Solitary knowledge is therefore the original knowledge of God before the knowledge of created beings became tarnished with perceptions from the created world. The fifth-century Syriac translation of Gnostic Chapter 2.3 reads: “The first of [all forms of] knowledge is solitary knowledge of the unity… [which] goes forth from the creator and appears with the nature that has accompanied it.”⁶⁰ Later on in the Gnostic Chapters, Evagrius goes on to say that human

---

⁵⁹ Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.1 (CSCO 554:139).
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beings were separated from their original solitary knowledge of God after the movement. The fifth-century Syriac translation of Gnostic Chapter 3.22 states, “The original movement of rational nature is the separation that [is produced] by the mind from the solitary knowledge that is in it.”

According to Evagrius, solitary knowledge was originally part of human nature until the movement away from God eliminated this form of knowledge from human nature.

Isaac inherits Evagrius’s definition of solitary knowledge, but he explicitly equates solitary knowledge with wonder. In Homily 1.40, Isaac states:

[Evagrius] says that personal contemplation enters the original creation of nature. From this time onward, one will easily be moved towards what is called solitary knowledge, which is, according to a luminous interpretation, wonder in God. This is the order of that great future way of life, which will be given in freedom that lives in immortality. In other words, human nature will not be cut off from there, that is, from constant wonder in God, in order to mingle with something from without. If there were anything else that were equal to him, then [human nature] would sometime focus on [God], but sometimes those other things.

Although Isaac has adopted Evagrius’s phrase “solitary knowledge,” he adapts the phrase to fit into his own ascetical system. While Isaac acknowledges Evagrius’s connection between solitary knowledge and the original knowledge of the primordial creation of human nature, he also identifies solitary knowledge with the “great future way of life.” Isaac is more concerned with the way of life in the future world than with the original state of purity, so he reinterprets solitary knowledge as the knowledge of the future way of life, which is constant wonder at God. This association between wonder and solitary knowledge is original to Isaac.

A second connection that Isaac makes between an Evagrian concept and the phenomenon of wonder has to do with purity of the mind. Isaac uses Evagrius’s description of purity of mind as his own description for wonder. In Practical Life 66, Evagrius describes purity of mind in the following manner:

The mind that has completed the work of the practical life with the help of God and has approached knowledge possesses little or no awareness at all of the irrational
part of the soul, for knowledge has carried it off to the heights and separated it from sensible things.63

Isaac paraphrases this Evagrian description of purity of mind, but he adds that this phenomenon is also the phenomenon of wonder. Although Evagrius himself does not connect wonder with this state of purity of mind, Isaac explicitly associates Evagrius’s description of a pure mind with wonder. In Homily 1.74, he says:

As the blessed Evagrius says, the mind, which accomplishes works of virtue and approaches knowledge by the grace of God, perceives little of this foolish part of the soul, for [the mind’s] knowledge forces it on high and alienates it to all things in the world. This [alienation] happens [to monks] because their mind becomes ethereal, light, and swift on account of their purity. On account of asceticism and the leisure that [the mind has] from [spending] so much time in solitude, the mind is also cleansed through the stretching out of the body. As a result, [the minds of the monks] quickly settle upon various things to which their contemplation draws them to in wonder.64

Isaac builds on Evagrius’s description of the pure mind by adding that purity of mind leads to the sort of contemplation that is induced by wonder.

Third, Isaac associates astonishment with the Evagrian notion that joy arises in the heart during prayer. Although Evagrius never connected astonishment with any aspect of prayer, Isaac equates astonishment with joy based on a specific citation from Evagrius’s Chapters on Prayer. In this passage, the Syriac translator records that Evagrius says that “prayer is joy that bestows thanksgiving,” but Isaac, without revealing why he makes this connection, connects the thanksgiving that arises from the joy of prayer with astonishment.65 In Homily 1.8, he paraphrases Evagrius’s statement as follows: “This prayer that bestows [thanksgiving], in which a person does not pray nor act . . . but instead is filled with joy and astonishment in his heart, frequently incites stirrings of
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thanksgiving and gratitude, in the silence of kneeling.” According to Isaac, astonishment occurs when prayer produces joy and thanksgiving in the heart. A fourth and final idea that Isaac borrows from Evagrius in order to construct his conception of wonder is the belief that the angels provide inspiration to human beings by causing astonishment to arise in the human soul. Isaac connects the phenomenon of astonishment with the presence of the angels in two different passages in which he cites Evagrius. The first passage is *Homily* 1.72, where he says:

> When by the operation of grace, great impulses suddenly fall upon your soul and [there is] astonishment at the mind’s vision of those things that are more exalted than nature, [this occurrence is] like what the blessed Evagrius says, “when the holy angels pursue and approach [us] and then fill us with spiritual vision.”

Isaac makes a similar observation in *Homily* 2.18, where he states that the “blessed fathers of holy memory say that these moments which cause astonishment…[arise] from proximity to the angels.” According to Sebastian Brock, Isaac has the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s *Practical Life* 32 in mind for both of these passages. This text reads: “When an angel approaches us all those who are troubling us depart, and the intellect is to be found at great ease, praying in a healthy way.” Once again, there is no correlation in Evagrius’s text between the angels and astonishment, which means that Isaac makes this connection on his own. Isaac learns from Evagrius that the angels approach human beings and inspire spiritual stirrings and spiritual insights, but on account of his Syriac interpretive lens, he interprets these inspired moments as moments of astonishment.

On the basis of *Reflections* 30, where the Syriac translator introduced the concept of wonder into the Evagrian theory of prayer, Isaac associates a wide
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range of Evagrian terms and quotations to construct his own definitions of wonder and astonishment. Isaac’s portrait of wonder includes the possession of the original, prelapsarian knowledge that Evagrius calls “solitary knowledge” and the state of mind that Evagrius calls “purity of mind.” Likewise, Isaac connects astonishment with the experience of joy that Evagrius says occurs during prayer and inspiration in the soul that Evagrius says comes from the angels. Isaac’s connection of these terms and concepts with the Syriac terms wonder and astonishment is proof that he is interpreting Evagrius through the lens of a Syriac eschatological framework derived from authors like Ephrem and John the Solitary.

CONCLUSION

While Isaac bases his understanding of wonder and astonishment on early Syriac writings, especially the writings of John the Solitary, whose account of wonder shares the same focus on the world to come, Isaac also advances his theory of wonder and astonishment in an original way by associating these two terms with ideas found in the works of the Greek authors covered in this chapter. Isaac interprets wonder and astonishment as integral components to Pseudo-Dionysius’s concept of divine darkness, even though the extant Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s Mystical Theology does not correlate divine darkness with wonder or astonishment. Likewise, although the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s texts contains just one reference to wonder in Reflections 30, Isaac connects wonder and astonishment with other important concepts from a wide variety of Evagrian texts.

Isaac’s genius is his ability to synthesize material from a wide variety of sources. He adopts an eschatological framework and related terminology from sources originally written in Syriac, but he supplements this framework with definitions found in his Syriac translations of texts originally written in Greek. This blending of Syriac eschatology and Greek terminology is what makes Isaac’s eschatology a unique and original synthesis. The next two chapters examine this synthetic eschatology in further detail.
In the previous two chapters, we saw how Isaac uses elements from the writings of John the Solitary, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Evagrius in order to determine definitions for wonder and astonishment. According to Isaac, the terms wonder and astonishment describe the way human beings proleptically experience the heavenly mysteries in their minds. Since, however, the human mind is inseparable from the soul, Isaac must account for the effect that the heavenly mysteries have on the soul as well as the ways that the soul helps to prepare the mind for the reception of the heavenly mysteries through wonder. For this reason, this chapter is an excursus into Isaac’s moral psychology. In the next chapter, we will see how Isaac incorporates this material into his synthetic account of wonder and astonishment.

In formulating his moral psychology, Isaac takes bits and pieces from a number of currents already within the tradition: he uses John the Solitary’s “three degrees” as an explanation for moral failing in the soul; he uses Evagrius’s tripartite theory of the soul, which itself is borrowed from Plato’s analysis of the soul; and finally, he uses language from the Greek *eros* tradition in order to explain how loving desire aids the soul in contemplation. Although Isaac borrows elements from these sources to construct his moral psychology, he also adds material that is unique. In particular, Isaac formulates an account of the soul’s impulses, which work to counteract the negative effects of the bodily senses. While the bodily senses distract the soul from divine contemplation, the impulses of the soul work to protect the soul from distraction and to stimulate wonder at the heavenly mysteries.

**THE THREE DEGREES: AN EXPLANATION FOR MORAL FAILURE**

When Isaac addresses the issue of moral psychology in his *Ascetical Homilies*, he does so in the context of a philosophical question that was commonly asked during his time: if evil currently exists in the soul, then how is it possible that...
God created the soul as inherently good? This question about the inherent nature of the human soul was a question of sustained interest in the Syriac tradition. In his *Hymns against Heresies* and *Prose Refutations*, for example, Ephrem deliberately opposes heretical teachers, such as Mani, Marcion, and Bardaisan, whom he thinks all say that the human soul contains elements of evil in its natural constitution. Similarly, Babai the Great identifies a number of heretical opponents who, for various reasons, say that sin and evil lies within human nature. In his commentary on Evagrius’s *Gnostic Chapters*, Babai criticizes both the position of Origen, whom he believes taught that God intentionally created demons evil by nature, and the position, which he ascribes to Mani, Marcion, Origen, and the Chaldean astrologers, that bodies and material substance are inherently evil. Against these heretical positions, he says:

[Evagrius] crushes the brood of vipers—the followers of Marcion, Mani, and the rest of their companions who blaspheme against the Creator when [they say that] he has bound the souls—the children of light—with bodies that are fashioned from evil substance. Just as the demons have been yoked to evil through their will and not through their nature (for everything made by God is good since [it is fashioned] from the nature of its creator), so too are souls neither embodied in evil [bodies] nor are they [fashioned] from the evil of the enemy.

Although Isaac does not name his opponents, like Ephrem and Babai do, he presumably has followers of the same heretical factions in mind. The assumption of these unnamed opponents was that evil cannot arise from something

---
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that is inherently good, so the obvious existence of evil in the world implies that creation itself, and the human soul in particular, is inherently evil. Isaac wants to show that this position is blasphemous. “Let no one blaspheme against God,” he states at one point, by saying “that he has placed the passions and sin in our nature.” Isaac reiterates this same warning elsewhere: “There are no passions in the soul by nature, but the philosophers who are outside [the faith] do not believe this and neither do those who have followed them in [their] opinion.”

In order to address the arguments of these philosophers, Isaac adopts a concept described by John the Solitary as the “three degrees.” In his Dialogue on the Soul and Passions, John says that the ascetical life consists of three levels, or degrees (ܛܟܣܐ): the level of the body, the level of the soul, and the level of the spirit. In the level of the body, the monk is subject to the material needs and desires of the body; in the level of the soul, the monk begins to adopt an attitude of repentance and to practice ascetical renunciation in order to quell the passions and acquire virtue; in the level of the spirit, the monk has acquired purity and has eliminated evil inclinations. For John, moral perfection is only possible in the level of the spirit, as monks who operate in the levels of the body and soul are continually subject to material distractions. Following John, Isaac also divides the ascetical life into three degrees, or levels. In Homily 1.12, he states that “there are three levels that order the entire course of the human being: the level of the novitiate, the intermediary [level], and perfection.” Although in
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this passage Isaac refers to these three levels in terms of experience and success within the Christian life, he still correlates each level with the part of the human person that initiates the actions in each of the levels. Isaac states elsewhere that “ascetical way of life is the body, prayer is the soul, and reflective vision is the level of the spirit.”

This three degrees framework provides Isaac with a nuanced defense of the inherent goodness of the soul because it assigns the origins of evil not to God, but rather, to neglectful human beings who fail to counteract distractions that arise during each level of the ascetical life. For example, a monk operating at the level of the body must perform bodily ascesis or else the bodily senses overwhelm the powers of the soul and sway them toward evil. Likewise, a monk operating at the level of the soul must perform the ascesis of prayer or else he becomes prone to the sin of vanity. Virtue comes from performing the appropriate ascesis during each level of the ascetical life and moral failure happens when ascesis is ignored.

THE ROLE OF THE SENSES IN ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S MORAL PSYCHOLOGY

Isaac derives much of his moral psychology from the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s Gnostic Chapters and The Practical Life, both of which build on Plato’s tripartite description of the soul. Although Evagrius does not reveal any direct dependence on Plato, he nevertheless inherits Plato’s concept of the tripartite soul through Gregory of Nazianzus, whom Evagrius cites in connection with this idea. For Plato, as he describes in Republic 4, the soul is divided into three parts: the rational (logistikōn), the irascible (thymos), and the concupiscible (epithymos). In order for an individual to pursue virtue, these three parts of the soul must exist with a harmonious balance, which Plato refers to as justice in the soul. The irascible part determines whether or not the soul is balanced and therefore just, for sometimes the irascible part allies itself with the rational part when it gets angry at injustice, for example, but at other times, the irascible part allies itself with the concupiscible part, for instance, when a person experiences

---
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anger aroused by desire instead of reason. Plato adds further nuance to his understanding of the soul in a well-known passage from the *Phaedrus*. Here, he likens the soul to a pair of winged horses and a charioteer. The charioteer, he says, represents reason, which serves as the “pilot” of the soul, capable of directing the irascible and concupiscible parts. Notably, he likens the irascible part to a noble breed of horse because, when directed by the mind, it naturally powers the chariot toward heaven and he likens the concupiscible part of the soul to an ignoble breed of horse because it tends to pull the entire soul down toward earth.

Isaac inherits this tripartite division of soul from Evagrius, but he uses three different Syriac words to designate the mind, all of which are interchangeable; following the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s writings, he uses the term ܐܢܘܐ, but he also uses the words ܘܪܥܝܢܐ and ܡܕܥܐ, following traditional Syriac usage.

Since, as I have said above, Isaac formulates his moral psychology in the context of philosophers who say that God has placed passions and sin in human nature, scholars have focused their discussions of Isaac’s moral psychology on the question of how he accounts for the presence of the passions in the soul despite his insistent belief that the soul is good. The current consensus is that Isaac believes that the soul has good passions that are natural to it, but these good passions have become corrupted on account of the soul’s union with the body.

This scholarly position, however, does not preserve the same degree of nuance that Isaac maintains in his own discussion of the soul’s inherent goodness. According to Isaac, the soul has what he calls powers (ܠܐ̈ܚܝ), but not passions. In *Homily* 1.3, he claims that scripture assigns “secondary meanings” to many things and, specifically, to the descriptions of the body and soul: “How many times,” he says, “does [the scripture] apply the things of the body to the soul and the things of the soul to the body without distinguishing them?”
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Isaac reasons that while scripture, in general, appears to say that passions exist in the soul, it does so only in a metaphorical way. In the same way that scripture generally attributes divine characteristics to Christ’s human nature and human characteristics to Christ’s divine nature without distinguishing them, for example, so too does scripture attribute the bodily passions to the soul and the powers of the soul to the body without clearly distinguishing them. What seem like passions of the soul are really traces of the unhealthy influence that the bodily passions have on the soul. Isaac explains this mutual relationship between body and soul as follows:

The passions of the body are placed in [the body] by God for the benefit and growth of the body and the passions of the soul, that is, the powers of the soul, are placed in [the soul] for the growth and benefit of the soul. When the body is compelled to leave its passability through withdrawal from the [passions] and cleave to the soul, it is injured. Likewise, when the soul renounces the [passions] belonging to it [and cleaves to] the body, it is injured.

The powers of the soul, in other words, function as if they were passions whenever the soul is overwhelmed by the body. Since the soul is injured whenever it is dominated by these bodily passions, the goal of the ascetical life is to restore a healthy, balanced relationship between body and soul—only then can the powers of the soul operate freely for the sake of virtue.

Although Isaac occasionally blames the disruption of the harmony between body and soul on either Satanic or demonic influence, he most often blames the bodily senses. When the senses dominate the soul, the passionate parts of anger and desire fail to perform their natural task of preparing the soul for contemplation of God; instead, they give rise to evil. Isaac follows Evagrius in identifying the bodily senses (ܪܓܫܐ) as the source of the soul’s distraction. In *Homily* 1.1, Isaac uses the Syriac translation of *The Practical Life* 4, where Evagrius states that the senses give birth to desire, as a proof text for the way that the senses distract the soul with material objects. Throughout the rest of his homilies, Isaac continues to supply examples of how the senses distract the
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powers of the soul. In *Homily* 1.1, for example, he states that the soul forgets its natural powers when the senses present it with “visible matter” and also that the senses turn the heart away from the sweetness of God. In *Homily* 1.3, he adds that the senses “stir up commotion in the soul,” and in *Homily* 1.28, he says that the senses are the source of both unnaturally anger and desire.

According to Isaac, the senses dominate the soul when a monk fails to quell them during the bodily level of the three degrees. During this level of the ascetical life, the monk is unable to perform enough ascetical renunciation to subdue the bodily senses and, as a result, he is likely to become distracted by material perceptions from the senses. In *Homily* 1.46, Isaac compares the first two levels of the ascetical life—the levels of the body and the soul—and concludes that the bodily way of life deals with the issue of the senses. “The bodily way of life,” he says, “requires vigilance regarding the senses while the way of life at the level of the soul requires vigilance in the heart.” At the level of the body, the monk is most concerned with overcoming physical distractions that come from the bodily senses. It is not until the monk has moved into the level of the soul that he can begin to turn to matters of the heart.

According to Isaac, the main problem with the senses is that they distort free will, which always works toward the good so long as it is able to operate according to its nature. When the senses present choices to the will that cause it to turn away from God and toward the material world, the senses violate the true freedom of the will, thereby enslaving the will to the senses. Freedom that has not been trained to ignore the bodily senses, Isaac says, is “freedom at the wrong time that results in difficult slavery.”
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against nature and therefore not truly free. According to Isaac, maintaining true freedom of the will is essential for salvation, for Isaac asserts that God would have chosen to save humanity in a way that did not involve the laborious process of ascetical labor if he could have done so without violating human free will.29 For this reason, Isaac advises the monks to “die to the senses” and to “subdue the senses.”30

The effect that the senses have on the parts of the soul depends on whether or not a monk successfully “subdues the senses.” The will of a monk who has succumbed to the slavery of the senses directs the powers of the soul toward evil ends, but the will of a monk who has successfully subdued the senses causes the powers of the soul to act toward virtuous ends, in keeping with the soul’s natural tendencies. This function of the will means that the parts of the soul have either virtuous or evil manifestations, depending on whether or not the senses are subdued. For example, in Homily 1.53, Isaac explains that the desiring part of the soul can act either toward virtuous or shameful ends: “If the memory of virtue renews in us the desire for virtue when we are in conversation with [the saints] in our thinking, then the memory of lasciviousness renews in our mind a shameful desire when we remember them.”31 A soul may be either virtuous or evil, depending on whether or not the senses have caused the will to direct the parts of the soul according to their nature or against their nature.

THE ROLE OF THE IMPULSES IN ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S MORAL PSYCHOLOGY

As we have just seen, Isaac claims that the bodily senses cause the will to work against the soul’s nature by causing the parts of the soul to operate in ways that hinder, rather than help, the monk achieve contemplation of God. At the same time, he also speaks of impulses (ܙܘܥܐ) within the soul that counteract the bodily senses.32 According to Isaac, God placed the impulses of reason, zeal, and loving desire in the soul for the purpose of preserving the natural

30 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.39 (Bedjan:270:13) and 1.40 (Bedjan:281:15).
31 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.53 (Bedjan:380:7–10).
32 For further background on the role of the impulses or “movements” that Isaac says are inherent to human nature, see André Louf, “L’homme dans l’histoire du salut selon Isaac le Syrien,” Connaissance des pères de l’Église 88 (2002): 49 and Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, “The Limit
operations of the soul, protecting the soul against distractions introduced by
the bodily senses, and preparing the soul for contemplation of God. Each of
these three impulses corresponds with one of the three parts of the soul: reason
corresponds to the rational part of the soul, loving desire corresponds to the
concupiscible part, and zeal corresponds to the irascible part.

These impulses of the soul, Isaac says, are intimately united with the senses
of the body and are the soul’s means of interacting with the bodily senses. In
Homily 1.3, he says:

Due to the weakness of the flesh, insomuch as it is evil, [the soul] cannot be
entirely freed from [the passions], for the nature [of the soul] participates in the
suffering [of the flesh] on account of the union with the [soul’s] impulses, which
are entwined with the fleshly senses through inscrutable wisdom.33

Although Isaac states that the impulses of the soul will never be completely free
from the bodily senses, he admits that the impulses can overcome the bodily
senses and help recover the soul’s natural virtue. In an important passage from
Homily 1.2, he explains how the impulses of loving desire and zeal help purify
desire and anger within the soul respectively:

The service of the cross is twofold according to its twofold nature, which is divided
into two parts: endurance during suffering of the body, which is accomplished
through the operation of the anger of the soul and increases the intensity of the
practice; and the subtle service of the mind in divine study, constant prayer, and so
forth, which is done with that desiring part and is called contemplation. The one
[anger] purifies the passionate part [of the soul] through the power of zeal, the
other [loving desire] frees the intelligible part [of the soul] through the operation
of the love of the soul, which is its natural longing.34

Zeal helps the passionate parts of the soul (i.e., anger and desire) to operate
naturally by protecting them from distractions, while loving desire prepares the
soul for divine contemplation. In what follows, I examine the intellectual milieu
that served as the background to Isaac’s development of both of these impulses,
beginning with the impulse of loving desire.
LOVING DESIRE: THE INFLUENCE OF THE GREEK EROS TRADITION

The Syriac word ܪܚܡܬܐ, translated here as “loving desire” is the word that Syriac authors used to translate the Greek word eros, or “erotic desire.” Secular Greek philosophers as well as Greek theologians prior to Isaac’s time had already made the connection between erotic desire and contemplation and Isaac’s development of loving desire manifests a dependence on the Greek tradition. Christian theologians as early as the second century drew connections between eros and contemplation. Ignatius of Antioch famously said, “My eros is crucified,” and this moniker would be repeated and worked into contemplative systems by both Origen and Pseudo-Dionysius. Also relevant for understanding Isaac’s conception of loving desire is Evagrius, who implicitly associates eros with contemplation. As Robin Darling Young has suggested, Evagrius draws a connection between the three levels of the monastic life and three different commentaries on the biblical text: he associates the practical life with Proverbs, natural contemplation with Ecclesiastes, and theological contemplation with the Song of Songs. This pairing between theological contemplation and the Song of Songs implies that, for Evagrius, the theme of erotic love, which permeates the Song of Songs, is associated with contemplation.

The possible influence of Pseudo-Dionysius is also intriguing, even though definitive connections between Isaac’s conception of loving desire and Pseudo-Dionysian texts cannot be established with certainty. Scholars have already noted the prominent role that Pseudo-Dionysius assigns to eros in Divine Names 4. In this section, he introduces the connection between eros and ecstasy—an idea that may have had some influence on Isaac. Pseudo-Dionysius states, first of all, that God’s ecstatic motion and creative impetus stems from the divine eros. The correlative to this ecstatic motion, as René Roques first remarked, is that human beings also begin the process of ecstatic movement toward God through

55 See Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, 128.
59 Pseudo-Dionysius, Divine Names 708B: “That yearning which creates all the goodness of the world preexisted superabundantly within the Good and did not allow it to remain without issue. It stirred him to use the abundance of his powers in the production of the world.” Translation is from Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid (New York: Paulist Press, 1987), 79–80.
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the impetus of loving desire. Erotic love, in other words, stimulates ecstasy because it moves the mind to a state of unknowing that transcends nature.

Isaac’s understanding of loving desire reflects this same connection between erotic desire and ecstasy. Throughout his homilies, Isaac, like Pseudo-Dionysius, associates loving desire with the mind’s ability to go beyond knowledge and experience wonder—which is, as we have already noted, Isaac’s equivalent of ecstasy. In *Homily* 1.24, for example, he says that loving desire moves the mind toward a “knowledge that is not part of nature.” In addition, in an important passage from *Homily* 1.1, Isaac identifies the impulse of loving desire as the impulse that directs the intellect toward thoughts of wonder:

> Even if the intellect is floating in its upper waters without being able to make its impulses delve deeper into this entire depth [of the sea] in order to see all the treasures that are at the bottom, study, with its loving desire, is [still] sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the intellect] firmly to the thoughts of wonder.

As we will see when we examine this same passage again in the next chapter, this ability of loving desire to push the intellect toward the ecstatic transcendence of wonder is an essential component of Isaac’s portrait of the spiritual life.

Perhaps the most relevant Greek author in this discussion of background sources to Isaac’s use of loving desire is Pseudo-Macarius, who uses the term *eros* frequently in his writings. Scholars have already noted the general influence that the Syriac Macarian corpus had on East-Syriac ascetical authors regarding erotic love, but we should note a specific resemblance to Isaac here. In particular, Pseudo-Macarius states that the monk who has not fully renounced the world has formed a misguided loving desire for worldly pursuits, like money, power, and praise. By contrast, a monk should have an insatiable loving desire

---


41 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.24 (Bedjan:181:5).

42 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.1 (Bedjan:5:8–11).


44 For example, Robert Beulay posits a definite connection between John Dalyatha (eighth century) and Pseudo-Macarius regarding the theme of loving desire. See Robert Beulay, *La lumière sans forme*, 60–3.

for God in the same way that a person who is unable to consume water has an insatiable thirst and is unable to think of anything else until his thirst is quenched. This connection between insatiable loving desire and union with God is explicit in portions of the Syriac collection of Pseudo-Macarius’s writings, especially, as we will consider in the following paragraphs, the first two homilies ascribed to Macarius of Egypt.46

In the first Syriac homily attributed to Macarius of Egypt, which is an abbreviated summary of Pseudo-Macarius’s Great Letter, Pseudo-Macarius says that loving desire for God is necessary before a monk can advance to mature knowledge of God.47 Without loving desire, a person remains infantile in respect to spiritual knowledge:

Just as when an infant is born, it does not remain in the stature of its infancy for a long time, but it grows daily by increasing its stature out of necessity and nature, until it arrives at the stature of perfection and the fullness of a human being, so too in the same way does a person who is born from above persist not in an infantile birth of the spiritual intellect, but advances daily into the presence of the knowledge of loving desire for God by the workings of the Spirit that lead one to God.48

According to Pseudo-Macarius, loving desire is the substance of mature, spiritual knowledge about God. He makes this position even more explicit later in the same homily: “It is necessary for those who yearn for and ardently desire truth and long to be deemed worthy to place this banner of life before their eyes to be immersed in love and loving desire for that ineffable vocation.”49

Pseudo-Macarius continues his discussion on the role of loving desire in the second Syriac homily attributed to Macarius of Egypt, but also preserved as Ephrem in some early manuscripts.50 In this homily, he says that a monk who is denied union with God possesses an insatiable (ܠܡܣܒܥܠܐ) loving desire for God in the same way that a thirsty person who is unable to consume water fails to be sated in respect to thirst:

When a person who is thirsty and burdened by thirst begins to drink but is not permitted to satisfy [his longing for a drink], not only is his thirst not satiated

---

46 See Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, 63.
49 Pseudo-Macarius, Aeg h. 1.9 (GO 21:17:75–9).
50 Werner Strothmann, Die Syrische Überlieferung der Schriften des Makarios, vol. 2, x.
but the opposite occurs and he becomes increasingly enflamed and burdened by thirst, in the same way this also happens to souls that are bound with loving desire for God, in so much as they are deemed worthy to receive the gift from [God], they are increasingly filled with desire and afflicted with hunger to such an extent that they do not know satiation.\(^{51}\)

This section of the homily is dependent on the first two paragraphs of the tenth homily in the second Greek collection of Pseudo-Macarius’s texts.\(^{52}\) In the Greek version of the text, the emphasis on the insatiability (ἀκορέστος) of loving desire is even stronger than in the Syriac version.\(^{53}\) Nevertheless, this emphasis is still present in the Syriac text: a monk must possess an insatiable loving desire for God in order to achieve contemplative union with God.\(^{54}\)

This Macarian vision of loving desire provides a basis for Isaac’s own formulation of how the impulse of “holy loving desire,” as he calls it, operates within the soul.\(^{55}\) General examples of Isaac’s interest in the connection between loving desire and the ascetical enterprise include Homily 2.5, where Isaac prays that his loving desire for God will help him to renounce his life, and Homily 2.10, where Isaac claims that loving desire for God will help monks arrive at perfect love for other human beings.\(^{56}\)

In particular, Isaac adopts Pseudo-Macarius’s position that loving desire must be insatiable for it to foster union with God. Isaac, like Pseudo-Macarius,
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observes that a monk remains interested in spiritual pursuits so long as his loving desire for God remains unfulfilled, but when loving desire is sated, a monk will become interested in material distractions. In *Homily* 1.11 he says, “The incorporeal faculties of the intellect, which are inclined towards loving desire for God through consideration of the scriptures, fence in the gates of the soul against foreign thoughts.” In other words, an idle mind turns its attention to the material world, but a mind that has a constant, unfulfilled loving desire for God will never be interested in finding fulfillment in material things. Elsewhere, Isaac speaks to the importance of cultivating an insatiable loving desire directed toward God. In *Homily* 2.11, for example, he recommends an “insatiable loving desire” for the cross. Also, in *Homily* 2.40, he identifies the insatiable desire of love as the source of eschatological unity. The saints, he says, united in purpose and mission, “will gaze towards God with the desire of insatiable love.” Isaac’s language in these passages reflects the Pseudo-Macarian teaching on the insatiability of loving desire for God.

In summary, Isaac’s depiction of the impulse of loving desire is shaped by the Greek *eros* tradition and particularly Pseudo-Dionysius and Pseudo-Macarius. Like Pseudo-Macarius, he says that the impulse of loving desire should direct the mind toward knowledge, but like Pseudo-Dionysius, he defines this knowledge as ecstatic and transcendent. As we will see in the next chapter, this ability of loving desire to push the mind toward the ecstatic transcendence of wonder is an essential component to Isaac’s synthetic account of wonder and astonishment.

ZEAL: “THE WATCHDOG” OF THE SOUL

While the impulse of loving desire corresponds to the concupiscible part of the soul, the impulse of zeal corresponds to the irascible part of the soul. In the

57 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.11 (Bedjan:123:14–19): “The incorporeal faculties of the intellect, which are inclined towards erotic desire for God through consideration of the scriptures, fence in the gates of the soul against foreign thoughts. They guard the intellect with fervent memories of future things so that [the intellect] is not given to the memory of worldly things through its idleness. If these things happened, the fervency of the impulses would be cooled and [the intellect] would fall prey to desires.”


Isaac further supports the connection between insatiable loving desire and eschatological unity in *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.53 (Bedjan:381:6–7), where he says that intellectual communion with the angels “kindles an intense fire of loving desire for virtue” within the saints. The phrase “intense fire of loving desire” is a typical Pseudo-Macarian theme, although Robert Beulay notes that it is surprisingly absent from the Syriac collection. See Robert Beulay, *La lumière sans forme*, 63.
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tripartite understanding of the soul that Isaac inherits from Evagrius, the irascible part is what determines whether or not the soul is balanced, depending on whether it aligns itself with reason or concupiscence. In adopting this tripartite understanding of the soul, Isaac extends the role of the irascible part of the soul to the corresponding impulse of zeal. Isaac explains that zeal works either toward virtue or evil depending on which level of the ascetical life a person has successfully achieved. When a person is in the levels of body and soul, zeal aligns itself with concupiscence and fails to perform its proper role, but when a person is in the level of the soul, zeal operates in a virtuous way.

Isaac says that zeal protects other impulses in the soul from weakness and from succumbing to temptations from the devil. His most detailed account of the function of zeal occurs in Homily 2.17 (a duplicate of Homily 1.55), where he follows Evagrius in calling zeal a "watchdog" for virtue. Isaac then describes how the impulse of zeal fulfills this role by guarding and protecting the impulse of loving desire:

There is a beginning of movement with every impulse of loving desire for the good, that is, a certain zeal, which resembles coals of fire in its warmth, companions of the impulse. This [zeal] habitually encompasses that impulse of loving desire as fortification, driving it away from every obstacle and hindrance there may be. This [zeal] possesses great strength and unspeakable power in order to guard the entire soul from becoming weak and being shaken by onslights of all kinds of difficulties.

The content of this passage is consistent with a number of other occasions where Isaac says that zeal protects the soul from desiring the wrong things.

Furthermore, Isaac explains that zeal protects the soul from succumbing to bodily temptations and temptations from the devil. In Homily 1.36, for example, he claims that Satan withdraws his temptation from those people who have zeal because he knows that he will be unsuccessful. Zeal, therefore, is the impulse

60 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.17.3 (CSCO 554:81). The Evagrian reference is to the supplementary material included in the Syriac translation of the Gnostic Chapters. For the text of Evagrius and Babai's commentary, see Babai, Suppl. Kephalaia Gnostica 10 (Frankenberg:430:10–20).


63 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.36 (Bedjan:271:18–272:4). Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.17.2 (CSCO 554:81): "This is what makes the soul zealous, stirs it, enfames it, and occasionally makes it strong so that [a person] scorns the body [despite whatever] afflictions and fearsome temptations he may encounter in order to confidently hand himself over to death and encounters the power of the Rebel."
that protects the rest of the soul from the onslaughts of temptations that arise from the bodily senses and from the devil.

Despite Isaac’s generally positive assessment of zeal, he nevertheless recognizes that zeal does not always perform its task of protecting the soul. In *Homily* 1.50, Isaac states that a zealous man will never reach peace of mind because zeal is a “severe illness of the soul.”64 “Human beings do not count zeal as a form of wisdom,” he continues, “but as one of the illnesses of the soul, that is, a narrow mindedness and a great ignorance.”65 This negative assessment of zeal is difficult to fit into Isaac’s conception of the impulses because, as we just saw above, Isaac claims that the impulses are naturally placed in the soul in order to safeguard it against evil.66

Isaac’s criticism of zeal betrays his dependence on the “three degrees” and John the Solitary’s *Dialogue on the Soul and Passions*. In this text, John analyzes the ethical usefulness of zeal in each of the three levels of the ascetical life and concludes that it is only a positive quality when it is used in a spiritual way. John’s description of zeal in the bodily level is of an impulse ruled by envy for material objects:

The zeal of the corporeal man is this: domination of others, [envy for] the riches of those who are richer than you, and [envy] for those who have a better life. The entire passion of zeal is instigated by envy, for it is envy that begins a loving desire for things that are seen.67

Although the person who is operating at the level of the soul has progressed beyond the base impulse of envy, his zeal is still evil because it is determined by pride. Someone who no longer performs evil deeds still judges others whom he perceives to be inferior to him and therefore harbors an attitude of disgust toward other people. Monks in the level of the soul begin to foster zeal when they first realize that they no longer commit sinful actions and therefore mistakenly think that they have achieved perfection:

---

64 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.50 (Bedjan:343:13–14).
65 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.50 (Bedjan:343:21–344:2).
66 Like zeal, the impulse of loving desire may also suffer perversion and work toward evil ends. Isaac recalls that a loving desire for this life will seem like hell to the person who falls in this trap. See Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.35 (Bedjan:229:19–20). Elsewhere, Isaac speaks of a misdirected loving desire toward money. See Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.53 (Bedjan:385:6).
Zeal begins to exist in the person at the level of the soul for this reason: when [the monk] has been elevated above evil deeds that are seen in the body and does not recognize anyone greater than himself, he becomes convinced that that the thing in him is perfection; and since everyone else is inferior to him in deeds that are seen, he begins to be moved by zeal and a sense of judgment towards their actions, and from the cause of his zeal, he harbors hatred.68

Elsewhere, John speaks of people who are in the level of the soul who have the “pretension of being in perfection.”69 John therefore concludes that zeal inspired by both the levels of the body and soul is a zeal “directed towards murder” and the “destruction of human beings.”70

John perceives zeal differently when it appears in the spiritual level of the ascetical life. Contrary to the two lower levels of the ascetical life, John says that zeal fosters a positive love for humanity when it is expressed in the spiritual level: “In the spiritual man there is no zeal for the destruction of humanity, as, for example, when our Lord did not only have zeal, but also expressed rebuke towards his discipes because they were incensed with zeal against the Samaritans.”71 John’s conclusion is that true zeal does not at all resemble the type of zeal one would associate with people in the levels of the body and soul. “As for the zeal of the spiritual man,” he says, “if it is proper to call it zeal, his zeal is nothing other than the boiling up of divine zeal and in all loving passion for humanity.”72

John’s treatment of zeal is the basis for Isaac’s negative assessment of zeal in Homily 1.50. Although Isaac does not explicitly specify the three degrees in the context of his discussion of zeal in Homily 1.50, his negative description of zeal in this homily should be understood as a description of zeal in the levels of the body and soul. A novice monk misuses the impulse of zeal on occasion, but zeal works according to its proper nature for the advanced monk. For the monk who has advanced into higher levels of the ascetical life, zeal protects and guards the soul from temptation and harm that stems from the bodily senses.

69 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:66:27).
70 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:21:26–22:1): “The zeal of those two degrees: their thoughts are directed towards murder when at such time each one of the righteous is zealous for the destruction of human beings.”
71 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:22:3–6).
CONCLUSION

Isaac’s moral psychology begins from an explanation of how evil arises from a soul that is inherently good. Evil occurs when the bodily senses dominate the powers of the soul and overwhelm the will, but evil is avoided when the bodily senses are kept in check through ascesis and when the impulses of the soul become free to operate according to their natural function, which is to protect the soul and stimulate contemplation of God. In order to explain why the impulses of loving desire and zeal fail to perform their natural functions on a consistent basis, Isaac turns to the “three degrees” framework developed by John the Solitary. Understood within the context of this framework, the impulses fail to perform their natural functions during the bodily level and the level of the soul because, in these levels, a monk has not yet performed the requisite ascesis to quell distractions that arise from the bodily senses. Only when a monk advances from the level of the soul to the spiritual level do the impulses work according to their nature and prepare the mind to receive spiritual insights through wonder. This transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit will be the subject of the next and final chapter.
In our overview of Isaac's moral psychology, we saw that Isaac describes three distinct levels within the ascetical life. In the first level, the monk succumbs to the material needs of the body, but in the second level, which Isaac calls the level of the soul, the monk begins to make real progress in advancing toward spiritual perfection. In particular, he stresses the important role that the impulses of the soul—loving desire and zeal—play in preparing the mind for the experience of wonder, which occurs during the spiritual level of the ascetical life. These impulses, which exist naturally in the soul, both protect the soul from distractions and push the soul toward the threshold of wonder, yet they cannot generate an authentic experience of the future world because they are subject to the limitations of material creation. Although the impulses of the soul are essential to progression in the ascetical life, they cannot bring the monk to perfection because of their association with materiality and contact with the bodily senses.

Now we return to Isaac's eschatology and Isaac's synthetic account of wonder and astonishment. According to Isaac, the future eschatological state is better than the original state of creation because the original state of creation is subject to the material limitations of the human soul. The perfect eschatological state, by contrast, is spiritual and is primarily reserved for the saints and angels in heaven. Nevertheless, Isaac states that advanced monks proleptically participate in the eschatological state of perfection even while they remain in this world. Since Isaac holds to a strict division between knowledge of the world to come and knowledge derived from the material world, he is faced with the dilemma of trying to explain how monks can experience the eschatological perfection of the world to come despite the limitations of material modes of apprehending knowledge. Or, to state the problem as a question: how do human beings comprehend spiritual knowledge of the world to come through the cognitive structures of material creation?

The solution to this dilemma is the phenomenon of wonder. According to Isaac, wonder is a proleptic experience of the future world that does not come through the impulses of the material soul, but instead through divinely inspired
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spiritual insights imparted directly into the human mind. These spiritual insights set the impulses of the mind into motion and generate knowledge of the heavenly world, which the mind perceives through wonder rather than through temporal reasoning. Astonishment, by contrast, represents the mind’s inability to comprehend spiritual knowledge of the heavenly world. Astonishment ends where wonder begins. Astonishment falls within the realm of moral psychology while wonder is the subject of eschatology.

Since wonder involves the presence of spiritual insights from the world to come, Isaac associates wonder with the highest level of the ascetical life, that is, the level of the spirit. In this regard, Isaac follows John the Solitary, who also connects wonder with the spiritual level of the three degrees. According to John, a person who operates at the level of the body is ruled by the corruption of the body and therefore incapable of experiencing wonder:

We are bound to flesh and blood and we are subject to the corruption of the body; [therefore] we dismiss [the ability] to be astonished and wonder at hidden and concealed riches that are in every world and in the heavenly assemblies, the glorious and perfect beauties, and every rational and spiritual work.

Although John admits that monks who operate at the level of the body may experience wonder, it is a misplaced wonder that is directed at the things of this world rather than the heavenly world. A person must therefore advance beyond the level of the body and soul in order to experience true wonder at God. In a discussion of the three levels of the ascetical life, he cites examples of what sort of actions take place during the levels of the body, soul, and spirit. Wonder, he says, is a ministry that occurs during the spiritual level alone:

Ministration for God at the level of the body is the [the giving of] vows and obligations, as was the custom of the law of Israel, which was bound to bodily ministration. Ministration for God at the level of the soul is the psalmody of passion, which are pure considerations in a clean intellect. Spiritual ministration for God is wonder at God.

1 John the Solitary, Gespräch 3.11 (PTS 11:128:42–5).


2 For example, see John the Solitary, Brief 3 (Rignell:116:25–117:3): “The one who seeks out the depravity of this world is prideful in his discoveries. It seems right [for him] to wonder at the cross of that shameful [concern] for creation, for he places wonder in the leaders of the world.”

Page and line numbers refer to Lars Gösta Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler (Lund: Häken Ohlssons Boktryckeri, 1941).

3 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:87:18–22).
While monks may perform other useful ministries during the bodily level and the level of the soul, such as vows, oblations, and psalmody, they cannot engage in wonder at God, which according to John, is the ministry of the future world. Wonder is the activity in which the saints and angels engage when they are confronted with the direct presence of God in the world to come and therefore it is an activity that is reserved for the spiritual level of the ascetical life.

Following John, Isaac also describes the transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit as the moment when wonder arises in the mind. During the level of the soul, the soul is in charge of processing stimuli that originate from the bodily sensations while its impulses prepare the mind for the reception of spiritual knowledge of the future world. In the spiritual level of the ascetical life, the mind takes charge of processing spiritual insights that come from divine grace. Once the mind is ready to receive spiritual insights, the impulses of the soul, since they are unable to comprehend spiritual insights, become superfluous distractions to the operation of the mind and must be suppressed. Isaac calls the complete suppression of the impulses of the soul the state of “stillness.”

The transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit is therefore a transition from the activity of the soul to the activity of the mind. The soul must yield to the mind before a person can live according to the spiritual way of life. Isaac describes this transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit in terms of how the soul and mind each react to spiritual insights given by the Holy Spirit. The soul, Isaac says, reacts to spiritual insights by entering into a state of astonishment at what is beyond its ability to comprehend while the mind successfully comprehends spiritual insights through a state of wonder and, based on this comprehension, lives according to the way of life of the world to come.

The rest of this chapter provides a detailed description of this transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit. The first section describes how the soul prepares the mind for spiritual insights; the second section illustrates how the soul responds to spiritual insights by entering into a state of astonishment; and the third section describes how the mind reacts to spiritual insights through a state of wonder.

THE IMPULSES OF THE SOUL PREPARE THE MIND FOR WONDER

As Serafim Seppälä has shown, preparation for the experience of wonder begins with ascetical labors performed by a person at the level of the body. Throughout his overview of Syriac mystical literature, Seppälä identifies several different
kinds of ascetical labors that, according to Isaac, prepare the mind for an ecstat­ic experience of astonishment and wonder. Although fasting does not directly induce wonder, Isaac indicates that the person “who is motivated to fast is eager for the higher experience” of astonishment and wonder. Isaac states that when a monk begins to fast, “he will immediately yearn for intercourse with God in his intellect.” In other instances, Isaac implies that particular ascetical labors induce astonishment and wonder, even when he does not explicitly use these terms. As Seppälä demonstrates, vigil, prayerful recitation of the psalms, meditation on the saints, good will directed toward God, solitude, and total renunciation of the world all result in the presence of tears, which is one of the outward signs of the inner experience of wonder. These ascetical activities, which begin at the level of the body, help set the process of wonder into motion.

According to Seppälä, Isaac states that although ascetical labors help overwhelm the passions and bring the thoughts to repose, they are not able to bring about the peace and tranquility that belongs to the ecstatic experience of wonder. Therefore, when a monk has completed the bodily level of the ascetical life, he turns his focus to the inner reception of knowledge, which arises from the interplay between soul and mind. This transitional stage takes place in the level of the soul.

In the level of the soul, the soul’s impulses prepare the mind to receive the perfect knowledge of spiritual insights, which are given to the mind by the Holy Spirit during the spiritual level of the ascetical life. Since, according to Isaac, knowledge of God grows in accordance with progression through the levels of the ascetical life, however, knowledge in the level of the soul is still imperfect.

---


5 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.35 (Bedjan:239:1).


7 Serafim Seppälä, *In Speechless Ecstasy*, 127.

8 Isaac’s progressive theory of knowledge is part of his broader theory of progressive revelation. According to Isaac, God created the world with the intention of revealing himself gradually over time. See, for example, Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.9.27 (CSCO 637:68): “Just as [God] is incomprehensible and invisible, so too are his revelations. There were no [revelations] before the coming of our Lord as a human being, nor was the way of life of the world to come known at that time, nor was the perfect grace of the spirit given until after the Paraclete appeared to the apostles. At that time, the secret revelations and the mysteries of things to come, which do not resemble this world, began to be entrusted to, and were known by, each one of the saints. In [the world] beyond, the angel is shown all of these wondrous things by a commandment of God.”
A monk who is in the level of the soul, for example, knows more than a person in the bodily level, but he does not yet have the perfect knowledge that comes through wonder, which is reserved for those monks who are in the spiritual level of the ascetical life. In *Homily* 3.13, Isaac explains that knowledge derived from the soul is temporary and imperfect because it is merely a preparation for the perfect knowledge that is experienced by the mind through wonder. “It is not immediate, nor all of a sudden,” he says, “that a person is brought directly near to this perfection and to this consummation, but the soul is at first enlightened in mysteries that are inferior to this [perfection].”9 Only once the soul has achieved this initial imperfect knowledge can the mind then begin to experience wonder at God.10 This progressive theory of knowledge means that knowledge received during the level of the soul is imperfect, but necessary, for acquisition of knowledge of the heavenly world.

Isaac maintains that once a monk has removed all external distractions from his soul, the soul’s natural impulses—zeal and loving desire—prepare the mind for the reception of spiritual insights that lead to wondrous thoughts. He uses two metaphors to illustrate this activity. The first metaphor, in *Homily* 1.3, is the natural flow of water. Isaac says that once water from outside sources has dissipated, the water that arises naturally within the soul will flow toward God, carrying wondrous thoughts with it: “When the waters from the outside do not enter the fountain of the soul, those waters that are from its nature will arise, i.e., wondrous understandings that are moving towards God all the time.”11 The naturally arising waters are the impulses of the soul, which stimulate the mind toward wondrous thoughts when they are unencumbered by outside distractions. The second metaphor occurs in *Homily* 3.10, where Isaac equates the quietness of the night with the quietness that the soul experiences when outside distractions are removed.

---

9 Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.13.6 (CSCO 637:106).

10 Isaac of Nineveh, *Terza Collezione* 3.13.6 (CSCO 637:106): “He [then] begins to regard this wonder of thoughts in his intellect when the intellect begins to be illumined and to grow in the hidden realities.”

11 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.3 (Bedjan:20:19–21).
distractions have been removed. Once distractions that impede the natural operation of the soul have dissipated, the impulses of the soul will seek knowledge of God. Isaac expresses this notion in the words of the following prayer: “During the night, when all the voices, human impulses, and everything else are all silent, our soul will find light in you with its impulses, oh Jesus, the light of the righteous.”\(^\text{12}\) The impulses of the soul seek the light of God and, in doing so, help prepare the mind for the reception of spiritual insights through wonder.

In order to further demonstrate the inherent ability of the impulses to prepare the mind or intellect for experiencing wonder, I will return once again to a quotation that I referred to in the last chapter. I return to this passage because it speaks to the important role that the soul’s impulses play in preparing the intellect for wonder and it specifically identifies the impulse of loving desire as the impulse that binds the thoughts of the intellect to the thoughts that arise out of wonder. The passage reads as follows: “Study, with its loving desire, is sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the intellect] firmly to the thoughts of wonder.”\(^\text{13}\) Isaac assumes that there is a distinction between the thoughts that naturally arise in the intellect through academic study and the thoughts that arise in the intellect from spiritual insights that come from divine grace and are apprehended through wonder.\(^\text{14}\) He says that loving desire, which is set into motion through study, connects the natural thoughts of the intellect with the spiritual insights that are processed through wonder. Loving desire, in other words, prepares the mind for wonder by binding the mind’s natural thoughts to spir-

\(^{12}\) Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.10.1 (CSCO 637:71).

\(^{13}\) Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:5:10–11).

\(^{14}\) For the importance of study, see Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.6 (CSCO 637:63): “Study is a reflection on God alone so that one wonders in the things that belong only to [God]. It investigates these things as well as his majesty and the intellect is engaged in this alone. [The intellect] does not reflect on things here, nor on the memory of beautiful things, not the virtues of the body and bodily things, but it is engaged only in the study of the [divine] being.”
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The soul's reaction to spiritual insights: astonishment

Once the monk has suppressed all outside distractions in his soul, he can begin to pray. According to Isaac, prayer is the final action of the soul before it yields to the spiritual activity of the mind. Prayer, he says, "is a mediator between the level of the soul and the level of the spirit." During prayer, the monk invites God to provide insights about the world to come and when prayer is answered, the Holy Spirit supplies divine insights that are incomprehensible to the soul.

According to Isaac, the soul processes insights that originate from bodily sensations through a mode of apprehension that follows a temporal sequence of logic, but insights that arise from the Holy Spirit are beyond the soul's capabilities of perception and cannot be understood through temporal reasoning. Unable to grasp the eternal truths of the heavenly world, the soul enters into a state of astonishment at what is beyond its ability to understand. Astonishment is the word that Isaac uses to describe what happens when a person is unable to turn spiritual insights into knowledge and, during the level of the soul, astonishment signals the limit of the soul's capabilities. For this reason, Isaac sees prayer as a human activity that eventually must come to an end before the mind is free to yield to God's self-revelation. "The level [of prayer]," he says, "is inferior to the [level] of revelation." Elsewhere, he concludes that "prayer is brought to an end by astonishment." Since the impulses of the soul are unable to process the fullness of God's revelation, they eventually become distractions to the mind. Prayer must cease once God has accepted the invitation to provide spiritual insights.

15 Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 63.
16 Prayer is an activity of the soul. See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.5 (CSCO 637:63): "The [ascetical] way of life is the body, prayer is the soul, and reflective vision is the level of the spirit."
17 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:169:20–1).
18 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.18 (CSCO 637:66).
19 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.71 (Bedjan:490:5–6).
The astonishment that occurs during prayer is an important step toward the progression of wonder because it is the moment when the soul begins to yield its dominance to the activity of the mind. According to Isaac, the soul and the mind process divine insights in different ways. The soul cannot comprehend spiritual insights so it instead responds to them with astonishment; meanwhile, the mind comprehends these same insights through wonder. In *Homily* 1.71, Isaac explains that the content of divine revelation is received by the mind in the form of intelligible revelations, but in the soul in the form of astonishment:

This divine power [i.e., the Holy Spirit], which is the director of all these things, shows itself to a person in secret by intelligible revelations to his spiritual nature (which is his mind), but when a person has been deemed worthy to receive this power within his soul, then he will [experience] nothing other than astonishment and silence.20

The soul reacts to God's revelation by entering into a state of astonishment. Unlike the soul, however, the mind is able to comprehend intelligible revelations from the Holy Spirit. Isaac makes a similar observation in *Homily* 1.51. In this passage, he states that when the Holy Spirit imparts knowledge to the soul, the soul responds to this knowledge by entering into a state of speechlessness and astonishment: "The soul that has once, in faith, entrusted itself to God and, under many temptations, has received the taste of [faith's] help, no longer has any reflection of itself, but is rendered speechless by astonishment and silence."21

While the soul cannot fathom revelation from the Holy Spirit and, as a result, enters into a state of astonishment and silence at what is beyond its ability to understand, the mind understands and perceives God's presence in wonder.

Since the impulses of the soul are subject to the laws of created order and incapable of proceeding past astonishment when confronted with divine revelation, Isaac says that monks who want to enter the spiritual level of the ascetical

---


21 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.51 (Bedjan:360:11–14).

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.35 (Bedjan:254:15–17): "As in the way of life that is after the resurrection, [a person] thinks and dares to receive such thoughts in his soul for the sake of his delight and in due time he becomes intoxicated on astonishment, which [derives from] the impulses."
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life must suppress the impulses of the soul (along with the bodily senses), thereby bringing the soul into a state of stillness, or as Seppälä calls it, a “trance.”

Isaac says that a monk “is drawn towards wonder by the suppression of the two senses: those of the flesh and those of the soul.”

Elsewhere he says, “When a person is standing on his feet or kneeling and his intellect is seized by the wonder of prayer, then he is not under the control of the will of flesh and blood or the impulses of the soul.”

Isaac refers to this suppression of the soul’s impulses as “stillness” and it is a necessary step toward perception of God in the mind.

Isaac derives his understanding of stillness in part from his reading of the Syriac Bible. In *Gnostic Chapter 4.95*, Isaac highlights the close relationship between stillness and astonishment when he points out that the Greek translation of Gen 2.21 and Gen 15.12, which he knows through Theodore of Mopsuestia’s *Commentary on Genesis*, has the word astonishment where the Peshitta has stillness. He therefore concludes that these two terms can be used somewhat interchangeably. For example, in *Homily 2.13.2*, Isaac repeats the phraseology of Gen 15.12, where it is said that a “stillness falls upon” (ܥܠܢܦܠܫܠܝܐ) Abraham, but he does so while describing the trance-like state of astonishment. Isaac says, “Whenever a person is deemed worthy of that knowledge, his limbs suddenly cease to function and stillness and silence fall upon him.”

This sudden cessation of movement in the limbs signals the beginning of astonishment. Furthermore, in *Homily 2.12.1*, Isaac explicitly pairs the words astonishment and stillness together in his description of contemplation. In short, stillness is the external manifestation of astonishment.

Stillness means that all human motions have been put to rest and that the mind is prepared to receive divine grace. Isaac explains that the mind naturally moves toward this good when it is unencumbered by external distraction, but divine grace is needed to remind the mind of its natural goodness. In *Homily 1.26*, he explains the difference between the mind acting according to nature and when it acts outside of its nature due to demonic influence:

Our mind, without mediation from the holy angels, is moved towards the good by itself without instruction, but the mind is unable to receive knowledge of evil things without mediation from the demons or the senses, for [the mind] cannot be moved towards [evil things] by itself. Good is implanted in our nature, but not evil. Everything that is foreign as well as external instruction is in need of a mediator.

---

23 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.1 (Bedjan:9:3–4).
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but nature, which is implanted within and is without instruction, glides along [by itself], even if it does so in the dark.27

Isaac's point is that evil requires the mediation from the demons or the senses because evil is always external to the mind, but good is intrinsic. When Isaac says that the mind operates “in the dark,” he means that the mind requires divine grace in order to remind itself of its natural goodness. Once the mind has become still and free from external distractions, divine grace instills a proleptic experience of the world to come:

Stillness . . . creates an opportunity for the mind to rest upon itself in peace. When this happens, [a person] is moved by remembrance from this point towards adapting the banner of his way of life and he receives the glory of the world to come in his intellect, [that is], the hope that is preserved for the righteous for whom there is life moved in the spirit and [life] completely originating in God. This is the new way of life, without remembrance and without any impulse from the things here.28

Stillness is the moment when the impulses of the soul reach their limit and yield to divine operation, at which time divine grace instills the glory of the new world in the mind of the monk, thereby enabling him to live according to the spiritual way of life.

In Homily 2.7, Isaac explicitly says that he has derived his definition of stillness from the “Fathers” who, he says, describe stillness as the “harbor of rest.”29 One of these “Fathers” may be Pseudo-Macarius, who uses the phrase “harbor of rest” in a similar manner to Isaac in the second Syriac homily ascribed to Macarius of Egypt.30 In this passage, Pseudo-Macarius explains that there are two spheres of heaven, a lower sphere, which he calls the harbor of rest, and an upper sphere, where God appears to the angels as an incorporeal vision of light:

27 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.27 (Bedjan:197:10–18).

28 Isaac of Nineveh, *De Perfectione Religiosa* 1.35 (Bedjan:254:17–255:2).
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As for those [of us] who are free from guilt and who arrive before the peace-loving King who is God, the helper of human beings, we will inherit the promised land with swift labor and we will enter the harbor of rest and the holy city. But higher than this sphere, which is seen and is called heaven, there is another heaven. Its view is like an attractive light that is not extinguished. It is the dwelling place of the angels and God is there with the angels, who do not see with bodily eyes.31

As he continues, Pseudo-Macarius emphasizes the strict partition that exists between the harbor of rest and the highest level of heaven. The higher sphere, he says, can only be seen in an intellectual manner by angels and human beings who have been fully purified; the harbor of rest, by contrast, is physical and visible to the human eye.32 In other words, the harbor of rest is the visible entrance to the heavenly realms.

Like Pseudo-Macarius, Isaac characterizes the stillness of the harbor of rest as the entryway into heavenly life. According to Isaac, the stillness that comes from the harbor of rest occurs just prior to entrance into the spiritual level of the ascetical life, but it is still an experience that takes place in the physical world. He continues in Homily 2.7:

It can also happen that a certain stillness, without any insights, can fall upon a person, and the intellect is gathered in and dives within itself in ineffable stupifications. This is the harbor full of rest of which our Fathers speak in their writings. From time to time [human] nature enters there, when it draws near to the boundary of the spiritual way of life. This is the beginning of the entrance into the third high point, which is the spiritual way of life.33

Isaac goes on to say that once a monk passes through the threshold into the spiritual level he experiences “wondrous things” and receives the pledge of the new

32 Pseudo-Macarius, Aeg h. 2.10 (GO 21:50:188–94). Speaking of the inhabitants of the highest sphere of heaven, he says, “The spiritual substances are children of the world to come, where there is no night, nor war, nor evil spirits, and there is no hell. For this reason, they are not even joined with these heavenly [spheres] by glancing [at them] with their eyes, for it is like there is a partition placed between them and this sphere [of heaven]. [The heavenly spheres] are seen with insight alone by the holy ones, who have purified their hearts with their souls and have made their bodies holy.”
world: “When the solitary has drawn near to this entrance point, he will then arrive at the harbor as he draws near to the spiritual way of life. From this point onwards, wondrous things will take place before him as he receives the pledge of the new world.”34 Elsewhere, Isaac prays that his fellow monks who have endured the most rigorous struggles of the ascetical life—exile, persecution, and ascetical afflictions—may be considered “worthy of the harbor of rest while they are still in the body.”35 The stillness of the harbor of rest is the threshold of the spiritual way of life, when the mind assumes leadership over the soul and begins to comprehend spiritual insights about the new world through wonder.36 Stillness, in other words, is the harbor that stands between the material world and the deep waters of the sea of wonder at the heavenly world to come.37

THE MIND’S REACTION TO SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS: WONDER

Once the impulses of the soul have been suppressed and the soul has entered into a state of astonishment and stillness, the mind begins to dominate the

34 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.7.2 (CSCO 554:20).
35 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.5.26 (CSCO 554:13): “O King of all worlds and of all the orthodox Fathers who, for the sake of truth of the faith, have endured exile and afflictions from [their] persecutor and who in monasteries, convents, deserts, the habitations of the world, and in every place and every spot, have lifted the burden of pleasing you with labors of virtue: accompany them, oh Lord, [with] your assistance and be a helmet for them at all times, send them continual comfort in secret, and bind their intellect to you in all their struggles. May the power of your Holy Trinity dwell in them and may they minister to you until the end of their lives with a good conscience and with good ways of life. Consider them worthy of the harbor of rest while they are still in the body.”
36 Isaac calls the moment when the natural impulses cease to function “stillness,” or the “harbor of rest.” See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.16 (CSCO 637:109): “The level of joy is childlike compared to the delight that [is accompanied] by stirring from the Spirit of God concerning the knowledge of his nature. In other words, his wisdom and the rest of the riches of his mysteries, which appear silently in the mind from time to time whenever the faculty of reason abstains from running its natural impulses, are in the harbor of rest, that is, in knowledge of him.”
37 Isaac consistently connects the phenomenon of wonder with stillness. See, for example, Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.5 (Bedjan:43:21): “Persevere in study [done] in stillness, then you will be drawn to wonder at all times.”
reception of knowledge. Since the impulses of the soul distract the mind from processing spiritual insights as wonder, monks must progress past the impulses of the soul and enter the spiritual level of the ascetical life in order to comprehend the mysteries of God. Isaac states in Homily 3.9 that the revelation of mysteries is “the spiritual way of life and not the impulses of the soul.” Elsewhere, in Homily 3.13, he says, “Through that recollection that is elevated in God, one gazes with a wonder that is higher than all the impulses and a freedom that is [higher] than everything here and a limpidity of intellect that is more sublime than words.” The full revelation that takes place in wonder occurs after the impulses of the soul have been put to rest.

Once prayer has ended and the human impulses have been suppressed through astonishment and stillness, the mind begins to process spiritual insights from the Holy Spirit. This process causes the mind to expand, as Isaac explains in Homily 1.54:

This mysterious kind of overshadowing, as the [gifts imparted] to each one of the saints, is a kind of energy that rests upon the mind. When a person is deemed worthy of this overshadowing, the mind is snatched up through astonishment and expanded by some divine revelation. As long as this operation rests upon the

---

40 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.11 (CSCO 637:107).
41 The presence of wonder puts the soul’s impulses to rest, or, as Serafim Seppälä puts it, “the soul is actually silenced by ecstasy.” See Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, 76.
42 See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.7 (CSCO 637:106): “His way of life is empowered by the Spirit and he progresses towards a certain tranquility in so far as he exists above habitual thoughts and the impulses of joy.”
mind, the person is raised above the movements of thoughts that take place at the level of the soul through participation with the Holy Spirit.43

The Holy Spirit mystically expands the mind by filling it with spiritual insights that set its impulses into motion. According to Isaac, the mind, like the soul, possesses natural impulses, but unlike the impulses of the soul, which were designed to operate in material creation, the impulses of the mind were created to operate in the spiritual kingdom of heaven, which means that they must be set in motion by the Holy Spirit. Isaac states that by the grace of Christ, a monk is “deemed worthy of the way of life of the new man and [his mind operates] from this time on with the impulses that naturally arise in the kingdom of heaven.”44 Elsewhere, he refers to these mental impulses as the “impulses of the mind that are illumined by the Spirit.”45 Unlike the impulses of the soul, which only stimulate comprehension of visible objects of creation, these spiritual impulses of the mind lead to comprehension of the spiritual mysteries.

When divine grace instills knowledge of the divine mysteries into the human mind or intellect, wonder occurs. Whereas astonishment at God reflected the soul's inability to comprehend the spiritual truths of God's mysteries, wonder is the means by which the mind comprehends spiritual truths that are incomprehensible to the soul. In other words, wonder, unlike astonishment, is accompanied by intelligible content.46 Isaac explains that a person in wonder reflects on the mysteries of the new world and reflects on the things to come:

Virtuous is the one who is in God alone and who continually remains in wonder at his nature. From that time on, [his] intellect reflects on what is known in the

43 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.54 (Bedjan:390:21–391:5).

44 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.10 (CSCO 554:98).


46 Wonder, as Isaac says, is a “wonder of thoughts” because it includes thoughtful insights concerning the mysteries of God. See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.12 (CSCO 637:108).
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Spirit and [he possesses] a virtuous knowledge and faith in the mysteries. He is expanded in his meditation on the new world and he reflects on things to come.47

Wonder makes a person virtuous because it is accompanied by comprehension and knowledge of the mysteries of God and it is the means by which a monk reflects on the world to come. Unlike the soul, which is unable to comprehend spiritual insights provided by divine grace, the mind is able to understand and process spiritual insights.

Once a monk is able to understand and process spiritual insights through wonder, he is then able to abide by the way of life of the new world. In Homily 2.20, Isaac explains that a monk who has obtained wonder and who has achieved the spiritual level of the ascetical life begins to live according to the spiritual way of life:

A person is raised from the service of the soul in his reflection and in his knowledge, or in other words, virtue in deeds and in conscience accompanies elevation to the spiritual way of life and, as much as human nature is capable of here, wonder at God immediately befalls him.48

This new way of life, Isaac says, is foreign to this world because it is the way of life of the world to come. He continues:

When he departs from these things [i.e., activities associated with the way of life at the level of the soul], he is [in a state] of joy of soul, and in his reflection and thoughts he does not resemble those who belong to this world, for he exists from now on in a freedom from thoughts that is filled with impulses of knowledge and wonder at God.49

The monk who has entered the spiritual level of the ascetical life has the freedom to live according to the way of life of the world to come because he is free from the distractions associated with the material world.

CONCLUSION

According to Isaac, astonishment and wonder describe how the soul and mind each react to spiritual insights that are revealed by the Holy Spirit. While the soul

---

47 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.8 (CSCO 637:4).
48 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.10 (CSCO 554:98).
49 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.11 (CSCO 554:98).
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is capable of processing material sensations with temporal reasoning and logic, it cannot process immaterial forms of knowledge. Since spiritual insights are not material and cannot be understood through temporal reasoning, the soul enters into a state of uncomprehending astonishment when it receives spiritual insights of divine revelation. The mind, by contrast, is capable of comprehending spiritual insights through wonder. The transition from astonishment to wonder represents the moment when the monk enters into the spiritual level of the ascetical life and begins to comprehend the mysteries of the world to come. Once a monk understands the mysteries of the world to come, he begins to live the heavenly way of life while remaining in the material world.
This study has clarified the scholarly position concerning the way in which Isaac uses Greek and Syriac sources to construct an original eschatological and ascetical synthesis. Contrary to the position found in older scholarship, I conclude that Isaac’s asceticism and eschatology is much more than a Syriac repetition of Greek Evagrian thought; rather, his asceticism and eschatology are dependent on a Syriac cultural heritage that includes a host of Syriac authors as well as Syriac adaptations of Greek texts. Isaac was well read and collected ideas from numerous sources, yet he does not simply borrow ideas from other authors and repeat them verbatim. When he uses an idea from another author, Isaac adapts and reworks it so that it fits into his own unique ascetical and eschatological system.

Isaac’s eschatology is derived from his protology, which begins with the premise that asceticism was part of God’s original plan for the world. God used the occasion of the fall to issue the injunction of the curse, which Isaac interprets as the institution of ascetical actions. Prior to the time of Christ, these ascetical actions took the form of manual labor, such that people had to cultivate the ground in order to produce food, but after the time of Christ, manual labor was replaced with monastic ascesis.

Isaac explains this notion that asceticism is an inherent part of God’s plan for creation with language borrowed from two Syriac sources. First, he adopts the concept of the infantile Adam, begun by Theodore of Mopsuestia, but recorded in the Syriac tradition by Narsai. For Isaac, as for Theodore and Narsai, God purposely created human beings with infantile tendencies so that they could grow to mature knowledge of him through asceticism. Second, Isaac uses Pseudo-Macarian language of cultivation to explain why God decided to make bodily asceticism an inherent part of creation. Following the Syriac edition of the Pseudo-Macarian homilies, Isaac says that God intentionally created the body before he created the soul so that the body could cultivate a fertile environment for knowledge to grow and develop in the soul.

The core of Isaac’s eschatology is modeled after John the Solitary’s portrait of the life of the world to come, which, by virtue of its perfection, surpasses the imperfection of the original creation. Building on John the Solitary’s emphasis
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on hope for the world to come, Isaac says that the eschatological future is not a return to the original purity of creation, but growth into a superior mode of creation that is better than the original. According to Isaac, God does not want human beings to remain in their infantile state, but instead wants human beings to grow into perfection through ascetical actions. Isaac’s selection and use of the same biblical phrases used by John (such as “hope to come,” “way of the new life,” and “inner man”) together with John's distinctive, non-biblical analogies (such as a serpent shedding its skin as a metaphor for asceticism) reveals Isaac’s dependence on John’s formulations in order to describe the transformation that human beings will someday undergo once they have reached the maturity of perfection.

Although the fullness of perfection is promised in the world to come, Isaac also believes that human beings can experience a proleptic taste of this future perfection while still living in the material world. Isaac employs the concepts of wonder and astonishment in order to explain how an experience of the world to come is possible within the materiality of this world. While Isaac’s synthesis of wonder and astonishment is original, he nevertheless garners definitions and themes for these two terms from a wide variety of sources, including texts originally written in Syriac and Syriac translations of texts originally written in Greek.

Drawing on ideas from texts originally composed in Syriac, Isaac uses wonder and astonishment together in the same context in order to describe a monk’s state of mind when he is confronted with realities from the world to come. While Ephrem was the first Syriac author to use both wonder and astonishment together in order to describe the mind’s reaction to the world to come, John the Solitary developed a framework for understanding the concept of wonder that would be especially influential to Isaac. According to John, wonder at God is a spiritual enterprise that transcends modes of knowledge that come through material sense perception. Therefore when Isaac explains how spiritual knowledge becomes intelligible in material modes of perception, he uses language that is reminiscent of John’s language. In particular, he says that monks transcend material modes of knowing when their minds become itinerant and wander into heaven in order to receive a pledge of the heavenly mysteries from the Holy Spirit. This pledge is the reception of wonder.

Isaac’s synthetic account of wonder and astonishment also includes definitions gathered from Syriac adaptations of texts originally written in Greek. Following the hermeneutical lens suggested by Sergius of Reshaina in his introduction to his Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius’s Mystical Theology, Isaac correlates wonder and astonishment with multiple Pseudo-Dionysian phrases. Isaac uses the word astonishment to describe the darkness that accompanies perception of the ineffable and unknowable essence of God and wonder to refer to the illumination of the soul that follows the period of darkness. Likewise, using the Syriac translation of Evagrius’s Reflections 30 (where the Syriac trans-
lator added the word wonder into Evagrius's text) as an interpretative key for all of Evagrius's texts, Isaac associates wonder and astonishment with a number of Evagrian phrases. On the basis of this one influential passage, Isaac explicitly equates either wonder or astonishment with two Evagrian technical terms—"solitary knowledge" and "purity of mind"—and two Evagrian concepts—the joy that occurs during prayer and angelic visitation.

Although Isaac incorporates definitions and phrases from the Syriac tradition, his synthesis of wonder and astonishment is nevertheless original. According to Isaac, astonishment explains what happens when a monk encounters the limitations of material human structures. A soul that has recovered its original purity has attained the fullness of its inherent, material capabilities, but yet remains incapable of comprehending the mysteries of the world to come. This soul can only exist in astonishment at what is beyond its ability to understand. Nevertheless, when a soul has reached astonishment, it has progressed to the threshold of the perfection of the world to come. At this point, the soul yields to the natural activity of the mind, which, through the aid of divine grace, perceives spiritual knowledge of the world to come as wonder.

Having described Isaac's asceticism and eschatology, we can now see that his writings form a detailed account of how the human mind undergoes experience of God. In other words, Isaac's spiritual writing is not just pious sentimentalism, but a complex psychological evaluation of the transformation that occurs when the mind experiences God. Along with Evagrius and Augustine, Isaac provides one of the few Patristic accounts of what human beings can expect to happen in their souls and minds when they experience God in this world. This psychological evaluation of the spiritual life is one of Isaac's greatest legacies.

EPILOGUE: WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT AS ISAAC OF NINEVEH'S LEGACY

During the course of this study, I have shown that wonder and astonishment render Isaac's synthetic ascetical system coherent. As such, the conception and development of wonder and astonishment is one of Isaac's most influential contributions to Syriac ascetical theology. This epilogue briefly points to areas where further study will reveal the depth of influence that Isaac's use of the terms wonder and astonishment had on later Syriac authors. In particular, I examine areas where Isaac's conception of wonder and astonishment influ-

1 For a broader overview of Isaac's influence on later authors, see Sabino Chialà, Dall'ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna, Biblioteca della Revista di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa 14 (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 281–305.
enced two eighth-century East-Syriac authors who had recourse to his texts: John Dalyatha and Joseph Hazzaya.

ISAAC OF NINEVEH'S INFLUENCE ON JOHN DALYATHA

While scholars have presumed that John Dalyatha is influenced by Isaac’s conception of non-prayer, my study of Isaac provides a textual basis to what has so far been a very general perception of Isaac’s influence on John. I claim that John’s dependence on Isaac is centered upon Isaac’s conception of wonder and astonishment, so I point to three specific textual connections between John and Isaac that merit further study. In all these textual connections, John’s theory of non-prayer is dependent on Isaac’s theory of wonder.

First, both Isaac and John base their theory of non-prayer on the Syriac translation of Reflections 30, where the first Syriac translator states that prayer is interrupted by the light of the Trinity, and they both interpret the text as showing that wonder interrupts human impulses. Based on this passage, John concludes that prayer reaches its consummation when a monk enters the place of the mysteries and receives wonder from God. This conclusion is a straightforward reading of the text, but what is important here is that John follows Isaac in adding that prayer has reached its consummation when the human impulses stop working and that John, like Isaac, connects the cessation of the impulses with wonder at the mysteries. John’s commentary on Reflections 30 reads as follows: “The consummation [of prayer] is wonder that is [caused] by God, as we have said, and not from the continued impulses of prayer. The one who has entered the place of the mysteries abides in the wonder that is in [the mysteries].” For both Isaac and John wonder presupposes the cessation of human impulses.


4 John Dalyatha, Letter 12.3 (TCLA 2:57).

Cf. John Dalyatha Letter 12.8 (TCLA 2:63): “Every prayer that is not transformed from time to time into wonder at the mysteries has not yet arrived at the consummation as we have said above. Not even does the prayer of the impulses remain continually if it has never tasted the astonishment that [is caused by] the joy of God. Continual prayer is astonishment before God.”
Conclusion

Second, like Isaac, John logically extends the idea, derived from Reflections 30, of wonder interrupting human impulses, by saying that astonishment is the moment when divine impulses begin to replace human impulses. Once prayer has reached its consummation, the mind receives divine impulses that replace human impulses. "Their mind does not reflect on the world," he says, speaking about monks who engage in prayer, "but their impulses originate in God, in silence, and in great astonishment." Elsewhere, he notes that these impulses, which are connected with the occurrence of astonishment, contain innumerable insights concerning the mysteries of the new world:

From this time forward, limpidity establishes astonishment within him and, without interruption, grace stirs up in him impulses that do not lend themselves to elaboration and, in short, are innumerable. [These impulses are] emotions of the new world, mysteries, revelations, and insights concerning the [divine] being that are [otherwise] not permitted to be revealed.

Once again, John's understanding of non-prayer bears remarkable similarities to Isaac's understanding of non-prayer. Like Isaac, John connects the phenomenon of astonishment with the arrival of divine impulses that contain innumerable insights.

Third, John uses four terms in conjunction with his theory of non-prayer: astonishment, wonder, silence (ܬܫܩܐ), and the limit of prayer (ܬܚܘܡܐ). This combination of terms is used prominently by Isaac, which means that John is articulating his theology of non-prayer with language derived from Isaac. In a number of passages from his Ascentical Homilies, Isaac draws a connection between silence and astonishment and implies that when a person is astonished before God and when all human forms of reasoning cease to operate, a person experiences only silence.

For background on John's understanding of wonder and astonishment, see Robert Beulay, "De l'émerveillement à l'extase: Jean de Dalyatha et Abou Sa'id al-Kharraz," in Youakim Moubarac: Dossier dirigé par Jean Stassinet, Cahiers d'Orientalisme 20 (Lausanne: L'âge d'homme, 2005), 333–43. For further connections between Isaac and John Dalyatha on the issue of silence, see Brouria Bitton-Ashkelon, "'Reduced to a State of Silence': Isaac of Nineveh and John of Dalyatha on Self-transformation," in St Isaac the Syrian and his Spiritual Legacy, ed. Hilarion Alfeyev (Yonkers: St Vladimir's Seminary Press, 2015), 169–80.

See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.8 (Bedjan:106:7–15): "This prayer that bestows [thanksgiving], in which a person does not pray nor act, as in the other passionate prayers that come before the perception of grace, but instead his heart is filled with joy and astonishment, frequently incites stirrings of thanksgiving and gratitude, in the silence of kneeling."
John follows and intensifies Isaac's connection between silence and astonishment. In Letter 1, he refers to the ineffable “place” of silence and the “place of marvel,” thereby indicating that he is describing the interior ascent of the mind into the heavenly realm, or the divine place of God. Using language that is reminiscent of Isaac, he describes this interior ascent as an experience of silence and astonishment:

The place whose language is silence: how will its mysteries be explained? When the mysteries are revealed to those who are not accustomed, the mysteries astonish the inhabitants of the place with silence and for [the inhabitants] they establish one who is in stupefaction without any impulse or desire. The name of the place is marvel and the explanation of its mysteries is astonishment. And if it is fitting for speech to name it, it is a silence without impulse and without a title.9

The monk who has entered into the place of marvel experiences astonishment and begins to comprehend the mysteries through the silence that occurs when his impulses cease to operate. Elsewhere, in Letter 17, John makes a similar observation about the relationship between silence and astonishment:

Whoever understands, let him understand. Whoever does not understand, in silence let him honor the one who is glorified and who desires to glorify whoever seeks to be glorified. How can we name the place of vision? It is the likeness of the one who sees everything in himself just as he is to be seen in everyone, small


Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.5.1 (CSCO 554:5): “Angelic natures are plunged into silence in astonishment before the thick darkness of this eternal mystery and [from] the flood of his glory that [comes] from within astonishment.”


9 John Dalyatha, Letter 1.5 (TCLA 2:7).
and great. Then in silence, let us honor our Word, and with astonishment let us embrace our mystery.\textsuperscript{10}

In both of these passages, John follows Isaac in using silence as a descriptive term for astonishment. Silence and astonishment, together, are the means by which a monk embraces the mysteries of understanding in the ineffable place of the divine mysteries.

Another example of John's dependence on language that comes from Isaac's notion of wonder and astonishment occurs in Letter 1. In this letter, John incorporates his understanding of silence as the expression of astonishment with Isaac's understanding of the limit of prayer. Isaac had implied that prayer reaches its limit with silence and John follows suit.\textsuperscript{11} He states that an intellect that has entered into wonder in the place of the mysteries has first reached the limit that is experienced in silence:

Speaking of the manner of God's revelation in holy minds is not permitted to the tongue, but [God] places the explanation of the great mystery in purified and luminous minds. [The great mystery] is immersed in silence because God is revealed in the place of wonder to those who love him. He causes them to wonder with his beauty and he silences their impulses with the marvel that is in the vision of his mysteries. Since this place of wondrous visions is the place of astonishment, it is also enclosed with a wall of unstillness. When the intellect wants to attempt to bring the mystery out from there to the place of voices and examine it, then [the mind] is confronted with the limit of stillness and becomes silent.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{10} John Dalyatha, \textit{Letter 17.3} (TCLA 2:87).

\textsuperscript{11} Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{De Perfectione Religiosa} 1.22 (Bedjan:165:19–166:2): “There is no prayer beyond pure prayer, for all of its impulses and its manners conduct the intellect up until here under the sway of their freedom. For this reason, there is strife in it [pure prayer]. There is a limit beyond this, however, and it is astonishment and not prayer.”

\textsuperscript{12} Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, \textit{The Second Part} 2.35.1 (CSCO 554:139): “When a person reaches insights into creation on the journey of his conduct, then he is raised up higher than having prayer set for him by a limit. It is superfluous from then onwards for him to limit prayer by means of fixed times or the Hours [because] his situation has gone beyond praying and giving praise whenever he wants. From here on, he continually finds the senses stilled and the thoughts bound with the bonds of astonishment.”
Once the mind confronts silence, John says, it has reached the place of astonishment, which is also the moment when a person moves into a state of wonder at God’s revelation of the mysteries. John’s language in this passage, in which he draws connections between the terms silence, limit, and wonder, reveals a dependence on Isaac, who also frequently grouped all of these words together.

One final example occurs in Letter 12, where John includes an anonymous quotation from another monk who describes what happens to him when his human impulses cease and his mind enters into the place of revelation. This fellow monk describes this occurrence as the moment when God’s light shines on a world that is wonder before God. The quotation proceeds as follows:

When the grace of God is pleased with me and draws my mind to the place with his vision, [then my mind] remains without impulses all day long in the place of marvel. When it goes out from there, it prays and makes supplication that the light of the hidden one who is hidden within him may shine in the world that is full of wonder.13

John follows with his own commentary on this anonymous quotation and, once again, makes the same connection that Isaac frequently made between the terms wonder, silence, and limit. According to John, the moment when the impulses cease and God’s mysteries are revealed is the moment when a monk has reached the limit of prayer. This limit, which John refers to as silence, is the moment when intelligible speech no longer suffices to explain the mysteries of God. John says that, in silence, the mind engages the mysteries of God in wonder:

From this time forward, it is no longer a place of words in which the pen is able to flow with ink, for here a limit is set: silence. Only the intellect is permitted to pass over and see this resting place of all mysteries. [The intellect] has the authority to enter and to wonder at the beauty of the marvel, which is above all things and hidden within all.14

In summary, John’s presentation of wonder and astonishment uses two words—silence and limit—that appeared prominently throughout Isaac’s writings. Although these two words also appear in other authors, such as Pseudo-Dionysius, only Isaac uses both of them in connection with wonder and
astonishment.\textsuperscript{15} Therefore John’s use of the words wonder and astonishment in connection with silence and limit is based on Isaac’s texts.

\textbf{ISAAC OF NINEVEH’S INFLUENCE ON JOSEPH HAZZAYA}

Joseph Hazzaya, who refers to Isaac as “famous among the saints,” also demonstrates dependency on Isaac’s thought.\textsuperscript{16} Two areas of textual connections between Joseph Hazzaya and Isaac merit further study. First, Joseph notes that astonishment coincides with the moment when the impulses of the body and soul cease operating. This connection between the cessation of the impulses and astonishment, which can be traced back to Isaac, occurs in Joseph’s \textit{Letter on the Three Levels of the Monastic Life}:

Blessed is the solitary who has been deemed worthy of this glorious vision of the beauties and of the natural spirits and who has entered the holy place. He takes delight in the divine mysteries and understands the subtleties of their sounds… When this chanting of the sounds from the natural spirits falls into the intellect, it descends into the intellect in astonishment and all the impulses of the body and soul are stopped, as in sleep.\textsuperscript{17}

This passage occurs in a section of Joseph’s letter dedicated to describing the spiritual level of the ascetical life, so according to Joseph, the impulses of body and soul cease to function when the intellect engages in astonishment and prepares for the spiritual level of the ascetical life.\textsuperscript{18} This sentiment reflects similar

\textsuperscript{15} Pseudo-Dionysius also uses language of silence; see, for example, Pseudo-Dionysius, \textit{Mystical Theology} 1.1 (CSCO 656:106-7): “All of the simple and resolute mysteries and the unchangeable divine teachings are hidden in a thick darkness (ܠܐܥܪܦ) that is filled [with] the light of concealed silence and hidden mysteries.”


\textsuperscript{18} See also Joseph Hazzaya, \textit{Lettre sur les trois étapes} 5.145 (PO 45:420:1–4): “Each time when the mind strives after the vision of contemplation in delight, it has not yet arrived at the spiritual
statements by Isaac, who also says that the impulses culminate in astonishment during the spiritual level of the ascetical life.

Second, Joseph follows Isaac in connecting wonder with both study and tears. Like Isaac, Joseph situates wonder with study. In Letter 4, Joseph states that when a monk studies the providence of God, “wonder will fill your heart and interrupt the phrases that [are coming] from your mouth.” Also, like Isaac, Joseph draws a connection between the presence of insights that arise from wonder and the occurrence of tears. Joseph states, in Letter 4 that “from this union of thoughts and from wonder of insights, he will have peace [accompanied] by tears during the night and day.” Joseph’s language regarding wonder reveals an awareness of Isaac’s contribution and Joseph follows Isaac in connecting wonder to both study and tears.

While the textual and terminological connections are different in the cases of John and Joseph, the works of both of these Syriac authors manifest a dependence on Isaac’s development of the concept of wonder. Both John and Joseph follow Isaac in connecting wonder with the cessation of impulses. In addition, John manifests a linguistic dependence on Isaac with his use of the constellation of the terms astonishment, wonder, silence, and limit while Joseph depends on Isaac in connecting wonder with both study and tears.

place, for when the mind arrives there, it does not have the authority [for the commemoration of itself], but is unbound in astonishment.”

19 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:5:10–11): “Study, with its loving desire, is [still] sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the intellect] firmly to the thoughts of wonder.”

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.5 (Bedjan:43:21): “Persevere in study [done] in stillness, then you will be drawn to wonder at all times.”

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.3 (CSCO 554:86–6): “Through purity, [a person] is deemed worthy of the operation of the Holy Spirit. This occurs when he is first purified, then sanctified. From time to time, this happens during the middle of studious reflection by means of some luminous impulse that is greater than the flesh, at which point he acquires an inner solitude in God that is a semblance of what is to come and [consists in] a continual and ineffable repose in God.”

20 Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur les trois étapes 4.141 (PO 45:416:3–4). See The Second Part 2.8.17 (CSCO 554:24), where Isaac states that tears come as a result of wonder and “once the door of insights has been opened before the heart…he gradually approaches astonishment.”

Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.4 (CSCO 554:86): “A flow of constant tears may occur in someone … from the astonishment that is from insights.”

21 See The Second Part 2.8.17 (CSCO 554:24), where Isaac states that tears come as a result of wonder and "once the door of insights has been opened before the heart...he gradually approaches astonishment."...
Conclusion

Accurate scholarly study of East-Syrian authors necessitates an appreciation of Isaac’s corpus and especially the influence of his theology of wonder and astonishment. This epilogue has briefly pointed to a few of the linguistic and terminological connections between the writings of Isaac and those of two later Syriac authors, John Dalyatha and Joseph Hazzaya. Although more work must be done to establish Isaac as an important source for understanding these later two authors, I have briefly shown that both John and Joseph manifest a textual dependence on Isaac’s articulation of wonder and astonishment.
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